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Abstract 

The present research is concerned with the polymer sodium alginate, a naturally 

occurring biocompatible and biodegradable polysaccharide. 

The first objective was to prepare, characterise and monitor the release properties of 

a urease inhibitor (NBPT) from different calcium alginate hydrogel beads.  Four 

bead types were chosen for this study, calcium alginate, charcoal-loaded and 

bentonite-loaded calcium alginate, and polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads.  

The surface morphology of the beads was investigated using SEM.  The swelling 

studies on the beads showed that the polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads 

showed the lowest amount of swelling in all media tested.  The stability of the NBPT 

as a function of pH was investigated using NMR spectroscopy, which showed that 

NBPT decomposes at acidic and highly basic pH values.  The release of NBPT into 

aqueous solutions was monitored using UV/Vis spectroscopy.  Release was 

uncontrolled if beads were agitated and was significantly slowed down when they 

were not agitated.  The bentonite-loaded and polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate 

beads showed the most promising results for developing a controlled release system 

for NBPT. 

The second objective was to assess the ability of alginate beads, which contained 

silver(I) and silver(0), to inactivate pathogenic microorganisms in a water treatment 

process.  The three different bead supports used were sodium alginate beads (Alg), 

propylene glycol alginate composite beads (PGA) and alginate beads functionalised 

with propyloctadecyldimethylammonium groups (TSA beads).  Atomic absorption 

spectroscopy was used to assess the amount of silver encapsulated in the beads.  

Swelling studies in water indicate that the TSA beads were resistant to swelling.  The 

beads were studied for their ability to inhibit the growth or kill one strain of fungi 

and five strains of bacteria.  The TSA beads that contained silver(I) showed the 

greatest antimicrobial activity against the six micro-organisms studied, making them 

the most attractive polymer support, for use in materials for water disinfection.
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1.1 Introduction 

The Industrial Revolution resulted in a significant change in the daily lives of 

humans and this has led to a modern society that is heavily dependent on fossil fuels 

for transportation, and energy.  The fossil fuel of particular importance to modern 

society is oil.  Oil is primarily used as a transportation fuel and most countries are 

now highly dependent upon oil.  Moreover, as well as being a source of energy, oil 

forms the basis of the petrochemical industry.1   Due to rapid economic growth in the 

developing world and modern society’s high reliance upon motor transportation, 

demand for oil has grown and is likely to continue. This causes problems in 

providing sufficient quantities of oil.  Oil is not considered to be a renewable 

resource, it takes millions of years to form and there are a finite number of oilfields.  

In recent years the discovery rates of new oilfields have been falling, resulting in 

reserves being quickly depleted and it is predicted that oil will run out in about 70 

years.1  

There are a number of problems associated with converting fossil fuels to 

energy, such as air and water-pollution.  One major problem with fossil fuels is that 

burning them has led to large emissions of greenhouse gases.2  There is much 

scientific evidence to suggest that these greenhouse gases have led to global 

warming.3-5  When coal is burned it releases nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide, both 

of which are greenhouse gases.6   The impact of global warming on the environment 

is extensive and affects many areas.   

Chemistry’s response to the reliance of the chemical industry on oil as a 

starting material is to look to sustainable chemistry.  Sustainable chemistry involves 

the design of products and processes that minimise the use and generation of 

hazardous substances.7  This fulfils one of the principles of Green Chemistry as 

outlined in the book Green Chemistry: Theory and Practice.8  “A raw material 

feedstock should be renewable rather than depleting whenever technically and 

economically practical”.  In particular, chemistry is looking at chemical processes 

based on renewable resources such as biopolymers and chemical products that 

enhance the efficiency of synthesis of the products.9  Chemicals from renewable 

resources have attracted an increasing amount of attention over the past two decades 

predominantly due to two major reasons: firstly environmental concerns, and 
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secondly the realisation that our petroleum resources are limited.9  As a major 

component of petroleum consumption is used to form synthetic polymers, this has 

led to an increase in research to discover new polymer material based on biological 

feed stocks.   

Research is now focused on renewable resources to produce natural polymers 

for applications in which synthetic polymers have previously been used.9-11  A major 

disadvantage with using polymers from natural resources is their fast degradation 

rate which is not always desirable.  Yu et al. discuss the use of polymer blends to 

overcome some of the disadvantages associated with using biodegradable polymers 

obtained from natural resources alone.9  Starch and cellulose are two examples of 

important natural polymers that are receiving a lot of attention.  Khalili et al. 

demonstrate the ability of cellulose to replace man-made fibres as reinforcement to 

make environmentally friendly green products.11  Another important natural polymer 

is chitosan, which is a renewable abundant material.  Chitosan already has many 

applications such as controlled-release agents, ingredients in cosmetics and personal 

care products, and biodegradable food packaging.  Chitosan has the ability to be used 

as an environmental friendly starting material for packaging in which water 

resistance is necessary, as shown by Cui et al.10  Alginate is an abundant material 

which is readily available in nature.  It is found as a structural component of brown 

algae and it is also isolated from some bacterial species.12  Alginate offers many 

advantages over synthetic polymers as it forms hydrogels and it is non-toxic, 

biocompatible, biodegradable, less expensive and freely available.  All these 

advantages make alginate a very useful material for biomedical application, 

especially for controlled delivery of drugs13 and other biologically active 

compounds.14 

 

 

1.2 Biopolymers  

Polymers are compounds with a high molecular weight consisting of up to 

millions of repeated linked units that are relatively light and simple.  They are built 

up from simple ‘monomers’ or single parts.15  Carbohydrates are organic compounds 

that consist only of carbon hydrogen and oxygen.  Carbohydrates (saccharides) are 

divided into four chemical groups: monosaccharaides, disaccharides, 
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oligosaccharides and polysaccharides.  In general monosaccharaides and 

disaccharides which are smaller carbohydrates are referred to as sugars.16   

Monosaccharaides can be linked together by glycosidic bonds to form 

polysaccharides.  Most polysaccharides have hundreds or thousands of simple sugar 

units linked together to form long polymer chains.  They are a class of biopolymer, 

or naturally occurring polymers.15  Biopolymers are polymers produced by living 

organisms that have unique structures, multidimensional properties, highly 

sophisticated functions and wide ranging applications in biomedical and industrial 

areas.17,18  To exploit the unique properties and to realise the full potential of these 

versatile polymers, research and development work on biopolymers has reached a 

status of intense activity in many parts of the world.19  Some important examples of 

carbohydrate biopolymers are outlined below. 

Cellulose (Figure 1.1), a polymer of D-glucose, is the world’s most abundant 

organic material.  It is a straight chain polymer composed of D-glucose units linked 

by equatorial β-(1,4’)-glycosidic bonds which are rigid and very stable, giving 

cellulose desirable properties for a structural material in organisms.16 

 

Figure 1.1: Structure of cellulose. 

 

Cellulose is abundant in trees and other plants as a structural material to 

support the weight of the plant.  Wood and straw consist of 50% of the 

polysaccharide.  Cellulose is biodegradable but is insoluble in water and most 

organic solvents which limit its potential applications.  However, functionalised 

cellulose derivatives have been studied and utilised for a long time.  Cellulose nitrate 

has long been one of the world’s most popular explosives.  The properties of 

cellulose derivatives are determined primarily by the type of functional group they 
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contain.  They can be modified by adjusting the degree of functionalisation and the 

degree of polymerisation of the polymer backbone.20 

Starch (Figure. 1.2) is a polymeric carbohydrate consisting of anhydroglucose 

units linked together primarily through α-D-(1,4’)-glycosidic bonds.21  The 

anhydroglucose unit consists of two types of molecules; amylose (normally 20–30%) 

and amylopectin (normally 70–80%).  In amylose these are α-D-(1,4’)-glycosidic 

bonds whereas, in amylopectin about one residue in every twenty or fifty is also α-D-

(1,6’) glycosidic bonds forming a branch point.22  Starch granules are synthesised by 

many plant tissues and act as an energy store.  Different plants produce variations in 

starch granule parameters such as shape, size and composition.  In addition, starch  

may be chemically, enzymatically or physically modified to induce novel 

characteristics.23  Starch has proven popular in sustainable chemistry as it is 

versatile, cheap and has many uses as a thickener, water binder, emulsion stabiliser 

and a gelling agent.22 

 

Figure 1.2: Structure of starch. 

 

Dextran is a water-soluble polysaccharide produced by bacteria from sucrose.  

Dextran consists mainly of α-(1,6’) linked D-glucopyranose residues with a low 

percentage of α-(1,2’), α-(1,3’) and α-(1,4’) linked side chains.24  The degree of 

branching depends on the source of dextran and may vary from 0.5 to 60%.  

Furthermore, the source of dextran determines the molecular weight distribution of 
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the polymers. Increasing the branching of the macromolecules decreases the water 

solubility of dextran.25  Dextran is non-toxic and is therefore useful in medical 

applications as a blood plasma substitute.24 

Chitin (Figure 1.3) is the second most abundant natural biopolymer in the 

world.  It is held together by β-(1,4’)glycosidic bonds.  It is a polymer of N-

Acetylglucosamine.  N-Acetylglucosamine is an amino sugar that is common in 

living organisms.  Chitin forms in the exoskeletons of insects such as butterflies and 

spiders.26,27  In crustaceans, chitin forms a matrix that binds calcium carbonate 

crystals into the exoskeleton.28  The glycosidic bonds in chitin give it a structural 

rigidity, strength and stability that exceed even that of cellulose.15,  Owing to the 

semi-crystalline structure of chitin with extensive hydrogen bonding, the cohesive 

energy density, and hence the solubility parameters are very high and therefore 

causing it to be insoluble in all the usual solvents including deionised water.29 

 

  Figure 1.3: Structure of chitin.  

 

However, chitosan (Figure 1.4) is produced by the de-acetylation of chitin and 

is readily soluble in dilute acid solutions below pH 6.  At a low pH, chitosan 

becomes protonated and positively charged, which makes it a water-soluble cationic 

polyelectrolyte.  On the other hand, as the pH increases above 6, the glucosamine 

units of chitosan become deprotonated and the polymer loses its charge and becomes 

insoluble.  The ability to dissolve chitosan in dilute acid aqueous solutions, its 

properties such as biodegradability, low toxicity and good biocompatibility have led 

to a great deal of interest for its use in agricultural, medical and pharmaceutical 

applications.30,31 
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Figure 1.4: Structure of chitosan. 

 

Alginate (Figure. 1.5) is a natural polymer extracted from the cell walls of 

brown algae.  Alginate is also isolated from some bacterial species such as 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Pseudomonas syringae.12  It is known to be 

biocompatible, non-toxic, non-immunogenic and biodegradable.32  Alginic acid is a 

natural linear, anionic block co-polymer hetero-polysaccharide.  Its structure 

contains monomers of β-D-mannuronic acid (M) and its C-5 epimer, α-L-guluronic 

acid (G) residues joined together by α-(1,4’)-glycosidic linkages.12  The G and M 

units are joined together in blocks and three types of blocks are found.  It can be 

composed of homopolymeric blocks M–M or G–G, and blocks with an alternating 

sequence of M–G blocks.  Sodium alginate salt has a unique property of cross-

linking in the presence of multivalent cations, such as calcium ions in aqueous media 

which complex to form insoluble calcium alginate.  Depending on the degree of 

cross-linking, alginate will significantly reduce its swelling in the presence of the 

solvent which it is in, generally resulting in a reduction of the permeability of 

different solutes.  As a consequence, the release of embodied drugs from alginate 

matrices will be delayed, allowing these systems to be used in controlled drug 

release.13  
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Figure 1.5: Structure of alginate. 

 

 

1.3 Alginate Hydrogels 

Hydrogels belong to a class of polymer that can swell to a large extent in water 

while maintaining their dimensional network structure in the swollen state.33,34  

Hydrogels are three-dimensional polymer networks composed of water-soluble 

polymers which are crosslinked to form a water-insoluble hydrogel.35  They can 

swell and retain a significant portion of water when placed in an aqueous solution.14  

A superabsorbent hydrogel is defined as a gel which swells over 95% of its 

composition.36  Superabsorbent hydrogels have high biocompatibility due to their 

large degree of water retention and their physiochemical similarity with the native 

extracellular matrix both compositionally and mechanically.  Hydrogels are often 

divided into three classes depending on the nature of their network, namely 

entangled networks, covalently crosslinked networks and networks formed by 

physical interactions.   

Hydrogels possess a degree of flexibility very similar to natural tissue due to 

their significant water content.  A xerogel is a solid formed from the hydrogel by 

evaporating the pore liquid at relatively low temperature and at ordinary pressure.  

Xerogels usually retain high porosity and enormous surface area along with small 

pore size.37  Hydrogels have been extensively researched and have found 

applications in a wide variety of fields including medical application,33 wound 
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dressing,38 drug delivery,39 agriculture and food industries,40,41,42 water treatment 43, 
44 and catalysis.45,46  

 

1.3.1 Formation and Properties of Alginate Hydrogles 

Alginate hydrogels can be formed using a variety of different ionic or covalent 

crosslinkers.  The properties of the hydrogels, such as swelling, and mechanical 

strength are dependent on the degree and type of crosslinking.33,47-50 

 

1.3.1.1 Ionic Crosslinking 

Ionic crosslinking or physically crosslinking is where a physical interaction 

occurs between different polymer chains.  This is the preferred method of 

crosslinking as it avoids the use of toxic compounds, which generally have to be 

removed before the gel can be used.  This method of crosslinking is mainly used 

throughout the research presented here in.  One of the most important properties of 

alginates is their ability to form gels on addition of di- and trivalent metal ions such 

as bivalent Group 2 metals (Ca2+, Sr2+ and Ba2+) or trivalent (Fe3+ and Al3+) 

ions.12,38,51  The formation of the gel is due to ionic interactions between the 

carboxylate groups located on the polymer backbone and the cations present in the 

crosslinking solution (Figure 1.6).52 
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Figure 1.6: Structure of alginate showing ionic crosslinking between the alginate 

chains and the calcium ion. 

 

The gelation of alginate can be carried out in an extremely mild environment.  

Due to the shapes of the monomers and their modes of linkage in the polymer, 

sodium alginate is a particularly attractive material for forming hydrogels.  The 

geometries of the G and M block regions are substantially different from each other.  

The G-block is buckled while the M-block has a ribbon shape.  When two G-block 

units are aligned side by side they have the ability to crosslink with a calcium ion, 

forming a link between two strands of alginate.  Binding of the calcium to the 

alginate occurs preferentially at the guluronic units.53-55  Thus, alginates with high 

numbers of guluronic units yield stronger gels.  The calcium from the crosslinking 

solution is ionically substituted at the carboxylate site of the sodium alginate chain.  

This results in a chain of calcium-linked alginates that forms a solid gel.  The Ca2+ 

ions fit into electronegative cavities like eggs in a box (Figure 1.7) and this is the 
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source of the term ‘egg box structure’.12,54  Crosslinking of sodium alginate is 

generally done using calcium chloride, resulting in the formation of calcium alginate 

hydrogel beads.   

 

 
Figure 1.7: ‘Egg-box’ structure of the calcium ions binding in alginate. 

 

1.3.1.2 Covalent Crosslinker 

The use of covalent crosslinkers results in covalent bonds being formed 

between different polymer chains.  Each uronic unit in an alginic acid chain contains 

two types of functional groups, OH and COOH, which are used for crosslinking.  

Covalent crosslinking of alginates is advantageous as it leads to hydrogels with 

improved mechanical strength.  Ionic alginate hydrogels are known to have limited 

stability when in contact with solutions containing monovalent ions, as these cause 

destabilisation of the hydrogel and can lead to the gel rupturing.  Covalent 

crosslinking can create more stable and robust networks.  Alginates are often used 

for dehydration of ethanol-water mixtures due to the ability of the alginate to 

incorporate water into the hydrophilic membrane.56  Excess hydrophilicity is 

disadvantageous in this procedure as it can cause low selectivity and poor membrane 

stability.  Covalently crosslinked alginates are readily used for this process as they 

improve the membrane properties. 

 

 Covalent crosslinking at the Hydroxyl Group 

Glutaraldehyde is a commonly used covalent crosslinker and it crosslinks at 

the OH group of the alginate chain (Scheme 1.1).57  Kulkarni et al. reported the 

successful encapsulation of a natural liquid pesticide in sodium alginate beads after 

crosslinking with glutaraldehyde.57  These beads were used to control the release of 

the pesticide into soil, and the extent of crosslinking was studied in order to find the 

optimum amount of crosslinking required.  They observed that an increase in the 
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degree of crosslinking resulted in a decrease of the pesticide being released from the 

beads.  Yeom and co-workers also used glutaraldehyde to covalently crosslink the 

sodium alginate membranes to enhance the stability of the membranes against 

water.58  It was observed that crosslinking with glutaraldehyde could reduce both the 

solubility of water in the membrane and the selectivity of the membrane towards 

water. 

 

 

Scheme 1.1: Reaction scheme for covalent crosslinking of sodium alginate using 

glutaraldehyde. 

 

Gotok and co-workers used the hydroxyl groups on the alginate to add 

covalent crosslinks to calcium alginate beads.52  They first reacted a number of the 

hydroxyl groups with cyanobromide in the presence of base and then crosslinked the 

polymer chains upon addition of hexane-1, 6-diamine as given in Scheme 1.2. 
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Scheme 1.2: Crosslinking of alginate with hexane-1, 6-diamine. 

 

 Covalent crosslinking at the Carboxyl Groups 

Covalent crosslinking can be achieved by reaction at the carboxyl groups with 

diamines to form diamide links.  Auguste and co-workers reacted pre-formed 

calcium alginate beads with either ethylene diamine, butane-1,4-diamine or hexane-

1,6-diamine using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide as the coupling 

agent.59  In addition, Eiselt et al. used this reaction to crosslink sodium alginate with 

(poly(ethylene glycol))PEG-diamines of different chain lengths (Scheme 1.3).  

Hydrogels formed rapidly with each PEG-diamines crosslinkers, and the mechanical 

properties and swelling behaviour can be modified by using the chain length of the 

cross-linking molecules.33   
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Scheme 1.3: Reaction of alginic acid with ethylene diamine. 

 

Gattas-Asfura et al. carried out a reaction with sodium alginate and a PEG 

linker which was functionalised with an amine at one end and an azide group at the 

other.60  The amine reacted with the carboxylate group to form an amide group 

(Scheme 1.4).  The azide groups were then reacted with PEG chains containing 1-

methyl-2-diphenylphosphino-terephthalate end groups via the Staudinger reaction 

(Scheme 1.4) to form a covalently crosslinked hydrogel.  
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Scheme 1.4: Reaction scheme for covalent crosslinking alginate via amide bonding 

with a H2N-PEG-N3 followed by the Staudinger reaction. 
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1.3.1.3 Preparation of Ionically Crosslinked Alginate Beads 

There are many different techniques available to produce beads, each with 

their own advantages and disadvantages.  One of the main requirements for all beads 

production is that the beads should be homogeneous with a narrow size distribution 

range.   

 

 Dripping 

This is the simplest method for producing beads and the most common way of 

preparing alginate beads.61  The alginate solution is placed in a syringe with or 

without a needle attached.  The alginate solution passes through the syringe and/or 

needle into a solution containing the divalent/trivalent ion.  The size of the beads 

depends on the size of the needle or syringe.62  The alginate solution sticks to the 

edge of the syringe or needle until the gravitational force is high enough to overcome 

the surface tension resulting in the release of a drop.  Dripping depends on 

gravitational forces alone to remove the adhering drop from the syringe or needle.  

This method is used mainly for small scale productions in laboratories, as it is not 

practical for large scale production due to difficulties that can be encountered such as 

blockage of the needle and low quantities of beads are produced.  The dripping 

method was used throughout the research presented here. 
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Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram for the production of calcium alginate hydrogel 

beads using the dripping method. 

  

 Electrostatic Dripping and Coaxial Air-flow 

Electrostatic dripping and coaxial air-flow are based on the formation of single 

droplets at the tip of a syringe or needle.  Both these techniques work under the same 

principle as dripping but there is acceleration of the normal droplet formation.  For 

the electrostatic dipping there are electrostatic forces used to pull the droplets off the 

needle at a considerably faster rate.63,64  The polymer solution is usually passed 

through a needle with a charge applied and the drops fall into a solution which has 

been earthed or held at the opposite charge.  Coaxial air-flow uses a stream of 

compressed air to pull the liquid droplets from the nozzle at a faster rate compared to 

the normal gravitational force.62,65  Both of these techniques result in beads with 

diameters within a smaller range compared to dripping alone. 

 

 Atomisation  

Syringe based units are not practical for large scale production because of the 

large number of needles required and operational problems such as needle blockage, 

cleaning and sanitation.  Atomisation is a method of making alginate hydrogel beads 

on a large scale.  Atomisation is a process in the making of a colloidal suspension of 
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fine solid particles or liquid droplets in a high velocity gas stream.  Atomisation is a 

method of preparing micron sized capsules with a very narrow size distribution.  Air 

atomisation66 and electrostatic atomisation67 are two of the main types of atomisation 

used to make alginate capsules.  Air atomisation sprays the sodium alginate solution 

into the calcium chloride solution to form hydrogel capsules.66,68  An air blast 

atomiser uses compressed air to spray the sodium alginate into a solution of the 

calcium chloride which induces gelation.  Herrero et al. reported that this method of 

making hydrogels resulted in capsules with a diameter of 1-50 µm.66  Electrostatic 

atomisation is where the liquid is dispersed into fine droplets by an electrostatic 

force working on the surface of the liquid.  Watanabe et al. prepared alginate gel 

beads using the electrostatic atomisation technique, whereby an aqueous sodium 

alginate solution containing an enzyme to be encapsulated was dispersed into an 

aqueous solution of calcium chloride as small droplets by applying a high voltage.67 

 

 Emulsification  

This method of forming alginate beads is only used for stable drugs because it 

involves the use of harsh chemical reagents to remove oil at the end of the process.  

The size of the micro-beads produced depends on stirring speed and the rate of the 

addition of the crosslinking solution.  Emulsification is mainly used to encapsulate 

bioactive materials into small beads and the main advantage of this method is the 

generation of beads with a small diameter.69  There are different emulsification 

techniques.  One commonly used technique is to form an emulsion of an aqueous 

alginate solution in oil, which is then added to a calcium chloride solution to form 

beads.  Hurteaux et al. used the emulsification techniques in the making of their 

propylene glycol alginate beads to encapsulate peptides which readily degrade.  An 

aqueous solution of alginate and propylene alginate were placed in an oil into which 

an aqueous solution of calcium chloride was mixed.70  The disadvantage of this 

method is that the bead size cannot be easily controlled.  A more efficient technique 

was the one used by Ponclelet et al. whereby the formation of beads was achieved 

through the rapid release of calcium ions from an insoluble dispersed calcium 

complex.69  The addition of an oil soluble acid frees up the calcium ions via 

acidification thus forming beads when it comes into contact with the alginate.  All of 
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their beads formed were less than 1 mm in diameter and this method is a viable 

method for large scale production of beads.   

 

1.3.2 Forming Alginate Beads using Functionalised Alginates 

 

1.3.2.1 Reactions to Functionalise Alginate  

From the structure of alginate given in Figure 1.5 it can be seen that each 

uronic unit has two secondary hydroxyl and one carboxylate groups present which 

make it an ideal candidate for functionalisation in order to change the characteristics 

of the parent alginate.  There are a wide variety of reactions which have been used to 

derivitise alginate in the literature,55 so this review will only concentrate on a number 

of reactions which increase the hydrophobic properties of the polymer.  The 

hydrophilic nature of alginate polymers can be reduced by covalently attaching long 

chained alkyl chains or aromatic molecules.  Common reactions used to derivatise 

the hydroxyl groups of the alginate backbone in this manner are oxidation and 

reductive-amination.  Functionalisation of the carboxyl groups can be performed 

through esterification or amidation.  The extent to which each of the reactions 

proceeds depends on the reaction conditions, so generally in order to characterise the 

products the degree of substitution of the derivitised alginate needs to be determined. 

 

 Oxidation of the Hydroxyl Group 

Oxidation of the alginate at the hydroxyl groups leads to alginates that have 

more reactive groups attached which also leads to improvement in the 

biodegradability.  Oxidation of the alginate is usually carried out using sodium 

periodate as shown in Scheme 1.5.71  The aldehyde groups can then be used as sites 

for the covalent attachment of crosslinkers, hydrophobic moieties, or from which to 

graft polymer chains. 
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Scheme 1.5: Partial oxidation of alginate by NaIO4. 

 

 Reductive Amination Reaction on Partially Oxidised Alginate 

When the partially oxidised alginate formed in Scheme 1.5 is reacted with a 

primary amine in the presence of a reducing agent, such as sodium 

cyanoborohydride, the aldehyde groups can be converted to amines.  Sodium 

cyanoborohydride is used as the reducing agent as at pH values of approximately 6 it 

will selectively reduce the imine groups of the reaction intermediate.  Duval et al. 

have used this reaction to modify sodium alginate with short polyether chains 

(Scheme 1.6).72  Gelation of the alginate in the presence of divalent cations can still 

be performed since the carboxyl groups are still present on the alginate backbone. 

 

 

Scheme 1.6: Reaction of partially oxidised alginate with an amine. 

 

 Reaction of the Hydroxyl Groups with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)alkyl derivatives 

A number of studies have shown that sodium alginate reacts with 3-

(trimethoxysilyl)-propyloctadecyldimethylammonium (TSA) chloride (Scheme 1.7) 

in acid solution.  This reaction anchors the TSA group to the polymer backbone by a 

covalent non-hydrolysable bond.73-75,76 
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Scheme 1.7: Reaction of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)-propyloctadecyldimethylammonium 

with alginate. 

 

 Esterification of the Carboxylate Groups 

Esterification can be carried out using alkyl bromides (Scheme 1.8) by first 

converting the sodium alginate to alginic acid and then neutralising this with the 

tetrabutyl ammonium (TBA) hydroxide.  The TBA alginate is carefully dried and 

dissolved in an organic solvent (DMSO) to which the alkyl bromide with the chosen 

chain length is added.77,78,76  After the reaction has taken place the TBA cation is 

exchanged for Na+ using NaCl. 
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Scheme 1.8: Esterification of TBA alginate with an alkyl bromide. 

 

Alternatively, the carboxyl groups of partially protonated sodium alginate can 

be converted to ester groups by reaction with the appropriate alcohol in the presence 

of the coupling agent N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and the base 4-(N,N’-

dimethylaminopyridine) (DMAP).  Yang et al. used this synthesis to form a soluble 

amphiphilic sodium alginate derivative by covalently attaching a cholesterol unit to 

the backbone of the alginate (Scheme 1.9).79  The cholesterol unit was attached at the 

carboxylate group on the sodium alginate backbone and had the ability to 

encapsulate the hydrophobic compound pyrene.   
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Scheme 1.9: Reaction of cholesterol with alginate. 

 

Alginic acid will react with epoxides to form esters by the reaction given in 

Scheme 1.10.  This reaction has been used to form propylene glycol alginate which 

is a partially esterified derivative of alginate which is commercially available,80
 in 

which approximately 70% of the carboxylic groups are esterified with propylene 

glycol.81 

 

Scheme 1.10: Reaction between alginic acid and alkylene oxide R’ represents an 

alkyl chain and R represents the rest of the alginic acid chain. 
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 Formation of Alginate Amides 

A common method of forming alginate amide derivatives is to first form an 

alginate ester and then react this with the appropriate amine.  Sinquin et al. used this 

reaction to form a C8-C14-linked alginate amide derivative starting from propylene 

glycol esters of alginate.82  This reaction is given in Scheme 1.11.   
 

Scheme 1.11: Reaction of propylene glycol alginate with an amine. 
 

Alternatively Galant et al. synthesised the C8-linked alginate amide from 

alginate acid using n-octylamine and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodimide 

hydrochloride (EDC-HCl) as an activating agent.83 
 

1.3.2.2 Bead Formation using Functionalised Alginates 

Two derivitised alginates have been used in the research associated with this 

project.  The first involved the reaction to derivitise the OH group using a 

3-(trimethoxysilyl)alkyl compound (Scheme 1.7) to add a quaternary ammonium 

group to the alginate polymer.  The second was propylene glycol alginate which is 

commercially available.  When the alginate is derivatised at the hydroxyl groups the 

carboxylate groups are still available for a crosslinking reaction, and as long as the 

polymer has sufficient water solubility, bead formation can take place by ionic 

gelation using calcium ions.  A study had shown that, when alginate was 

functionalised with a quaternary ammonium group using the reaction given in 

Scheme 1.7, beads were then formed through calcium ion crosslinks.84  However, if 
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the derivatised alginate contains only a low amount of unreacted carboxylate groups 

then ionic gelation no longer will result in the formation of structurally stable beads.  

One way to circumvent this problem is to form composite bead materials.  Propylene 

glycol alginate (PGA) is a partially (70%) esterified derivative of alginate.  

Esterification of the alginate leads to a polymer which is more hydrophobic, leading 

to a polymer which has many uses in industrial applications such as  the ability to 

stabilise foams in drinks and ice creams.80  Researchers have developed calcium 

crosslinked  composite PGA/alginate beads which they showed could be used to 

encapsulate proteins for slow release systems.70  In order to give the beads more 

mechanical strength in addition to the calcium crosslinks, human serum albumin 

(HSA) was used to form a coating over the beads by the reaction between the ester 

group and the amino groups of the protein.85  The HSA is linked to the alginate via 

an amide bond. Studies have showed that propylene glycol alginate is bio-

compatible.70,86 which makes it an ideal candidate for drug delivery.  It has been 

observed in the literature that composite propylene glycol/alginate beads offer better 

resistance towards freezing, lyophilisation, sterilisation and increased mechanical 

strength compared to ionically crosslinked alginate beads.86,70,81  

 

1.3.3 Composite Alginate Polymer Beads 

Another way of altering the properties of the beads such as swelling, 

mechanical strength, hydrophobicity is to make composite materials in which the 

two or more components of the beads are simply mixed together without the 

involvement of covalent bonds. 

 

1.3.3.1 Hybrid Co-Polymer Beads 

Chitosan is commonly used to form hybrid composite materials with alginate 

as at the appropriate pH the polymers can be held together by electrostatic 

attractions.  There has been an increasing interest in the study of alginate-chitosan 

hydrogels for controlled release of protein drugs.  Several reports have shown that 

coating the surface of alginate, which is a polyanionic copolymer, with chitosan, 

which is a cationic polymer, provides stability to the hydrogel material.87,88  Large 

pores present in the alginate polymer are responsible for the leaching of encapsulated 

materials from the hydrogel.  Chitosan has limited ability for controlling the release 
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of encapsulated compounds due to its hydrophilic nature and easy solubility in acidic 

medium.  Together these polymers make favourable drug delivery vehicles as 

together they can prevent excess leaching and are more stable under the harsh acidic 

conditions of the stomach.88  Composite magnetic alginate-chitosan beads containing 

Fe3O4 were prepared by Wu and co-workers, for the adsorption of lanthanum from 

aqueous solutions.89  These composite beads showed high adsorption capacity and 

selectivity for lanthanum.  The lanthanum was selectively separated from metal 

based ions such as Pb(II) and Cu(II) through mechanisms of cation exchange, 

electrostatic interactions and surface complexation with the oxygen atoms being the 

main binding sites.  

Composite beads have also been prepared with alginate and other biopolymers.  

For example, Saha et al. have shown that co-polymer beads have the potential to be 

used for health care purposes such as drug delivery, by using two biopolymers, 

sodium alginate and gelatin.90  They then showed the anti-microbial properties of 

these hybrid co-polymer beads against a number of different microbes and how 

efficient they are at inhibiting the growth.  Another well used biopolymer is 

carboxymethyl cellulose which is an anionic derivative of cellulose.  The advantage 

of using carboxymethyl cellulose for drug delivery is its solubility in water and the 

reactive groups on its backbone which can be easily modified by chemical reaction, 

which can change the characteristics of the polymer.  Wang et al. used 

carboxymethyl cellulose-alginate composite beads, and modified them to control the 

release of diclofenac sodium at different pH values.91  At a pH of 1.2 the beads did 

not swell and the drug was not released, whereas when the pH was increased to 6.8 

the beads began to swell and the drug was released.  This system is ideal for getting 

the drug past the harsh conditions of the stomach and into the intestine where it can 

be released.  

 

1.3.3.2 Alginate Beads Containing Inorganic-Fillers 

Typical inorganic fillers that can be trapped within a polymer bead are 

powdered activated charcoal, carbon fibres, carbon nanotubes, clays and zeolites.  

The advantage of these materials is that they have a high surface area and therefore 

can act as highly effective adsorbent materials.  In the current research we 

investigated two types of fillers activated charcoal and the clay bentonite.  
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Activated charcoal is also referred to as activated carbon, it is a natural 

substance derived from raw materials such as vegetables and wood.  Chemical 

manufacturers produce activated charcoal by exposing carbon powder to oxygen 

contained in steam at high temperatures.  This process increases the surface area of 

the material, making it highly absorptive.  The structure of activated charcoal 

consists of short stacks of small graphite-like sheets arranged in a highly disordered 

fashion to form a poorly interconnected micro porous network.92  Activated charcoal 

is fine in texture and has a significant binding power making it an effective 

adsorbent.  Due to these good adsorbent properties, activated charcoal has been 

utilised in a range of applications including the removal of pollutants, hydrogen 

storage and as catalytic supports.93  Activated charcoal is often used to treat people 

who have ingested poisonous materials or have taken a drug over-dose.94  Charcoal 

is also widely used for the controlled release of liquid pesticides.95  A number of 

studies have involved entrapping activated charcoal in polymer beads or 

membranes.93,96-99  Of particular relevance to the research described herein, alginate-

activated charcoal beads were studied as a controlled release system for a number of 

pesticides.95  The beads were formed by dissolving the sodium alginate and charcoal 

in water.  These mixtures were vigorously stirred for 1 h.  The mixtures were then 

added drop wise into a bath of calcium chloride.  Garrido-Herrer and co-workers 

found that the addition of the activated charcoal led to larger and heavier beads that 

were more spherical.  Another function of the activated charcoal is the removal of 

organic liquids from water.  Aminabhavi et al. have shown that activated charcoal 

can be successfully incorporated into sodium alginate membranes and that the 

membranes can successfully separate liquid organic molecules from water.92  

Bentonite is a naturally occurring impure clay and is a hydrated aluminium 

silicate made up mostly of montmorillonite.  Bentonite contains a number of 

exchangeable cations which are mainly calcium or sodium.  Figure 1.9 shows a 

representation of the structure of bentonite.  
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Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram showing the structure of bentonite. Within each layer 

a layer of cations bound to 6 oxygens (octahedra) are sandwiched between two 

layers containing cation bound to 4 oxygens (tetrahedra).  Between each layer there 

are hydrated sodium or calcium ion (blue spheres) Hydrogen atoms are denoted by 

red spheres.100 

 

Bentonite because of its high surface area and ion exchange properties has 

been used in a range of applications, including as an adsorbent (cat litter), in 

agrochemical delivery systems and as a binder in animal feed.101  A number of 

studies have looked at different applications of bentonite loaded calcium alginate 

beads.  The addition of clays to hydrogels can overcome the drawback of using clay 

or alginate, such as the low mechanical strength of the alginate or the ease of 

removal of the bentonite.  Bentonite loaded calcium beads have been investigated in 

a number of applications such as adsorbents102-104 and in delivery systems.95,105,106  In 

general the beads are formed by mixing the alginate and the bentonite together and 

dropping them into a calcium chloride solution.  Gerrido-Herrera found that the 

beads were larger in size and encapsulated more of the pesticide than the alginate 

beads themselves.95 
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1.4 Applications of Alginate Beads 

 

1.4.1 Drug Delivery 

Controlled release delivery systems represent an important area of health care 

which is rapidly growing and there has been a significant interest in investigating the 

use of alginate beads in drug delivery systems.107,108  This method of drug delivery 

offers many advantages over conventional methods, as the delivery of the drugs from 

within the alginate polymer can be controlled through varying the properties of the 

alginate polymer.  One of the advantages of using alginate is that it is biodegradable 

which means it can degrade within the body during or after drug release without any 

toxic side effects, and there is no need for surgical removal after the drug is used 

within the body.  The preferred method for delivery of drugs is orally, but due to the 

harsh environment of the stomach many drugs, particularly protein-based 

formulations, get destroyed at this stage.  Alginate has attracted a lot of attention for 

oral delivery and is now widely used to deliver acid sensitive drugs as it can pass 

through the stomach without being destroyed because it is stable under acidic 

conditions.  When it gets to the intestines, where the pH increases the beads swell 

and release the encapsulated drug in its active form.107  Murata et al. studied the 

release of the model drug hydrocortisone from coated calcium alginate beads into 

simulated gastrointestinal conditions.51  They found that the rate of release of the 

hydrocortisone was much slower when the beads were placed in the solution with pH 

1.2 (simulating stomach conditions) than when they were placed in the solution at a 

pH of 6.8 (simulating intestinal conditions).  Bentonite loaded alginate beads have 

been used in drug delivery systems for the controlled release of vitamins B1 and 

B6.109   

 

1.4.2 Agrochemical Delivery 

Sodium alginate beads are also used in the agricultural sector as a controlled 

release polymer.  Kulkarni et al. have used sodium alginate beads crosslinked with 

glutaraldehyde to encapsulate and slowly release the encapsulated pesticide.57  When 

the beads are applied to the soil they release the pesticide in a slow and sustained 

manner and this prevents excess pesticide being applied to the soil and being washed 

away before it has any effect on the pests present in the soil.  A number of studies 
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have employed bentonite-loaded calcium alginate beads as delivery systems for 

pesticides.41,95,105  In addition to being used as a delivery system for pesticides, 

calcium alginate beads have been also used to entrap bacteria for agriculture and 

horticulture applications.  Wu et al. used bentonite-loaded calcium alginate beads to 

encapsulate the plant growth-promoting bacteria Raoultella planticola in order to 

develop a controlled release system.110  In a different study researchers encapsulated 

an atrazine degrading bacteria Rhodococcus erythroplis into these beads to develop a 

system to remove this pollutant from soils.111 
 

1.4.3 Water Treatment and Disinfection 

Alginate gels have been used to remove heavy metal ions and organic 

pollutants from very dilute waste water streams.  Alginate beads have many 

advantages, for example reusability.  Gotoh et al. showed that alginate beads could 

successfully adsorb metal ions such as Cu(II) and Mn(II) from water.52  Bentonite 

loaded calcium alginate beads have been investigated as adsorbents for a range of 

chemicals including phenol,104 Cu(II) ions and nitrophenol102,103 and uranyl ions.112  
In terms of water disinfection alginate was used to anchor quaternary ammonium 

groups onto the backbone of the polymer.73  Quaternary ammonium compounds are 

known to have antimicrobial activity.  Once the quaternary ammonium group is 

linked covalently to the alginate chain it prevents leaching of the material and the 

polymer is active without releasing the reactive agent.  Hydrogel beads have been 

made using this polymer which results in an insoluble polymer that has antimicrobial 

activity when it comes into contact with water.73  

 

1.4.4 Catalysis  

Immobilisation of catalytic species onto solid supports, such as calcium 

alginate, offers easy recycling of the catalyst and allows the substrates and products 

to be easily separated.  Alginate is a popular biopolymer for heterogeneous catalysis 

due to its unlimited availability as a renewable resource and the fact that it is 

biodegradable.  Calcium alginate gel matrixes have been widely used to encapsulate 

enzymes which are then used as biocatalysts.45,113  Jamal et al. presented work using 

enzymes supported onto calcium alginate matrix which was then used efficiently for 

the removal of synthetic dyes from industrial effluents.45  Alginates have also been 
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used to immobilise ionic liquids to prepare catalytic materials.114,115  The 

combination of the polymer with ionic liquids provides a support for binding a wide 

variety of metals including those used for catalysis such as Pd.  For example 

Jouannin et al. prepared palladium immobilised ionic liquid supported on alginates, 

which were tested for the hydrogenation of 4-nitroaniline.115 

 

 

1.5 Urease Inhibitors 

An objective of this research was to develop biodegradable hydrogel beads as a 

potential delivery system for the urease inhibitor N-(n-butyl) thiophosphoric triamide 

(NBPT) as shown in Figure 1.10.   

 

 

Figure 1.10: Structure of NBPT 

 

Urease is an enzyme that catalyses the hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and 

carbon dioxide.116 Urea is one of the main sources of nitrogen used in fertilisers.  

Once the urea is applied to soils as fertilisers or urine it undergoes a catalytic 

reaction converting it to ammonia which is mainly lost to the atmosphere due to 

volatilisation.  In agriculture, high urease activity causes significant environmental 

and economic problems by releasing large amounts of ammonia into the atmosphere 

during urea fertilisation.  It also induces plant damage by depriving plants of 

essential nutrients and secondarily by ammonia toxicity, increasing the pH of the 

soil.  Nitrogen losses through NH3 volatilisation are a major cause of environmental 

pollution and this also results in lower efficiency of fertilisers, which is a major cost 

to agriculture.116  Therefore, inhibitors such as NBPT are applied to the soil in order 

to slow down the rate of hydrolysis of urea, so as to reduce these losses and so there 

is a more efficient uptake of nitrogen which has originated from urea by the plants. 
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Inhibitors are compounds that have the ability to interact with the active sites 

of enzymes and block their normal activity toward natural substrates.  There are 

many known urease inhibitors available in both medicine and agriculture.  Overall 

urease inhibitors are divided into three groups according to their structure of binding 

capacities with the urease enzyme.117,118  The first group blocks the sulphydryl 

groups of the active sites on the enzyme; these are usually reactive organic or 

inorganic compounds such as metal ions, e.g., Ag+ or Cu2+.  The second group of 

inhibitors are metal chelating compounds that cause inhibition due to complex 

formation with one of the Ni ions at the active site of the urease enzyme.  The third 

group are competitive inhibitors which are structural analogues of urea like thiourea 

and methyl urea.118  This third class has been the most extensively studied for 

agriculture use and it is in this group that some of the best known inhibitors are 

classified for example NBPT and PPDA (phenylphosphorodiamidate) and CHPT 

(cyclohexylphosphoric triamide).  

NBPT is well documented in the literature as an efficient urease inhibitor.119,120  

NBPT itself is not an active urease inhibitor, because after application to soils the 

NBPT is converted to its oxygen analogue, N-(n-butyl) phosphoric triamide 

(NBPTO) (Figure 1.11), and it is this molecule that is the active inhibitor.  NBPTO 

has the ability to bind to the two nickel units present in the active site of the urease 

inhibitor.121,122  Once it is bound there it blocks the urea from entering the active site 

and therefore prevents the conversion of some of the urea to volatile ammonia.  

NBPT is widely used to minimise the leaching of nitrates from the soils and to limit 

the loss of nitrogen through gaseous emissions in agriculture.  Gill et al. showed that 

when NBPT was applied with urea to different soil that the hydrolysis of urea was 

delayed for up to 16 days resulting in reduced NH3 volatilisation119 and Varel et al. 

concluded from their study that the NBPT reduces ammonia emissions from animal 

waste thus preventing environmental damage.123 
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Figure 1.11: Structure of NBPTO 

A delivery system is required for the inhibitor NBPT so that it can be released 

in a slow and sustained manner so as it will be readily available in its active form 

over longer periods of time.  Having the inhibitors encapsulated in hydrogel beads 

could also shield the compounds from heavy rainfall, therefore keeping them in the 

soils for longer.   

 

 

1.6 Antimicrobial Activity of Silver Impregnated Beads 

The other aspect of this research was to investigate alginate bead supports 

impregnated with silver(I) and silver(0) which could be used in water disinfection 

systems.  Ionic silver is known to have the largest antimicrobial capacity of all 

metals.  It is recognised for its long term biocidal properties, its low volatility and 

low toxicity to eukaryotic cells.  Silver (Ag+) is effective against a broad range of 

micro-organisms such as yeast and bacteria including MRSA.124 

Clean drinking water is necessary for the survival of the human race; however, 

bacterial contaminations from drinking water are a very common cause of ill health, 

especially in developing countries.  Removal or inactivation of these pathogenic 

microorganisms in a safe manner is a demanding task in any water treatment process.  

Silver has been used for water disinfectant since ancient Greek times.125  In the past 

decade research has started to focus the use of polymers containing silver for water 

disinfection.126  Rivas et al. showed the use of co-polymer alginate hydrogels which 

have silver attached as successful antibacterial agents.127  Silver based technologies 

have proved to be superior to other methods of water purification, for example 

purification using heating and/or chloride.128  Metallic silver is inert in the presence 

of human and bacteria cells, it is the silver ion that is biologically active and readily 

binds to cell surface receptors and metal carrier proteins like albumins.  The anti-

microbial properties of alginate beads loaded with silver is based on a slow and 
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sustained release of silver ions from the polymer network.   With the current 

widespread use of silver increasing in areas such as water purification, humans will 

be exposed to silver in the food chains and through drinking water.   Higher levels of 

biological silver are to be expected in humans, but there is no evidence to suggest 

that silver exhibits any physiological function and are therefore of no clinical or 

toxicological significance.  European legislation does not regulate the use of silver 

concentrations in water.  The Drinking Water Directive (80/778/EEC) identified 

water quality indicators and classified silver in Group C which indicates that it may 

be toxic in large amounts.  The World Health Organisation (WHO) does not regulate 

silver in drinking water.128 

 Research into the antimicrobial properties of silver has continued to grow 

rapidly over the last number of years due to the emergence of a large number of 

antibiotic resistant strains of microbes.89,129  Therefore, the focus of the current 

research is based on developing new cost effective antimicrobial agents, which are 

effective against a broad range of these multi-drug resistant bacteria.  One area of 

this research is to develop antimicrobial polymers as they have shown promise to 

enhance the chemical stability and efficacy of some existing antimicrobial agents.130  

In addition, if the agent is covalently linked to the solid support the risk of the 

antimicrobial agent being released into the water system is reduced.  Of the metal 

based compounds, silver based materials have proved the most promising as they 

exhibit a broad range spectrum activity.131  Moreover, silver impregnated polymer 

supports, like the biopolymer-metal combinations studied here, are attracting much 

attention because of their long term biocidal activity, chemical stability and their 

relative low cost. 

The overall aim of this part of the project was to make polymer supports with 

antimicrobial properties, which would have the potential to be used in water 

disinfection systems.  The different alginate polymer supports were encapsulated 

with silver(I) and silver(0) and were then assessed for their ability to slowly release 

silver over time, with the intention of inactivating pathogenic microorganism. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The experimental techniques and procedures employed in this study are 

outlined in this Chapter.  The various materials and methods used throughout this 

work are described in detail.  A range of analytical techniques were used to obtain 

data on each of the polymers.  A brief description of the theoretical background for 

each of the different experimental techniques is also provided.  Firstly, a description 

of how alginate beads can be used to encapsulate and release the inhibitor N-(n-

butyl)thiophosphoric triamide (NBPT) will be discussed.  The techniques used in the 

preparation of the polymer samples are introduced in this chapter and general 

information about the characterisation of the samples is presented.  Secondly, the 

preparation of different calcium alginate beads to make polymer supports in which 

silver can be incorporated; resulting in beads with antimicrobial properties will be 

discussed.  

The present research is concerned with the polymer sodium alginate, a 

naturally occurring biocompatible and biodegradable polysaccharide, which is 

soluble in aqueous solution and in the presence of CaCl2 has the ability to form 

hydrogels.1  For these reasons sodium alginate was chosen to form the hydrogel 

beads.  Hydrogels are three dimensional polymer networks capable of absorbing 

large amounts of fluid.2  When hydrogels absorb water the pores in the polymer 

network expand allowing encapsulated molecules to diffuse out through them.  The 

ability of molecules of different size to diffuse into and out of hydrogels permits the 

use of hydrogels as delivery systems.  In the present study beads were crosslinked 

with an ionic or covalent crosslinker and loaded with either (a) silver in the +1 or 0 

oxidation state or (b) the urease inhibitor, NBPT.   

The first part of this research was concerned with the preparation, 

characterisation and monitoring the release properties of NBPT from different 

calcium alginate beads.  The urease inhibitor, NBPT can reduce ammonia losses 

from livestock waste by restricting the conversion of urea and urine to ammonium.3  

Four different polymeric beads were studied in this section namely (a) sodium 

alginate beads, which were crosslinked with calcium ions, (b) sodium alginate beads, 

which were crosslinked with calcium ions and loaded with charcoal, (c) sodium 

alginate beads, which were crosslinked with calcium ions and loaded with bentonite 
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and (d) sodium alginate beads, which were crosslinked with calcium ions and coated 

with a layer of polypyrrole.  The properties of the beads such as their surface 

morphology, pore size and swelling behaviour was investigated.  Each type of bead 

was loaded with the urease inhibitor, NBPT.  The stability of the NBPT as a function 

of pH and within the bead matrices was investigated using NMR spectroscopy.  The 

release of NBPT into aqueous solution was monitored using UV/Vis spectroscopy. 

The second part of this study was a study of the antimicrobial activity of silver 

impregnated polymer beads.  The three different polymeric bead supports used in the 

antimicrobial study were (a) sodium alginate beads, which were crosslinked with 

calcium ions, (b) propylene glycol alginate/ sodium alginate composite (PGA) beads 

which were crosslinked with calcium ions and additionally covalently crosslinked 

with human serum albumin (HSA) (c) alginate functionalised with 

propyloctadecyldimethylammonium groups/sodium alginate composite (TSA) beads, 

which were ionically crosslinked with calcium ions.  Ionic silver was first 

encapsulated into the different types of alginate beads, and then the silver ions were 

reduced to metallic silver to obtain a second oxidation state of silver.  The 

antimicrobial activity derives from two possible mechanisms of action; firstly, silver 

can be released from the polymer support and secondly, the polymer can kill 

microbes which come into contact with it.4  The polymer beads were then assessed 

for their ability to encapsulate silver(I) and silver(0) and to slowly release them over 

time.  The amount of silver incorporated into the different polymeric networks varied 

with the concentration of silver nitrate solution the beads were immersed in and the 

nature of polymers.  The surface morphology and swelling behaviour of the different 

polymeric beads was also examined.  All polymers were assessed for their ability to 

inhibit the growth or kill of one species of fungi Candida albicans (ATCC 10231) 

and they were also tested against five different strains of bacteria, namely (a) 

Staphyloccoccus aureus, (b) methicillin resistant Staphyloccoccus aureus (MRSA) 

(c) Pseudonomas aeruginosa (ATCC 27853), (d) Pseudonomas aeruginosa (ATCC 

10145), and (e) Escherichia coli (E.coli).  
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2.2 Chemicals and Preparation of Beads 

 

2.2.1 Chemicals for Preparation of a Delivery System for Agrochemicals 

Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals and solvents used in this work were 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich.  Reagents and solvents were reagent grade and used 

without further purification and supplied from commercial sources.  The alginic acid 

(sodium salt) with a viscosity of 20-40 cps 1% in H2O was purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich.  Pyrrole was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, it was distilled under vacuum 

and stored in the freezer at -20°C.  N-(n-butyl)thiophosphoric triamide (NBPT) was 

purchased from Apollo Scientific and stored in the fridge at -4°C.  Propylene glycol 

alginate was purchased from Wako chemicals.  The sodium alginate gelling, 

crosslinking and release solutions were prepared in Millipore deionised water. 

 

2.2.2 Chemicals for the Preparation of Biological Preparations – Candida 

albicans 

Candida ATCC 10231 was obtained from the American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC), Manassas, VA, USA.  Yeast Extract Peptone Dextrose (YEPD) 

media was composed of 2% (w/v) glucose, 2% (w/v) bacteriological peptone and 1% 

(w/v) yeast extract.  To solidify the media to make agar plates 2% (w/v) 

bacteriological agar was added to the above mixture when required.  Deionised water 

was used to make up all media.  Silver nitrate (ACS reagent grade) was purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich and varying concentrations were made up by dissolving the 

required amount in deionised water.  The silver nitrate solutions were kept in the 

dark at all times.  Sodium borohydride (purum grade) was purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich and this was used as the reducing agent to form silver in the zero oxidation 

state.  Calibration grade silver nitrate (99.9999%) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich 

for atomic absorption spectroscopy.   

 

2.2.3 Chemicals for the Preparation of Biological Preparations – Bacteria 

Chemicals were purchased from commercial sources and were used without 

further purification.  Deionised water was used to make up all media.  The nutrient 

broth medium containing peptone, yeast extract and nutrient agar was purchased 

from Scharlau Microbiology and made up using the manufacturer’s instructions in 
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sterilised water (13 g in 1 L of deionised water).  Escherichia coli (E.coli) were 

supplied as a clinical isolate by the Clinical Microbiology Laboratory, St. James’ 

Hospital, Dublin, Ireland and were originally isolated from a Gastro-intestinal tract 

infection.  Staphylococcus aureus was supplied as a clinical isolate by the Clinical 

Microbiology Laboratory, St. James’ Hospital, Dublin, Ireland and was originally 

isolated from a Urinary tract infection.  Methicillin resistant Staphyloccoccus aureus 

(MRSA) was obtained as a clinical isolate from Microbiologics, North St. Cloud Mn, 

USA and was originally isolated from a wound infection.  Pseudonomas aeruginosa 

27853 and 10145 were both obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC) Marassas, VA, USA. 

 

 

2.3 Preparation of Hydrogel Beads 

The alginate hydrogels were formed as spherical beads.  This form was chosen 

as it is necessary to ensure good uniformity and reproducibility of the size of the 

hydrogel delivery system.  Reproducibility is important in order to quantitatively 

compare the amount and release rate of the encapsulated compound and to assess the 

antimicrobial behaviour of the beads.   

 

2.3.1 Preparation of Calcium Alginate Hydrogel Beads 

 

2.3.1 (a) Preparation of Calcium Alginate Hydrogel Beads for release of NBPT 

The calcium alginate hydrogel beads were prepared using adaptations of 

literature procedures.5-7  Standardly, the beads were prepared by adding alginic acid 

sodium salt (2 g) slowly, with mixing, to 100 ml of deionised water (2% w/v).  This 

particular concentration of the alginate solution gave the viscosity that was necessary 

for the production of spherical droplets.  If the alginate solution was too viscous, it 

would adhere onto the tip of the syringe for longer leading to the production of beads 

with tails.  If the alginate solution was not viscous enough, the solution would flow 

out of the syringe too rapidly, therefore not allowing beads to form.  It is necessary 

for the alginate solution to adhere to the tip of the syringe for the correct amount of 

time to allow the formation of beads.  The resulting viscous solution was placed in a 

syringe (30 ml), equipped with a needle (0.8 mm diameter), and then added drop 
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wise into a 100 ml of CaCl2 solution (0.25 M).  The smooth and spherical beads 

were formed under magnetic stirring for 30 min.  The Ca2+ ions hold the chains of 

the alginate together through electrostatic attractions to form the hydrogel beads.  

For optimum bead formation the distance between the CaCl2 solution and the bottom 

of the needle was fixed at 60 mm and the drop rate was maintained at 0.2 ml/min.  

Freshly formed beads (n = 500) were kept immersed in CaCl2 solution for 24 h to 

allow diffusion of more Ca2+ ions inside the beads.  The beads were removed from 

the CaCl2 solution by filtration and repeatedly washed with deionised water to 

remove excess CaCl2 solution.  These beads were stored in deionised water for short 

term storage, and in air tight containers for long term storage.   

 

2.3.1 (b) Preparation of Calcium Alginate Hydrogel Beads for Antimicrobial 

Testing 

To form control beads for comparison with the beads containing the 

propyloctadecyldimethlyammonium chloride groups, 4 g of sodium alginate was 

slowly added with mixing to 100 ml of deionised water (4% w/v).  The resulting 

solution was added drop wise from a syringe (30 ml) with no needle attached, into a 

100 ml CaCl2 solution (5% w/v).  The spherical beads were formed under magnetic 

stirring for 30 min.  The distance between the CaCl2 solution and the bottom of the 

syringe was fixed at 60 mm and the drop rate was maintained at 0.2 ml/min.  Freshly 

formed beads (n = 500) were kept immersed in CaCl2 solution for 24 h.  The beads 

were removed from the CaCl2 solution by filtration and repeatedly washed with 

deionised water to remove any excess CaCl2 solution.  These beads were stored in 

deionised water for further use.  All other calcium alginate hydrogel beads for 

antimicrobial testing were formed using the same procedure outlined above with the 

exception that 2 g of sodium alginate was added to 100 ml of deionised water to 

make a 2 % w/v solution.  No needle was attached to the syringe when beads were 

been formed.   

 

2.3.2 Preparation of Alginate Hydrogel Beads containing Inorganic Fillers 

These beads were formed using variations of published procedures to make 

alginate beads containing inorganic fillers.7-11  Formulations were made up in 100 ml 

of deionised water containing sodium alginate (2% w/v) and bentonite (4 % w/v) or 
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charcoal (5% w/v).  These mixtures were vigorously stirred for 24 h.  The resulting 

viscous mixture was placed in a syringe (30 ml), with no needle attached and then 

added drop wise into 100 ml of CaCl2 (0.25 M) solution.  The spherical beads were 

formed under magnetic stirring for 30 min.  The addition of bentonite or activated 

charcoal to the alginate formulation led to larger and heavier beads.  The distance 

between the CaCl2 solution and the bottom of the syringe was fixed at 60 mm and 

the drop rate was maintained at 0.2 ml/min.  Freshly formed beads (n = 350) were 

kept immersed in CaCl2 solution for 24 h.  The beads were removed from the CaCl2 

solution by filtration and repeatedly washed with deionised water to remove excess 

CaCl2 solution.  These beads were stored in deionised water for further use.   

 

2.3.3 Preparation of Alginate Hydrogel Beads Coated with Polypyrrole 

Sodium alginate hydrogel beads (2% w/v) were made as described in Section 

2.3.1.  The method used to coat the beads with polypyrrole was based on the 

procedure outlined by Andreeva et al.12  Wet hydrogel beads (n = 20) were placed in 

an aqueous solution of 0.5 M FeCl3 (10 ml) solution for 15 min, after which they 

were filtered and washed repeatedly with deionised water to remove any excess of 

the oxidant.  The beads had changed from a yellow colour to a dark orange colour.  

These beads were then placed into 0.5 ml of a pyrrole solution.  The beads turned 

black immediately on contact with the pyrrole.  They were left in this solution for 15 

min to allow polymerisation to occur.  They were then filtered and washed with 

deionised water to remove any of the excess polypyrrole from the surface.  The 

beads were stored in their hydrogel state in an air tight stoppered container which 

was covered with tin foil until further use. 

 

2.3.4 Preparation of Propylene Glycol Alginate beads/ Alginate Composite 

(PGA) Beads 

Propylene glycol alginate is a partially esterified derivative formed from the 

reaction between propylene oxide and alginic acid in which approximately 70% of 

the carboxylic groups are esterified with propylene glycol.13  The beads were formed 

according to the method developed by Edwards-Levy et al.14  Alginic acid sodium 

salt (1% w/v) was dissolved in deionised water.  Propylene glycol alginate (2% w/v) 

was added to the alginate solution and then the HSA (5 ml) was added to the mixture 
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(5% v/v).  This mixture was left stirring at room temperature for 24 h.  The resulting 

viscous solution was placed in a syringe (30 ml), and then added drop wise into 100 

ml CaCl2 solution (10% w/v).  The beads (n = 350) were formed under magnetic 

stirring for 30 min.  For optimum bead formation the distance between the CaCl2 

solution and the bottom of the syringe was fixed at 60 mm and the drop rate was 

maintained at 0.2 ml/min.  The beads were filtered and washed repeatedly with 

deionised water; at this stage they were opaque in appearance.  A fresh 0.025 M 

sodium hydroxide solution was made up.  Beads were placed into this solution with 

constant stirring for 15 min.  The beads changed to a white colour instantaneously 

upon contact with the sodium hydroxide solution, due to the reaction of the HSA 

with the PGA in the basic solution.  The beads were filtered and placed into a pH 7 

buffer solution for 15 min.  They were then filtered and washed repeatedly with 

deionised water to remove any excess solution on the surface.  The beads were kept 

in their hydrogel state by storing them in deionised water.   

 

2.3.5 Preparation of Quaternary Ammonium Alginate /Alginate Composite 

(TSA) Hydrogel Beads 

 

2.3.5 (a) With Chloride as the Counterion 

Alginate containing quaternary ammonium groups can be easily prepared by 

the reaction of sodium alginate with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)-

propyloctadecyldimethylammonium chloride in acid solution.  This reaction anchors 

the quaternary ammonium group to the polymer backbone by a covalent non-

hydrolysable bond.12  Alginate beads were prepared according to the method 

developed by Kim et al.15  Sodium alginate (4 g) was added slowly with mixing to 

100 ml of deionised water (4% w/v).  3-(trimethoxysilyl)-

propyloctadecyldimethylammonium chloride (0.02 M) was added to the alginate 

solution, the solution started to change in colour.  Acetic acid (0.8M) was added to 

the mixture to reduce the pH down to a pH of 4 at room temperature.  The solution 

changed from a pale yellow colour to a milky white colour.  This solution was left 

stirring for 24 h. The resulting viscous solution was placed in a syringe (30 ml), with 

no needle attached and then the solution was dropped in to 100 ml of a CaCl2 

solution (5% w/v).  The smooth and spherical beads were formed under magnetic 
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stirring for 30 min.  The distance between the CaCl2 solution and the bottom of the 

syringe was fixed at 60 mm and the drop rate was maintained at 0.2 ml/min for 

optimum bead formation.  Freshly formed beads (n = 350) were kept immersed in 

CaCl2 solution for 24 h.  The beads were removed from the CaCl2 solution by 

filtration and repeatedly washed with deionised water to remove any excess CaCl2 

solution. These beads were stored in deionised water for further use.   

 

2.3.5 (b) With Nitrate as the Counterion 

Before silver ions could be incorporated into quaternary ammonium 

alginate/alginate composite beads the chloride counterions associated with the 

quaternary ammonium groups were exchanged for nitrate ions to reduce the 

formation of silver chloride and so enable the silver ions to be incorporated into the 

beads.  The composite beads were placed into an ion exchange tube and washed 

continuously with nitric acid (0.05 M), until there was no more chloride present.  

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis 

were recorded showing the presence and absence of chloride in the beads before and 

after washing with nitric acid.   

Changes in the chemical structure of the TSA beads were investigated using 

FTIR spectroscopy, CHN and EDX analysis.  FTIR spectra, CHN analyses, and 

EDX spectra were recorded of the starting materials and the dried powdered product.  

FTIR spectra and elemental analyses were performed on dehydrated samples of the 

TSA composite alginate beads and the calcium alginate beads (as formed in Section 

2.3.1(b)).  The hydrogel beads were crushed when wet, and were then dried in an 

oven at 37 ± 1°C to ensure most of the moisture was removed from the beads.   

The FTIR spectrum recorded of the TSA composite beads showed two bands 

at 908 and 1100 cm-1 band which were not present in the spectrum recorded of the 

calcium alginate beads.  These bands were assigned as arising from the Si-O and the 

Si-O-C stretches respectively.16  In addition the bands at 2920 and 2851 cm-1 which 

are assigned as arising from the C-H stretching modes of alkyl groups17 had 

increased substantially in intensity compared to the analogous bands in the recorded 

spectrum of the calcium alginate beads.  These finding are consistent with the 

attachment of the 3-(dimethoxysilyl)-propyloctadecyldimethylammonium chloride 

group to the alginate chain. 
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The results for the elemental analyses on the samples are given in Table 2.1.  

The results show that there was no nitrogen present in the alginate beads made in 

section 2.3.1(b) but there was nitrogen present in the TSA composite beads.  

Moreover, the %C and %H in the TSA beads had increased compared to that 

determined the calcium alginate beads.  Both these findings are consistent with the 

attachment of an ammonium group containing a long alkyl chain onto the alginate 

backbone.  

 

Table 2.1: CHN Analyses on the Calcium Alginate and Quaternary Ammonium 

Alginate/Alginate Composite Beads 

 Element Experimental Results (%) 

  Run 1 Run 2 

Alginate beads Nitrogen - - 

 Carbon 21.91 22.13 

 Hydrogen 4.29 4.34 

Quaternary ammonium 

alginate/alginate 

composite beads 

Nitrogen 1.62 1.67 

 Carbon 41.69 42.30 

 Hydrogen 7.65 7.63 

   

 

2.4 Loading of Beads 

 

2.4.1 Loading of Calcium Alginate Beads with NBPT 

(i) Wet hydrogel beads 

The prepared polymer beads were carefully removed from the deionised water 

in which they were stored.  The wet beads (n = 100) were then immersed in a 0.05 M 

solution of the NBPT inhibitor (100 ml).  The hydrogel beads were mechanically 

stirred at a rate of 25 rpm in the solution for a minimum of 24 h before the beads 

were used as a delivery system. 
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(ii) Dried hydrogel beads  

The prepared polymer beads outlined above were removed from the deionised 

water in which they were contained.  The beads were dried in an oven at 37 ± 1°C for 

24 h.  The dried beads (n = 100) were then immersed in a 0.05 M solution of the 

NBPT inhibitor (100 ml).   The hydrogel beads were mechanically stirred at a rate of 

25 rpm in the solution for a minimum of 24 h.  The beads were then dried in an oven 

at 37 ± 1°C for 24 h before the beads were used as a delivery system. 

 

(iii) Inhibitor incorporated with the polymer before crosslinking.  

The sodium alginate (2 g) was mixed in 100 ml of deionised water (2% w/v) 

for 24 h to ensure the powder was fully dissolved and no clumps remained in the 

mixture.  NBPT powder was then added to the mixture to give a 0.05 M NBPT 

solution.  The resulting solution was placed in a syringe (30 ml), equipped with a 

needle (0.8 mm diameter), and then added drop wise into 100 ml of CaCl2 solution 

(0.25 M).  The resulting beads were used when wet as a delivery system or dried in 

the oven at 37 ± 1°C for 24 h before being used as a delivery system. 

 

2.4.1.1 Loading of Alginate Hydrogel Beads Coated with Polypyrrole with 

NBPT 

The alginate polymer beads (2% w/v) were made as described in Section 2.3.1.  

They were carefully removed from the deionised water they were stored in.  The wet 

beads (n = 100) were then immersed in a 0.05 M solution of the NBPT inhibitor (100 

ml).  The hydrogel beads were mechanically stirred at a rate of 25 rpm in the solution 

for a minimum of 24 h.  Wet hydrogel beads (n = 20) were placed in an aqueous 

solution of 0.5 M FeCl3 (10 ml) solution for 15 min, after which they were then 

filtered and washed with deionised water to remove any excess of the oxidant.  The 

beads had turned orange in colour.  These beads were then placed into 0.5 ml of 

polypyrrole solution.  The beads turned black immediately on contact with the 

polypyrrole.  They were left in this solution for 15 min to allow polymerisation to 

occur.  They were then filtered and washed with deionised water to remove any of 

the excess polypyrrole from the surface.  The beads were stored in their hydrogel 

state in an air tight stoppered container which was covered with tin foil until further 

use. 
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2.4.2.1 Loading of Calcium Alginate Beads with Silver(I) Ions 

The calcium alginate hydrogel beads were removed from the deionised water 

in which they were stored in by filtration.  Silver nitrate solutions of the required 

concentration were made up in deionised water.  The beads (n = 100) were immersed 

in a solution of silver nitrate (0.1 M, 0.01 M or 0.001 M) for 3 h.  All solutions were 

kept in the dark and shaken continuously.  The uptake of silver from the solution into 

the beads varied depending on the initial concentration of silver nitrate solution used.  

The beads were then washed with deionised water to remove any silver ion residues 

on the surface of the beads.  The percentage of silver encapsulated in the calcium 

alginate beads was estimated using Atomic Absorption (AA) spectroscopy.  

 

2.4.2.2 Loading of Propylene Glycol Alginate /Alginate Composite Beads with 

Silver(I) Ions 

The Propylene glycol alginate /alginate composite hydrogel beads were 

removed from the deionised water by filtration.  Silver nitrate solutions of the 

required concentration were made up in deionised water.  The beads (n = 100) were 

immersed in solution of silver nitrate (0.1 M or 0.01 M) for 3 h.  All solutions were 

kept in the dark and shaken continuously.  The uptake of silver from the solution into 

the beads varied depending on the initial concentration of silver nitrate solution used.  

The beads were then washed with deionised water to remove any silver ion residues 

on the surface of the beads.  The percentage of silver encapsulated into the propylene 

glycol alginate/alginate composite was estimated using atomic AA spectroscopy.  

 

2.4.2.3 Loading of Quaternary Ammonium Alginate/Alginate Composite 

Hydrogel Beads with Silver(I) Ions 

The quaternary ammonium alginate/alginate composite hydrogel beads were 

filtered from the deionised water that they were stored in.  Silver nitrate solutions of 

the required concentrations were made up in deionised water.  The beads (n = 100) 

were immersed in a solution of silver nitrate (0.1 M or 0.01 M) for 24h with constant 

shaking.  All solutions were kept in the dark.  The uptake of silver from the solution 

into the beads varied depending on the initial concentration of silver nitrate solution 

used.  The beads were then washed with deionised water to remove any silver ion 

residues on the surface of the beads.  The percentage of silver encapsulated in the 
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quaternary ammonium alginate/alginate composite hydrogel beads was estimated 

using AA spectroscopy.  

 

2.4.3 Reducing Silver(I) to Silver(0) within the Hydrogel Beads 

Silver in its metallic state does not exhibit any antimicrobial activity, but it 

reacts with the moisture in the skin and the fluid of the wound and becomes ionised.  

The ionised silver is highly reactive, as it binds to tissue proteins and results in 

structural changes in micro-organisms.18-20  Silver(0) particles were prepared via a 

chemical reduction method using aqueous sodium borohydride.  Calcium alginate 

beads and propylene glycol alginate beads/alginate composite beads containing 

silver(I) ions were immersed into a solution of 0.1 M sodium borohydride.  All 

solutions were kept in the dark to ensure that the reduction of silver was due to the 

sodium borohydride and not as a result of sunlight on the beads.  Deionised water 

was used for all solutions.  The beads were kept in the sodium borohydride solution 

for 1 h and were continuously agitated by the generation of the hydrogen bubbles 

which were formed in the reaction.  The beads which had previously been immersed 

in the 0.1 M silver nitrate solution turned brown indicating that the reduction was 

successful.  The beads which had been immersed in the lower concentrations of 

silver nitrate darkened in colour and brown speckles were visible throughout the 

beads which also indicated that reduction of the silver(I) had taken place.  The beads 

were washed with deionised water to remove excess borohydride adhering to the 

surface of the beads.  The beads were subsequently stored in air tight containers to 

keep them in the hydrogel state.  

The quaternary ammonium alginate/alginate composite hydrogel beads 

containing silver(I) ions were also immersed into a solution of 0.1 M sodium 

borohydride, under the same conditions as outlined above.  However, when the 

reaction with sodium borohydride to reduce the silver within the beads was 

attempted, an exothermic process took place and a substantial amount of hydrogen 

gas was released which caused the beads to disintegrate slowly in solution.  

Therefore no studies were carried out on these beads containing silver in the zero 

oxidation state. 
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2.5 Dehydration of Alginate Hydrogel Beads 

 

2.5.1 Oven drying  

In order to remove the deionised water from the interior of the beads, they 

were placed in an oven set to 37 ± 1°C for a minimum of 24 h.  The beads were 

weighed repeatedly over this time until there was no further reduction in weight.21,22  

At this time, most of the water had left the beads and they were no longer considered 

‘hydrogels’.  The dehydrated alginate beads are referred to as alginate ‘xerogel’ 

beads.23   

 

2.5.2 Freeze drying 

Freeze drying was performed on beads formed in Sections 2.3.1(a) and 2.3.3.  

The hydrogel beads were filtered out of the water and blotted with filter paper to 

remove any excess liquid that was adhering to the surface of the beads.  The 

hydrogel beads (n = 30) were placed into a 50 ml round bottom flask.  The flask was 

then placed in liquid nitrogen to freeze the beads instantaneously while keeping them 

in their swollen state.  The flask was then placed into an ice/salt bath which was kept 

at -20 ± 1°C.  The beads were placed under vacuum at a pressure of 2×10-2 mBar and 

maintained at this pressure and temperature (-20 ± 1°C) for 8 h.  The freeze dried 

xerogels were mounted on SEM stubs and the microstructure of the surface of the 

freeze dried gels was imaged using a scanning electron microscope.  SEM 

micrographs were used to determine pore size of swollen hydrogels and also provide 

information about the morphology of the gels. 
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2.6 Analysis of NBPT release from the beads 

UV-Visible spectroscopy was used to monitor the rate of release of the 

inhibitor molecule from the beads.  An ultraviolet spectrometer operates by 

comparing the amount of light transmitted through the sample with the amount of 

light transmitted through the reference sample. The sample to be tested is placed in a 

quartz cell, and a sample of the solvent (water) is placed in a reference cell.  Passing 

the reference beam through the reference cell compensates for any absorption of 

light by the solvent.24  The wavelength of maximum absorbance is called the λmax.  

At this fixed wavelength, the absorbance changes in accordance with concentration.  

From the structure of NBPT (Figure 1.10), it can be seen that the chemical group 

capable of light absorption i.e. the chromophore is the P=S.  The urease inhibitor N-

(n-butyl) thiophosphoric triamide (NBPT) has an absorbance band with a λmax value 

at 212 nm in water (Figure 3.27).  To determine the concentration of the inhibitor 

(NBPT) released for each experiment, a calibration curve was first prepared using 

NBPT concentrations ranging from 2.42 × 10-4 to 2.08 × 10-5 M.  All samples were 

colourless, thus the absorption measurements were confined to the UV region of 190 

– 400 nm.  A typical calibration curve is shown in Figure 2.1.  Spectra were obtained 

and analysed to calculate the amount of inhibitor released when beads were placed in 

aqueous solutions.  The amount of the inhibitor released can be determined by 

measuring the absorbance at a particular wavelength and applying the Beer-Lambert 

law, Equation 2.1.25 

 

  A=εlc                                        (Equation. 2.1) 

 

Where A is the absorbance, ε is the molar absorbtivity, c is the concentration of 

the compound in solution and l is the length of cell.  From the linear relationship 

between concentration and absorbance a slope value can be obtained.  The data was 

recorded and analysis was carried out using Microsoft Excel 2007 for Windows. 
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Figure 2.1: Calibration curve for NBPT dissolved in water.  Absorbance was 

measured at λmax = 212 nm. The experiment was repeated in triplicate. 

 

The NBPT release behaviour of the beads was analysed by calculating the 

amount of NBPT released at different intervals of time from 100 beads in 20 ml of 

release media (deionised water unless otherwise stated) at a temperature of 20 ± 1°C.  

To monitor the release of the inhibitor from the beads, 2.5 ml aliquots were sampled 

from the medium.  The aliquots were returned to the solution after the spectrum was 

recorded to keep the concentration constant throughout.  The concentration of the 

release solution was then calculated using the NBPT calibration curve (Figure 2.1).  

To examine the effect of agitation on the release behaviour of the inhibitor from the 

beads, the solution was stirred gently with a stirring bead.   

 

 

2.7 Swelling Properties of Alginate Xerogel Beads 

 

2.7.1 Determination of the Swelling Ratio (%) 

The swelling ratio of the beads was studied by the measurement of the 

equilibrium swelling degree (ESD) which was calculated according to Equation 

2.2.26 
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              ESD%= Ws – Wd /Wd × 100               (Equation 2.2) 

 

Where Ws is the weight of swollen beads after filtration and Wd is the dry 

weight of the hydrogel beads.  ESD values for individual formulations of the beads 

were determined by measuring the extent of swelling of the beads in the different 

swelling media at 20 ± 1°C.  The different swelling media used are deionised water, 

sodium chloride (1% w/v), HCl (pH = 4), and NaOH (pH = 9) solutions.  Fully dried 

xerogels (n = 20) were weighed using a 4 figure balance.  The water in the water 

bath was allowed to equilibrate to 20 ± 1°C before the swelling study was conducted.  

Swelling studies were conducted by placing the beads in 20 ml of swelling media at 

a temperature of 20 ± 1°C unless otherwise stated.  To calculate their weight at a 

given time the beads were filtered using gravity filtration and extraneous water was 

removed using filter paper.26,27 The beads were then weighed using a four figure 

balance.   

 

 

2.8 Statistics analysis of results 

The statistical significance of the microbe survival rates were analysed using 

two way anova method utilising GraphPad Prism software (version 5).  Three 

categories of significance were used (* = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, and *** = 

p < 0.001). 

 

 

2.9 Experimental Techniques 

The analysis and characterisation of synthesised hydrogel beads were carried 

out using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

analysis.  Atomic absorption (AA) spectroscopy was used to quantify both the 

amount of silver present in the different polymer networks and the amount of silver 

leached out of the different polymer networks.  The NBPT release studies were 

monitored using a UV/Vis spectrometer.  The stability of the NBPT in the alginate 

beads was monitored using 1H NMR spectroscopy.  Fourier transform infrared 
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spectroscopy (FTIR) and elemental analysis was used to confirm that a reaction 

between the sodium alginate and the 3-(dimethoxysilyl)-

propyloctadecyldimethylammonium chloride had taken place.  The size limits of the 

dried beads were determined using a Gilosonic auto sieve and also measured using 

an Olympus Microscope. 

 

2.9.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Analysis 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was carried out on a Hitachi S-3200-N 

with a tungsten filament electron source, maximum magnification of 300,000 and a 

resolution of 3.5 nm.  This microscope was equipped with an Oxford Instrument 

INCAx-act EDX system with a silicon drift detector.  The surfaces of the hydrogels 

were examined using SEM.  

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that is 

used to view and characterise solid materials on a micrometre (μm) to a nanometre 

(nm) scale.28,29  Micrographs are formed by scanning a sample with a high energy 

beam of electrons which interact with atoms of the sample.  This interaction emits X-

rays, backscattered electrons, and secondary electrons which are collected by the 

detector and converted into an image.29  The sample must be free from H2O as the 

electrons expelled from the electron gun would vaporise the sample which would 

have an impact on the micrograph obtained.  The SEM itself consists of an electron-

optical column mounted on a vacuum chamber.  The electron gun is placed on the 

top of the column and is typically a tungsten thermionic cathode.  The electron beam 

is forced down the column and focused on the sample using magnetic lenses and 

scan coils.  The brightness and contrast of the image generated is directly dependent 

on the surface topography.  To improve the images obtained samples are often 

sputter coated with a thin layer of a noble metal, e.g. Au, which increases the number 

of secondary electrons emitted. 

Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) allows the localised micro-elemental analysis 

of the top few micrometres of a sample.30  An EDX spectrum is obtained from the X-

ray signals generated when the high-energy electron beam hits the sample surface.29  

Since the orbital energies of each element are characteristic, the X-rays generated by 

the sample are linked to its chemical composition.  Thus, an EDX spectrum consists 

of a series of peaks at specific energies corresponding to the electronic transitions of 
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the different elements present in the sample.  Although EDX allows for the 

identification of the elements present in the sample, it is generally not suitable as a 

quantitative measurement.29,31 

 

2.9.2 Optical microscopy 

The beads were also examined and optical images were taken on a Leica 

DMEP DFC-280 and an Olympus BX51M system using Leica application suite and 

Olympus DP Version 3.2, software.  20 bead diameters were measured using an 

Olympus BX5IM Microscope, and a similar diameter range was observed to that 

obtained with the Gilosonic auto sieve. 

 

2.9.3 Gilosonic Auto Sieve 

The size limits of the dried beads were determined using a Gilosonic auto 

sieve.  The maximum diameter range of five samples, each containing 100 dried 

beads, was determined.  For the calcium alginate beads five 100 bead samples were 

measured, greater than 95 beads were found to pass through the 850 µm sieves but 

were trapped by the 710 µm sieve.  This sets a narrow size distribution of 140 µm for 

this set of beads. 

 

2.9.4 UV/Vis Spectroscopy 

The release of the urease inhibitor NBPT from the beads was recorded between 

190 and 400 nm on a Unicam UV 500 spectrometer.  In all cases, a quartz crystal 

cuvette with a diameter of 1 cm was used.  Deionised water was placed in the 

reference quartz cuvette and samples to be monitored were placed in quartz cuvette 

with a volume of approximately 2.5 ml.  UV/Vis spectroscopy measures the amount 

of ultra-violet and visible light transmitted or absorbed by a sample placed in a 

spectrometer.  The wavelength at which a chemical absorbs light is a function of its 

electronic structure.  It is well suited for quantitative study of association constants 

since the measured absorbance values are proportional to the respective 

concentration by the Beer-Lambert law32 (Equation 2.1).  The absorption of UV/Vis 

energy gives rise to the electronic transition of occupied energy levels to unoccupied 

energy levels.  Common UV spectrometers operate in the range 190 to 400 nm 
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corresponding to photon energies of about 290 to 590 kJ/mol.33  Spectrometers that 

also extend into the visible region, from 400 nm to 800 nm, are called UV/Visible 

spectrometers.  

 

2.9.5 Infra-Red Spectroscopy 

In this research infrared spectra (cm-1) were recorded as KBr discs or liquid 

films between NaCl plates using a Perkin Elmer system 2000 FT-IR spectrometer.  

Solid samples were finely ground with approximately a tenfold excess of dry 

potassium bromide and pressed into a disc in a stainless steel pressure die under a 

pressure of 10 tonnes.  Solution samples were placed between two sodium chloride 

plates. 

Infra-red (IR) spectroscopy measures the vibrational excitation of atoms 

around the bonds that connect them.  At energies slightly lower than those of visible 

radiation, light causes vibrational excitation of the bonds in a molecule.34  This part 

of the electromagnetic spectrum is called the infra-red region.  Like electronic 

transitions, these vibrational transitions correspond to distinct energies, and 

molecules absorb infrared radiation only at certain wavelengths and frequencies.  

The position of the infrared band is specified by its wavelength (λ), measured in 

microns (μm) or its reciprocal value called wavenumber (ν).  The frequency of the 

vibrations between two atoms is governed by Hooke’s law as the frequency of the 

stretching vibration depends on two quantities: the masses of the atoms and the 

stiffness of the bond.35  Heavier atoms vibrate slower than lighter ones and stronger 

bonds are generally stiffer, requiring more energy to stretch or compress them.  The 

vibrational bands of many functional groups occur at characteristic wavenumbers 

which aids interpretation of a spectrum and the entire IR spectrum may be used as a 

unique fingerprint of a compound.36 

 

2.9.6 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is widely used for the 

determination of the structure of organic compounds.  For the purpose of these 

studies it is the most effective structural tool for investigating the stability of the 

inhibitor (NBPT) within the sodium alginate beads.  1H NMR and 31P NMR spectra 

were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 MHz NMR spectrometer, operating at 
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300MHz for 1H and 121.48 MHz for 31P, using deuterated (D2O) unless indicated 

otherwise.  1H NMR peak protons were reported in ppm relative to internal reference 

tetramethylsilane (TMS) (δ = 0.0 ppm) and 31P NMR peaks were reported relative to 

the standard phosphoric acid. 
1H NMR spectroscopy is a quantitative technique as the relative number of 

hydrogen nuclei can be measured by integrating the area under the peak.37  It also 

reveals the connectivity of the structure due to the coupling of the protons, and more 

importantly, for this research, the chemical shifts give a reliable indication of the 

local chemistry.  The chemical shift provides much information and is a measure of 

the shielding of the nucleus by the electrons around it.38  Radio waves are used to 

study the energy level differences of 1H nuclei.  Hydrogen nuclei have a nuclear spin 

of a half and so have two energy levels: they can be aligned either with or against the 

applied magnetic field.   

The 31P NMR experiment is much less sensitive than the 1 H NMR experiment 

but more sensitive that the 13C NMR experiment.39  The nucleus of 31P is of medium 

sensitivity, which yields a sharp line and has a wide chemical shift range.  Solution 
31P-NMR is one of the more routine NMR techniques because 31P has an isotopic 

abundance of 100% and a relatively high magnetogyric ratio.  The 31P nucleus also 

has a spin of a half, making spectra relatively easy to interpret.40 

 

2.9.7 Elemental Analysis 

In this research CHN elemental analysis was performed using a Flash EA 1112 

Series Elemental Analyser with Eager 300 Operating Software.  The major elements 

of an organic substance namely carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen, are commonly 

determined using CHN elemental analysis.  In this technique the substance under 

study is combusted under an oxygen stream in a furnace at high temperatures.  The 

end products of the combustion are mostly the oxides of the concerned elements 

present in the form of gases.  These are then separated by mass spectrometry and 

carried to the detector using inert gases such as helium or argon.  The detector then 

determines the presence of the elements carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen in a given 

substance and gives the result as percentage amount of these atoms against the total 

weight. 
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2.9.8 Atomic Absorption (AA) Spectroscopy 

AA spectroscopy was performed using a Perkin Elmer AAnalyst 200 atomic 

absorption spectrometer. Calibration plots were made using standard solutions of 

AgNO3 99.9999% as can be seen in Figure 2.2.  From the linear relationship between 

absorbance and concentration a slope can be obtained.  This was then used to 

calculate the concentration of silver in the solutions tested.   

 

 
Figure 2.2: Calibration curve for AgNO3 dissolved in water.  The experiment was 

repeated in triplicate. 

 

In atomic absorption spectroscopy light energy (ultraviolet or visible light) is 

used to cause electronic transitions in atoms.  The atoms absorb the light energy and 

the electrons are promoted to higher energy states.  AA spectroscopy requires that 

the solution species be atoms and in the gas phase, this is achieved using a high 

temperature flame.  A portion of the liquid sample is sucked through a nebuliser tube 

and into a chamber where it is mixed with a fuel (acetylene) and an oxidant (air).  A 

heterogeneous mixture of fuel air and finely dispersed sample is created.  This 

mixture flows immediately into a burner where it burns and creates gas phase atoms, 

which absorb some of the light.  The amount of absorption is proportional to the 

concentration of the analyte.  The amount of light absorption is calculated by 

measuring changes in the signal at the detector.  The monochromator isolates the 
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wavelength of the light of the hollow cathode lamp, eliminating any background 

light due to interferences.  Thus, by measuring the signal at the detector with, and 

without, the sample atoms, the amount of light absorbed by the sample can be 

calculated.41  AA spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of silver released 

into an aqueous media or contained within the different beads.  A hollow cathode 

silver detection lamp (338 nm wavelength), and air/acetylene burner were used for 

the determinations.  AA standard solutions were prepared by diluting silver atomic 

absorption standard solutions at appropriate concentrations.  Three independent 

measurements are automatically averaged for each sample. 

 

2.9.9 Sterilisation 

Sterilisation of microbiological equipment and media was carried out in a 

Dixons ST2228 autoclave at 121 ± 2°C and 124 kPa for 20 min.  All worktops and 

benches were sterilised by washing with 70% (v/v) ethanol/water prior to use.   

 

2.9.10 Cell Density  

The fungal cell density was measured using a Neubauer hemocytometer under 

a light microscope at a magnification of × 400.  Bacterial cell density was recorded 

at an optical density of 600nm (OD600) using an Eppendorf Biophotometer 

 

2.9.11 Biological Preparations – Anti Candida Testing 

Candida albicans (ATCC 10231) was grown on Yeast Extract Peptone 

Dextrose (YEPD) agar plates at 37 ± 1°C and maintained at 4 ± 1°C for short term 

storage.  Deionised water was used to make up all media.  Cultures were routinely 

sub-cultured every 4-6 weeks.  Cultures were grown to the stationary phase at 

37 ± 1°C and with continuous shaking (2000 rpm) for 24 h in minimal medium 

(MM) for the three different assays (which are denoted in this thesis as the plate 

assay, the well assay and the colony count assay).  For the plate assay and the well 

assay the C. albicans was plated out on the YEPD plates at a concentration of 1×106 

cells per ml.  The plates were incubated for 1 h at 37 ± 1°C.  For the plate assay, 10 

polymer beads were placed on the plates in a circle.  The plates were incubated for 

24 h at 37 ± 1°C, and then the zones of inhibition around the samples were measured.  

All plate assays experiments were run in triplicate.  For the well assay, 30 polymer 
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beads were placed into tubes containing deionised water (10 ml) at 30 ± 1°C.  When 

the plates had been incubated for 1 h at 37 ± 1°C, wells were dug out using a 

sterilised cork with a diameter of 3 mm.  The test solution (30 µl) was added to the 

wells and the plates were incubated for 24 h at 37 ± 1°C and the zones of inhibition 

around the wells were measured.  For the colony count test, 10 ml of the medium 

containing 1×106 cells were placed in a sterilised flask containing 10 polymer beads 

and the flask was held at 30  1°C and continuously shaken at 200 rpm on a rotary 

shaker.  The solution was sampled and the sample was spread onto agar plate.  The 

plates were then incubated for 24 h at 37 ± 1°C and the number of colonies formed 

on the agar plates was counted and graphed.  Photographs of each plate at each time 

interval were also taken.  Each experiment was performed in triplicate and the results 

are reported as the mean ± the standard error. 

 

2.9.12 Biological Preparations – Anti-Bacteria Testing 

The in vitro antimicrobial activity of the different hydrogel beads was 

investigated against pathogenic representatives of both Gram-positive bacteria and 

Gram negative bacteria.  All bacteria were grown on nutrient broth agar plates at 

37 ± 1°C and maintained at 4 ± 1°C for short term storage.  Cultures were routinely 

sub-cultured every 4-6 weeks.  The five different bacteria were grown overnight to 

the stationary phase in nutrient broth at 37 ± 1°C and 2000 rpm.  The cells were 

diluted to give an OD600 = 0.05 for the plate and well assays and an OD600 = 0.1 

for the colony count assay.  For the plate and well assay the bacteria were plated out 

on the agar plate using the above OD.  The plates were incubated for 1 h at 37 ± 1°C.  

For the plate assay the 10 polymer beads were placed on the plates in a circle.  The 

plates were incubated for 24 h at 37 ± 1°C, and then the zones of inhibition around 

the samples were measured.  For the well assay, 30 polymer beads were placed into 

tubes containing deionised water (10 ml) at 37 ± 1°C.  After the plates were 

incubated for 1 h at 37 ± 1°C, wells were dug out using a sterilised cork with a 

diameter of 3 mm. 30 µl of the test solution was added to the wells and the plates 

were incubated for 24 h at 37 ± 1°C and the zones of inhibition around the wells 

were measured.  For the colony count 10 ml of media (OD600 = 0.1) were placed 

into a sterilised flask.  A sample was taken before the 100 polymer beads were added 

to the different flasks and this was held at 30  1°C and continuously shaken at 200 
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rpm on a rotary shaker.  The media was sampled every hour for 6 h and the samples 

were spread onto agar plates.  All assays were run in triplicate and the plates were 

then incubated for 24 h at 37 ± 1°C.  The number of colonies formed on the agar 

plates were counted and graphed.  Photographs of each plate at each time interval 

were also taken.  Each experiment was performed in triplicate and the results are 

reported as the mean ± the standard error. 

 

2.9.13 Measuring zones of inhibitions 

To measure zones of inhibition (ZOI), the vertical and horizontal diameters, of 

the sample, in this case the beads were measured in mm.  The vertical and horizontal 

diameters of the sample and the zone itself were then measured.  Then using the 

formula for the area of a circle, 	퐴 = 휋푟  the area covered by the beads and the total 

area of inhibition were calculated.  The area under the beads was subtracted from the 

total area of inhibition to give the area of the zone of inhibition.42 
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3.1 Introduction 

Nitrogen is a highly dynamic and mobile element in soils, which makes its 

efficient use as a fertiliser a major challenge in agriculture.  Nitrogen losses can 

occur as a result of nitrate (NO3
-) leaching, ammonium ion (NH4

+) run off, and 

gaseous emissions of ammonia (NH3) and nitrous oxide (N2O).1  Urine contains up 

to 97% urea which is normally lost through volatilization of ammonia.  Urea 

nitrogen is rapidly converted to ammonia by the microbial enzyme urease.  The 

ammonia is then converted to the ammonium ion and it is this form that is necessary 

for plant use.  However, most of the ammonia can be lost to the atmosphere before it 

is converted to ammonium and used by plants.  In agriculture, rapid urease activity 

releases large amounts of ammonia into the atmosphere during urea fertilization 

which causes significant environmental and economic problems.2  This loss of 

ammonia nitrogen to the atmosphere leads to severe pollution of the environment.  

Ammonia itself is not a greenhouse gas; however it acts a secondary source of N2O 

in the atmosphere and thus contributes to global warming.1  Nitrous oxide is a 

greenhouse gas and it is known to deplete ozone (O3).  Due to the rapid expansion of 

farming and the increased importance of urea fertilisers on farms, there is a need to 

control the rate at which urea is hydrolysed to ammonium and its subsequent 

oxidation to NO3
-.  One strategy to conserve nitrogen is to inhibit the urease enzyme 

that converts urea to ammonia. 

Urease is an enzyme found in all microbial and plant species.3  Urease 

catalyses the hydrolysis of urea to carbamate and ammonia.4  The carbamate can 

then be further broken down to give a second molecule of ammonia and carbon 

dioxide.5,6  A unique feature of the urease enzyme is the presence of a bimetallic 

centre having two nickel ions in its active site (Figure 3.1).4,7  These nickel ions are 

essential for the binding of the urea to the enzyme allowing for the conversion of 

urea into ammonia.  Urease inhibitors are the compounds which retard the hydrolysis 

of urea by inhibiting the urease enzyme in the soil.8  Urease inhibitors act in a similar 

binding manner to the urea and bind to the bimetallic centre of the enzyme, thus 

preventing some of the urea from binding, which in turn slows down the formation 

of volatile ammonia.   
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Figure 3.1: Active Site of Urease Enzyme. 

 

Among the urease inhibitors available, N-(n-butyl) thiophosphoric triamide 

(NBPT) is regarded as one of the most efficient and it is widely available 

commercially.1,7,9  After application to soils, NBPT is quickly converted in soil to its 

oxygen analogue, N-(n-butyl) phosphoric triamide (NBPTO), which forms a very 

stable tridentate ligand with the urease enzyme.6,7  Effectiveness of NBPT as an 

urease inhibitor depends greatly on the conversion rate of the NBPT to its oxygen 

analogue upon contact with the soil.  It is this oxygen analogue which is responsible 

for the decrease in urea hydrolysis.3  Hendrickson et al. observed that the 

concentration of NBPTO was maintained at a higher concentration than that which 

was applied to the soil.10  This suggests that the NBPT is converted into its oxygen 

analogue in the soil.  The effectiveness of both compounds in controlling urea 

hydrolysis was related to the concentration of the NBPTO in the soil, not the 

concentration of NBPT applied to the soil.  In a related study Francisco et al. showed 

that NBPT urease inhibition is more efficient in alkaline soils.2 

Hendrickson et al.10 performed a study to examine the reactions of NBPT and 

NBPTO in soils at different pH values.  High performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) was used to monitor the concentrations and to examine the rate of 

disappearance, of both compounds in soils.  They observed that the NBPT 

disappeared at a greater rate than its oxygen analogue NBPTO.  The disappearance 

of the NBPTO was attributed to its binding to the urease enzyme in soil, while 

NBPT was converted to the NBPTO.  However, in this study it was observed that 

acidic environments enhanced the rate of degradation of both compounds in 

comparison to alkaline environments.  Additionally, both Douglas et al.9 and 

Dominguez et al.7 showed that NBPT underwent decomposition when it was put in 
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slightly acidic (pH 5.5) solutions.  Douglas et al.9 reported that both compounds, i.e., 

NBPT and NBPTO produced n-butylamine and ammonia upon acid hydrolysis.   

The objective of the research outlined in this chapter was to encapsulate an 

urease inhibitor into environmentally friendly alginate beads, and then tailor the 

properties of the hydrogel beads to firstly protect the inhibitors until they were 

released and secondly to give slow sustained release of the inhibitors.  Four types of 

beads were chosen for this study, calcium alginate, charcoal-loaded calcium alginate, 

bentonite-loaded calcium alginate, and polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads.  

Bentonite clay and activated charcoal are well-known naturally occurring absorbent 

materials11,12 and both have previously been incorporated into alginate polymer 

supports for applications in controlled release of pesticides,13-15 in heavy metal 

remediation16 and membrane separation systems.17  Polymeric beads have been 

previously coated with a layer of polypyrrole in order to attempt to develop capsules 

which are able to trap low molecular weight water soluble compounds18 but there are 

essentially no reports on using polypyrrole-coated alginate bead systems.  Each bead 

type was characterised using SEM and EDX analyses.  In each case the average bead 

size was determined and measurements were carried out to ensure that the beads 

were formed with a reasonable degree of uniformity.  The swelling properties of 

each type of bead were also determined in a number of media as these are related to 

the rate at which the beads will release encapsulated compounds.  Studies on the 

stability of NBPT as a function of pH within the beads, and the release of NBPT 

from the beads were then carried out.  
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

The beads were prepared according to the appropriate methodology outlined in 

Chapter 2. 

 

3.2.1 Characterisation and Physical Properties of Alginate Beads used in the 

NBPT Release Studies 

 

3.2.1.1 Surface Morphology of the Beads 

 

3.2.1.1.1 Calcium Alginate Beads 

(a) Xerogels Beads 

Calcium alginate beads were characterised using SEM microscopy.  Generally 

in this Chapter, unless otherwise stated, the concentration of CaCl2 used in the 

crosslinking solution to form the calcium alginate beads was 0.25 M.  Figure 3.2 

shows the SEM micrographs recorded at different magnifications for beads formed 

using a 0.25 M CaCl2 gelling solution.  The micrographs at the lower magnification 

show that the beads were generally spherical in shape and they had quite a smooth, 

uniform surface and contained no large pores, as can be seen in Figure 3.2(a).  These 

observations correspond with research carried out by Solak et al.19 and by Hurteaux 

et al.20 both of whom also reported alginate beads crosslinked with calcium chloride 

to have a smooth spherical appearance at similar magnifications.  The micrographs 

recorded at a higher magnification (Figure 3.2(b)) showed that cracks, which were 

due to the shrinkage of the beads during the drying process, were unevenly 

distributed on the surface of the bead.  The micrograph recorded at the highest 

magnification (Figure 3.2(c)) showed that the morphology of the surface of the 

xerogels no longer appeared smooth and the cracks were still visible between the 

wrinkles.  
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Figure 3.2: SEM micrographs of calcium alginate beads at different magnifications 

(a), (b) and (c).  All beads were dried at room temperature.  

 

A study was then carried out to investigate the influence that the concentration 

of CaCl2 (0.125 M, 0.25 M, 0.5 M and 1.0 M), in the gelling solution had on the 

shape and morphology of the beads.  The SEM micrographs recorded on each of the 

four different batches of calcium alginate beads are given in Figure 3.3(a-d). 

For each of the four types of calcium alginate beads studied the surface of the 

beads was smooth with no large pores observed.  However, the surface of the beads 

made using 0.125 M CaCl2 was covered in little white dots (Figure 3.3(d)).  As the 

concentration of the calcium chloride used to form the beads increased, the amount 

of white speckles increased.  For the beads formed using 1.0 M CaCl2, the surface of 

the beads was completely covered in this white material (Figure 3.3(a)).  In order to 

determine the nature of the white material covering the calcium alginate beads, EDX 

analyses were carried out on the beads formed using the 0.125 M CaCl2 gelling 

solution in regions of the surface where it did (Figure 3.4(a)) and it did not appear 
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(Figure 3.4(b)).  The spectrum (Figure 3.4(a)) of the surface containing the white 

material showed a line at 1.04 keV which is assigned as the Kα line of sodium.21  

This line was not present in the spectrum (Figure 3.4(b)) recorded of a region of the 

surface which was not covered in the white material.  It would appear that the 

xerogels beads were coated with a layer of NaCl, and that this layer was only 

removed if the beads were washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Studies on the release of 

NBPT, discussed later in this chapter, showed that the presence of the NaCl layer on 

the surface of the beads did not influence the rate of its release.  Therefore no 

measures were taken to ensure this layer was completely removed and unless 

otherwise stated all the beads used in the studies associated with this chapter were 

simply washed in deionised water.   

 

 
Figure 3.3: SEM micrographs of alginate beads crosslinked with different 

concentrations of CaCl2, (a) 1.0 M CaCl2 (b) 0.5 M CaCl2 (c) 0.25 M CaCl2 (d) 

0.125 M CaCl2. 
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Figure 3.4: EDX spectra recorded of the surface of a calcium alginate bead 

crosslinked using 0.125 M CaCl2 gelling solution. Spectrum recorded on a region of 

the surface (a) covered with white material (b) where no white material was present.  

 

(b) Freeze-Dried Beads 

The calcium alginate beads crosslinked using the 0.25 M CaCl2 solution were 

dried under reduced pressure and low temperature in order to minimise the decrease 

in pore size which occurs when the beads are dried under normal conditions.  SEM 

micrographs, at different magnifications, of the freeze-dried calcium alginate beads 

are given in Figure 3.5.  The shape and surface of the freeze-dried beads were 

determined using SEM and compared to air-dried beads.  The freeze-dried beads 

completely lost the spherical shape (Figure 3.5(a)) and were substantially larger than 

the analogous air-dried beads as shown in Figure 3.2(a).  In addition, the air-dried 

beads had a rough surface with cracks present due to the shrinkage of the beads 

during the drying process.  When micrographs were recorded of the freeze-dried 

beads at higher magnifications (Figure 3.5(b)) it would appear that the surface of the 

beads was smoother than was the case for the air-dried beads.  Tavakol et al. 

recorded similar micrographs for air-dried beads and freeze-dried beads formed from 
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N,O-carboxymethyl chitosan/alginate crosslinked with calcium ion.22  They reported 

that their freeze-dried beads had a rough surface at the higher magnifications and 

also there were no cracks present in the micrographs of their air-dried beads.  The 

beads formed in this paper were a composite of alginate and N, O-

carboxymethylchitosan, so this could result in a stronger coating on the beads and 

could be the reason for the difference observed between both sets of beads.  In 

addition Santagapita et al. observed similar differences in the SEM micrographs 

recorded on freeze-dried and vacuum-dried calcium alginate beads.23  They stated 

that the obvious ‘folds’ on the surface of the freeze-dried beads mean that they have 

a larger exposed surface area compared to their vacuum- and air-dried analogues.  

They also noted that the freeze-dried beads were more fragile than their vacuum- or 

air-dried analogues.  This was also the case for the beads formed in our study.  

Figure 3.5 (c) shows a micrograph of the freeze dried beads recorded at a very high 

magnification.  In contrast to the surface at the lower magnifications which appeared 

smooth this micrograph showed the surface of the beads to be uneven and rough with 

lots of indentations present.   
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Figure 3.5: SEM micrographs of freeze-dried calcium alginate beads at different 

magnifications. 

 

3.2.1.1.2 Charcoal-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

SEM micrographs were recorded of the charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads 

to examine the morphology and surface structure of the beads at the required 

magnification at room temperature.  The charcoal-loaded alginate beads were 

spherical in shape and had a rough surface. (Figure 3.6(a)).  At the lower 

magnifications, (Figure 3.6(a)) there were no major cracks or indentations on the 

immediate surface of these beads in comparison to the calcium alginate beads in 

Figure 3.2(a).  The lack of cracks present in the charcoal-loaded alginate beads 

would suggest that these beads were more resistant to the dehydration process and 

therefore less prone to cracks which were clearly visible on the surface of the 
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calcium alginate beads.  However, at the higher magnifications ((Figure 3.6(b) and 

Figure 3.6(c)) the charcoal-loaded alginate beads appeared to have a very rough 

morphology which was substantially different to the morphology of the calcium 

alginate beads (Figure 3.2(b)).  Aminabhavi et al. incorporated nanosized activated 

charcoal into their calcium alginate membranes.17  Even with the activated charcoal 

being in the nano range the morphology of these membranes exhibited the same 

rough surface that was displayed in Figure 3.6.  The surface of the beads presented in 

Figure 3.6 appeared to have the same rough morphology and showed shallow 

indentations on the surface of the beads.   

 

 

 
Figure 3.6: SEM micrographs of calcium alginate beads loaded with charcoal at 

different magnifications.  
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3.2.1.1.3 Bentonite-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

SEM micrographs were recorded of the bentonite-loaded calcium alginate 

beads to examine the morphology and surface structure of the beads at the required 

magnification at room temperature.  The bentonite-loaded calcium alginate beads 

were not spherical in shape (Figure 3.7(a)) and they exhibited a rough surface 

morphology which was substantially more heterogeneous compared to the charcoal-

loaded calcium alginate beads (Figure 3.6(a)) and the calcium alginate beads (Figure 

3.2(a)).  There were a lot of imperfections present on the surface of the beads at the 

lower magnification, which were also present at the higher magnifications (Figure 

3.7(b) and Figure 3.7(c)).  These observations are consistent with those reported by 

Singh and co-workers who noted that their starch-alginate beads had a spherical 

shape, whereas their bentonite-starch-alginate beads had an oval shape.24  They 

proposed that the loss of the spherical shape occurred due to the increase of the 

viscosity of the starch-alginate solution upon the addition of the clay particles.  

Moreover, Kevadiya and co-workers reported an increase in the surface roughness of 

their alginate beads upon addition of clay particles of montmorillonite (which is 

closely related to bentonite).25  
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Figure 3.7: SEM micrographs of calcium alginate beads loaded with bentonite at 

different magnifications. 

 

In order to confirm that the bentonite, which is a hydrated aluminium silicate 

(Al2O34SiO22H2O), was present within the beads, EDX spectra were recorded.  

Although EDX allows for the identification of the elements present in the sample, it 

is generally not suitable as a quantitative measurement.26  A typical EDX spectrum is 

given in Figure 3.8.  The spectrum showed lines which were assigned as arising from 

aluminium and silicon which were indicative of the presence of the bentonite.  Lines 

were also assigned to elements not present in the simple calcium alginate beads such 

as iron, magnesium, sulphur and phosphorus, however, bentonite is a natural clay 

and these are all common impurities found within it.27  An EDX spectrum of 

bentonite powder given in Figure 3.9, shows that iron and magnesium were present 

in the powder.  
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Figure 3.8: EDX spectrum of a bentonite-loaded calcium alginate bead.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.9: EDX spectrum of a bentonite powder. 

 

3.2.1.1.4 Polypyrrole-coated Calcium Alginate Beads 

Polypyrrole belongs to the class of polymers known as conducting polymers. 

The chemical structure of polypyrrole is given in Figure 3.10.  There has been 

extensive interest in making polypyrrole-hydrogel composite materials mainly for 

biomedical applications such as drug-delivery and biosensors.28,29  Polypyrrole has 

known hydrophobic properties30 and it previously has been used as a means to 

reduce the porosity of alginate films.29  Therefore, the polypyrrole-alginate 

composite beads might show an improvement in controlled release over the calcium 

alginate beads. 
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Figure 3.10: Structure of polypyrrole in its oxidised form.  A- represents an anion 

which is required to balance the charge on the polymer backbone.  

 

The first stage of forming the polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads was to 

immerse the calcium alginate beads in a solution of the oxidising agent FeCl3 (0.05 

M).  The details of the experiment are given in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3.  SEM 

micrographs were recorded after immersion and are shown in Figure 3.11.  The 

xerogel beads coated with FeCl3 exhibited a substantially different surface 

morphology compared to the parent calcium alginate beads (Figure 3.2).  The surface 

of the FeCl3 coated beads was covered with rough troughs and folds, which were 

needle-like in shape; these were evenly distributed on the surface of the bead as can 

be clearly seen in the micrograph recorded at higher magnifications (Figure 3.11(b) 

and (c)).  This suggests that the addition of the FeCl3 to the beads was uniform 

throughout the surface.  Unlike the calcium alginate beads there were no cracks 

visible on the immediate surface of the FeCl3 coated beads. 
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Figure 3.11: SEM micrographs of sodium alginate beads coated with FeCl3 at 

different magnifications before polypyrrole added.  

 

EDX analysis was used to confirm that the beads were coated in a layer of 

FeCl3.  An EDX spectrum of a typical bead is shown in Figure 3.12.  Bands were 

clearly present at 7.18, 6.40 and 7.05 keV, which were assigned to the Lβ, Kα and 

Lα lines of iron, respectively.21  
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Figure 3.12: EDX spectrum of calcium alginate beads coated with FeCl3. 

 

The calcium alginate beads coated in FeCl3 were then immersed in pyrrole and 

polymerisation was observed to occur on the bead since the bead changed colour 

from brown/orange to a very deep black colour.  SEM micrographs were then 

recorded of the beads in their xerogel and freeze-dried forms. 

 

(a) Xerogel Polypyrrole-Coated Alginate Beads 

SEM micrographs of the xerogel beads at three different magnifications are 

given in Figure 3.13.  It was apparent that the addition of the pyrrole to the surface of 

the beads had a significant impact on the surface morphology of the beads in 

comparison to the beads coated with FeCl3.  The surface morphology of these beads 

no longer displayed the same organised array of ‘needle-like’ folds and troughs 

which were distributed evenly on the surface of the FeCl3 coated beads (Figure 3.11).  

The surface of the polypyrrole coated beads can be characterised by uneven wrinkled 

surface folds which were clearly visible on the surface on the beads at the three 

different magnifications.  
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Figure 3.13: SEM micrographs of air-dried polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate 

beads. 

 

EDX analysis was used to confirm that the beads coated with a layer of 

polypyrrole still had FeCl present.  An EDX spectrum of a typical bead coated with a 

layer of polypyrrole is shown in Figure 3.14.  Bands were clearly present at 7.18, 

6.40 and 7.05 keV, which were assigned to the Lβ, Kα and Lα lines of iron, 

respectively.21 
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Figure 3.14: EDX spectrum of air-dried polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads. 

 

 (b) Freeze-Dried Polypyrrole Coated Beads 

After freeze-drying, the beads were analysed using SEM and the results are 

shown in Figure 3.15.  Freeze-drying preserves the micro-structure of the beads 

while keeping the bead in its swollen state.  This allows the main features of the 

swollen bead structure to be examined.  The micrographs of the freeze-dried 

polypyrrole coated calcium alginate bead in Figure 3.15(a) showed that the beads 

were much larger than the analogous air-dried beads shown in Figure 3.13(a).  This 

suggests that the freeze-drying process had kept the beads in their swollen state.  In 

contrast to the surface of the freeze-dried calcium alginate beads, which displayed a 

collapsed morphology (Figure 3.5), the morphology of the beads shown here 

displayed a swollen morphology.  SEM micrographs of freeze-dried polypyrrole 

beads, (Figure 3.15 (a) and (b)), show that there are two distinct layers present.  An 

outer rough coating of polypyrrole, which is no longer covering the whole surface of 

the beads as it is unevenly distributed on the surface of the beads.  The inner layer is 

the smooth surface of the calcium alginate bead..  The detachment and possible 

shrinkage of this outer layer from the inner smooth surface could be due to the 

freeze-drying process.  There are pores visible in Figure 3.15(a) and 3.15(b), which 

was not seen in the freeze-dried micrographs of the calcium alginate beads (Figure 

3.5).  At a higher magnification the morphology of the polypyrrole layer was rough 

but arranged in a regular array of almost cube like structures. (Figure 3.15(c)). 
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Figure 3.15: SEM micrographs of freeze-dried polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate 

beads at different magnifications. 

 

3.2.1.2 Size of the Beads 

In order to determine the size of the beads and to ensure that the beads were 

formed with a reasonably narrow size distribution the diameters of samples of each 

bead type were measured.  The Gilosonic autosiever allowed a measurement of the 

size distribution of beads, while an average diameter was determined by measuring 

the diameter of a sample of beads using the Olympus BX5IM Microscope or SEM 

where appropriate.  For each batch of beads, the beads were filtered out of the 

crosslinking solutions and rinsed three times with deionised water.  Each batch was 

allowed to dry at room temperature until a constant weight was recorded.31   
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3.2.1.2.1 Calcium Alginate Beads 

The diameters of the dried bead (n = 20) were measured under the microscope 

and an average diameter of 570 m was determined.  Then the beads ((n = 200) × 3) 

were passed through the sieves of the autosiever.  The number of beads which passed 

through the three sieves (<500 m, 600 – 500 m, and 600 – 710 m) for each 

sample are plotted in Figure 3.16.  It was determined that 97% of the beads had 

diameters between 500 - 600 m.  

 

 
Figure 3.16: Size distribution of calcium alginate beads ((n = 200) × 3) determined 

using an autosieve.  

 

A study was carried out to examine the effect that different concentrations of 

CaCl2 (0.125 M, 0.25 M, 0.5 M, 1.0 M) in the crosslinking solution had on the 

diameters of the beads.  After drying to a constant weight, the diameters of twenty 

beads from each batch were measured using the microscope.  The average diameters 

for each batch of beads are given in Table 3.1.  It was found that the diameters of the 

beads increased upon increasing the concentration of CaCl2 in the crosslinking 

solution.  When the alginate solution drops in to the higher concentration of CaCl2, 

there are a lot of calcium ions present in the solution, therefore the beads are 

crosslinked quicker thus allowing less time for the alginate solution to dissipate.  

Whereas, with the lower concentrations, which contain less calcium ions, the 
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alginate solution has more time to dissipate into solution, causing the diameters of 

the beads to be smaller with decreasing concentration of crosslinking solution. 

 

Table 3.1: The Effect of Varying the Concentration of CaCl2 Solution on the 

Diameter of the Calcium Alginate Beads 

CaCl2 Concentration (M) Average Diameter (µm) 

0.125 563  13 

0.25 570  17 

0.50 664  17 

1.00 798  22 

 

 

3.2.1.2.2 Charcoal-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

For the charcoal-loaded calcium beads the beads were all larger than the 

maximum sieve size of the autosiever which was 1400 µm.  An average diameter of 

2141 µm was determined for the beads (n = 20) using the SEM.  The largest bead in 

this sample was found to have a diameter of 2390 µm and the smallest was found to 

have a diameter of 1860 m.  Therefore, the addition of charcoal to the calcium 

alginate beads (average diameter 570 m) resulted in a substantial increase in bead 

size.   

 

3.2.1.2.3 Bentonite-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

The diameters of a sample (n = 20) of beads were measured using the SEM.  

An average diameter of 989 µm was observed.  The largest diameter recorded was 

1050 µm and the smallest diameter of the beads recorded was 909 µm.  Samples ((n 

= 200) × 3) were placed in the autosiever in order to determine their range of 

diameters.  The beads were trapped by either the 1180 – 1000 m or the 1000 – 850 

m sieve and the results are plotted in Figure 3.17.  The increase in bead size for 

both the charcoal-loaded and bentonite-loaded alginate beads compared to the 

analogous calcium alginate beads was consistent with the findings of other 

researchers.  For example, Singh et al. produced starch-alginate beads using 12% 

w/v starch, 1% w/v sodium alginate and 0.1 M CaCl2 with a mean diameter of 1.07  
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0.08 mm, while this increased to 1.14  0.08 mm when 4% w/v bentonite was added 

to the starch-alginate solution.24 

 

 
Figure 3.17: Size distribution the bentonite-loaded calcium alginate beads ((n = 200) 

× 3) determined using the autosiever.  

 

3.2.1.2.4 Polypyrrole-coated Calcium Alginate Beads 

The diameters of a sample (n = 20) of beads were measured using the SEM.  

An average diameter of 611 µm was observed.  The largest diameter recorded was 

653 µm and the smallest beads diameter was 558 µm.  Then samples ((n = 200) × 3) 

were placed in the autosiever to determine their range of diameters.  The beads were 

trapped by either the 710 – 600 m or the 600 – 500 m sieve and the results are 

plotted in Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18: Size distribution the polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads (n = 

200 × 3) determined using the autosiever.  

 

In conclusion, the control calcium alginate hydrogel beads had the smallest 

diameters and the charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads had the largest diameters.  

An overall summary of the size distribution of the four different types of beads 

studied is given in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Summary of the Size Distribution of the Four Beads Types.  

Size Range of 

Sieves 

% Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads in 

each sieve 

% 

Charcoal-

loaded 

Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads in 

each sieve 

% 

Bentonite-

loaded 

Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads in 

each sieve 

% 

Polypyrrole-

coated 

Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads in 

each sieve 

x˂ 500 0.34 0 0 0 

600 ˃ x  ˃ 500 96.83 0 0 27.66 

710 ˃ x  ˃ 600 2.83 0 0 72.34 

850 ˃ x  ˃ 710 0 0 0 0 

1000 ˃ x  ˃ 850 0 0 73.61 0 

1180 ˃ x  ˃ 1000 0 0 26.39 0 

1140 ˃ x  ˃ 1180 0 0 0 0 

x  ˃ 1400 0 100 0 0 

 

 

3.2.1.3 Swelling of Beads 

 

3.2.1.3.1 Calcium Alginate Beads 

The swelling characteristics of the calcium alginate xerogel beads were 

determined by immersing dried test samples in deionised water, NaCl, NaOH and 

HCl solutions. (1% w/v sodium chloride solution, NaOH solution (pH 9), and HCl 

solution (pH 4)) as shown in Figure 3.19.  In each case the solutions (20 ml) were 

held at 20 ± 1°C.  For each measurement twenty dried beads were weighed and then 

placed in the solution.  At specific times the beads were removed from the hydration 

medium.  The excess surface-adhered liquid drops were removed by blotting the 

beads on filter paper.32,33  The beads were then weighed on a four-figure electronic 
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balance.  The swelling ratio was calculated as (Ws-Wd)/Wd, where Ws is the weight 

of swollen beads after filtration and Wd is the dry weight of the hydrogel beads.34   

 

 
Figure 3.19: Swelling ratios (%) as a function of time of calcium alginate beads in 

(a) deionised water (b) 1% w/v NaCl solution (c) NaOH solution at pH 9 and (d) 

HCl solution at pH 4.  Solutions were held at 20 ± 1°C. 
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The alginate beads increased quickly in weight in deionised water and reached 

their maximum swelling ratio after 5 h.  The overall weight remained constant for 

the next 5 h.  When the beads were weighed after 24 h of immersion a decrease in 

weight was recorded, indicating that the beads were disintegrating.  Vlachou et al. 

observed similar overall trends when they immersed calcium alginate polymers 

capsules in distilled water.35  The swelling of the calcium alginate beads studied here 

was significantly higher in the NaCl solution than in any of the other solutions.  The 

beads took in approximately 60 times their original weight of water in the NaCl 

solution.  The swelling observed in the NaCl solution is due to the ion exchange 

mechanism available with NaCl solution (Ca2+ exchanged for Na+).36  The calcium 

ions that were responsible for crosslinking the alginate chains were replaced with the 

sodium ions from the solution.  Since there is only one positive charge on the sodium 

ion, the crosslinking was weakened dramatically.  The beads increased in weight 

over 10 h, but, at the 24 h time point a dramatic decrease in weight was observed, 

indicating that the beads have undergone disintegration.  Disintegration occurred as 

the replacement of the calcium ions for sodium ions had reached such a significant 

level that the sodium alginate chains were dissolving in the solution.  

Over the first 8 h of measurement the swelling of the beads in the NaOH 

solution was similar to that observed in deionised water.  However, after 24 h of 

immersion the beads increased dramatically in weight, reaching a %EDS value of 

approximate 3500% at 25 h.  This slower swelling than observed in the NaCl 

solution may be due to the Na+/Ca2+ ion exchange process.  The concentration of Na+ 

ions in the NaCl solution was 0.17 M compared to 0.01mM in the NaOH solution.  

In addition, at the solution pH value of 9 it is likely that most of the carboxylate 

groups along the polymer backbone were deprotonated leading to increased 

electrostatic repulsion between the alginate chains.  The beads immersed in the 

acidic solution swell gradually over 10 h reaching a similar %EDS to that recorded at 

the same time point for the beads immersed in water.  Vlachou et al. and 

Sriamornsak et al. examined the swelling of their alginate capsules in a 0.1 M HCl 

solution (pH 1).35,37  Both authors concluded that when sodium alginate is immersed 

in acidic solution it is transformed into alginic acid.  Alginic acid has the ability to 

swell slightly on hydration but is virtually insoluble and is known to precipitate from 

solution at a pH of about 3.5.  Therefore, although the beads swell initially to the 
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same extent as they do in water, as the polymer chains are held together by simple 

entanglement and not the calcium ion, the beads do not undergo disintegration 

through the ion exchange of calcium ions for hydrogen ions and their weight remains 

constant.  At the pH of 4 used in the present study it is likely that a percentage of the 

uronic groups were deprotonated.  The pKa of mannuronic acid is 3.38 and and that 

of guluronic acid is 3.65,37,38 therefore the calcium ion crosslinks are likely to still 

have played some part in holding the polymer chains of the bead together, and this 

probably explains the small decrease in mass recorded for these beads at the 24 h 

time period. 

 

3.2.1.3.2 Charcoal-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

The %EDS values as a function of time for the charcoal-loaded calcium 

alginate beads immersed in a range of solutions held at 20 ± 1°C are given in Figure 

3.20. 
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Figure 3.20: Swelling ratios (%) as a function of time of charcoal-loaded calcium 

alginate beads in (a) deionised water (b) 1% w/v NaCl solution, (c) NaOH solution at 

pH 9 and (d) HCl solution at pH 4.  Solutions were held at 20 ± 1°C. 
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Overall the results on the swelling behaviour of the charcoal-loaded calcium 

alginate beads indicated that these beads were more stable than the calcium alginate 

beads.  In deionised water the beads reached their maximum swelling of 80% in 10 

h, after this time the weight of the beads stayed constant and no disintegration was 

observed after 32 h of immersion.  In the sodium chloride solution the beads 

increased slowly in weight for the first 10 h, reaching a %EDS value of 

approximately 500%.  This was significantly smaller than the value recorded at this 

time period in the analogous experiment carried out on the calcium alginate beads 

(7000%).  Moreover, strikingly in comparison to the experiment on the calcium 

alginate beads no decrease in bead weight was observed over 30 h of immersion. 

This indicates that either the calcium/sodium ion exchange process was significantly 

disfavoured in these beads or that the presence of the charcoal was preventing the 

beads from disintegrating even after ion exchange has taken place.  The %EDS 

values recorded for the beads immersed in NaOH or HCl solutions were similar to 

those recorded for the beads in deionised water. In both cases swelling was quite low 

and after the beads had reached their maximum weight no decrease in weight was 

then recorded over the time period of the experiment.  

 

3.2.1.3.3 Bentonite-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

The results for each of the swelling studies carried out on the calcium alginate 

beads loaded with bentonite are given in Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.21: Swelling ratios (%) as a function of time of bentonite-loaded calcium 

alginate beads in (a) deionised water (b) 1% w/v NaCl solution, (c) NaOH solution at 

pH 9 and (d) HCl solution at pH 4.  Solutions were held at 20 ± 1°C. 
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In general the results for the swelling behaviour of the beads loaded with 

bentonite were very similar to those obtained for the beads loaded with charcoal.  

The results for the swelling in deionised water were similar to those observed by 

other researchers on related systems.  For example, Singh et al. have previously 

investigated the swelling behaviour in water of starch-alginate and bentonite-starch-

alginate beads and found that the addition of bentonite only resulted in a small 

decrease in the water uptake of the beads in comparison to the control beads.24  As 

for the calcium alginate and charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads the maximum 

swelling was observed in the NaCl solution indicating that the ion exchange process 

was still taking place for these beads.  However, the %EDS values recorded were 

significantly lower than those determined for the calcium alginate beads immersed 

under similar conditions.  The overall trends observed indicate that the presence of 

the inorganic filler in the beads reduced their propensity to disintegrate when 

immersed in the four different solutions and reduced the degree to which the beads 

swell when immersed in a NaCl solution.   

 

3.2.1.3.4 Polypyrrole-coated Calcium Alginate Beads 

A study was carried out on the swelling properties of polypyrrole-coated 

calcium alginate beads in four different solutions and the results are presented in 

Figure 3.22. 
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Figure 3.22: Swelling ratios (%) as a function of time of polypyrrole-coated calcium 

alginate beads in (a) deionised water (b) 1% w/v NaCl solution (c) NaOH solution at 

pH 9 and (d) HCl solution at pH 4.  Solutions were held at 20 ± 1°C. 
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The swelling ratios of the polypyrrole-coated alginate beads immersed in 

deionised water were very similar to those recorded for the calcium alginate beads.  

The beads increased in weight gradually over 8 h and at this stage they had reached 

the maximum swelling, after this time there was a decrease in weight of the beads, 

indicating that the beads were undergoing a small amount of decomposition.  

However, the swelling ratio increase of 30% remains constant from 24 h to 30 h of 

immersion.  The same quick total disintegration that was observed with the calcium 

alginate beads was not observed here, indicating that the polypyrrole was keeping 

the beads stable and preventing further disintegration in deionised water.  In the 

sodium chloride solution there was a gradual swelling over the first 10 h and then 

there was a further increase in weight when the beads were weighed at 24 h which 

remained constant up to 30 h.  The swelling of these beads never reached a swelling 

ratio as high as the calcium alginate beads.  This would indicate that the polypyrrole 

coating was keeping the beads intact and preventing them from swelling to a stage 

where they became unstable.  In the NaOH solution there is a slight increase in 

swelling ratio over the first 5 h of immersion which was very similar to that observed 

with the deionised water.  After this time the polypyrrole coating started to 

disintegrate from around the beads, and the swelling media became discoloured.  

There are a number of known reactions that can take place between NaOH and 

polypyrrole.  The first is that the Cl- dopant ion can be replaced by OH-, secondly the 

polymer backbone can be hydroxylated, and thirdly some of the pyrrole units can be 

deprotonated.39  The swelling ratio decreased to 20% and remained constant after 

this time, indicating that the polypyrrole that was left on the beads was keeping them 

stable and preventing any further disintegration.  In the HCl solution the beads 

underwent the least amount of swelling only reaching a swelling ratio of 35% in 

total.  This was a very similar trend to that observed for the behaviour of the calcium 

alginate beads in the acidic solution.   

 

3.2.1.3.5 Summary of Swelling Results for Beads 

A summary of the results for the swelling experiments on the different bead 

types is given in Table 3.3.  The % swelling for each of the four types of beads in 

deionised water was quite similar when recorded at the 8 h time period.  However, a 

significant difference was observed at the 25 h reading, while the calcium alginate 
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beads had undergone substantial amounts of decomposition the modified calcium 

alginate beads were still intact.  When the beads were immersed in the acid solution 

all the beads showed an intake of water over the first 8 h and this intake was 

maintained when the values were determined at the 25 h time period.  This indicates 

that all the bead types were remaining intact over the course of the experiment.  The 

most striking difference in the swelling behaviour between the calcium alginate 

beads and the modified calcium alginate beads was observed when the beads were 

immersed in solutions containing the Na+ ion.  A much more substantial intake of 

water was observed for the calcium alginate beads at 8 h in NaCl solution and at 25 h 

in the NaOH solution compared to the other beads.  Moreover, the calcium alginate 

beads had completely decomposed after immersion in the NaCl solution for 25 h, 

while the other bead types remained intact.  This indicates that the inorganic fillers 

and polypyrrole coating were disfavouring the Ca2+/Na+ ion exchange or that even 

after this exchange has taken place, the filler or polymer is holding the beads 

together.  Of the three types of modified calcium alginate beads studied, the 

polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads consistently showed the lowest % 

swelling in the four media studied.  
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Table 3.3: Summary of Swelling Ratios (%) of Alginate Beads in Deionised Water, 

1% w/v NaCl solution, NaOH solution (pH = 9), and HCl solution (pH = 4).  

  

Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads 

Charcoal-

loaded 

Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads 

Bentonite

-loaded 

Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads 

Polypyrrole 

-coated 

Calcium 

Alginate 

Beads 

% 

Swelling 

at 8 h* 

Deionised 

Water 
59 90 79 39 

NaCl 

( 0.17 M) 
6481 485 1045 189 

NaOH 

(1 × 10 -5 M) 
82 100 56 31 

HCl 

(1 × 10 -4 M) 
79 109 78 28 

% 

Swelling 

at 25 h* 

Deionised 

Water 
10 90 80 34 

NaCl 

( 0.17 M) 
0 468 1183 336 

NaOH 

(1 × 10 -5 M) 
3421 108 66 21 

HCl 

(1 × 10 -4 M) 
61 111 87 29 

* Solutions were held at 20 ± 1°C 

 

3.2.2 Study on the Stability of NBPT using NMR Spectroscopy 

As stated in the Introduction to this Chapter studies have shown that the 

stability of NBPT is pH dependent.  Therefore it was important to determine if the 

NBPT was stable within the four types of bead matrices used in this study.  Before 

commencing this study the decomposition products of NBPT in D2O under acidic 

and basic conditions were analysed using 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy.  In this 

study, H+ or OH- were added to D2O, therefore neither the pH or pD scales strictly 

apply.  Therefore, the acidic/basicity level of the solution was simply indicated by 
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the pH level recorded.  The pH values recorded for the solutions used for this study 

were 1, 4, 7 and 14.  The D2O was brought to the required pH values using HCl, 

buffer solutions, or NaOH respectively.  1H and 31P NMR spectra were taken of the 

D2O solutions at the same recorded pH values before the NBPT solution was added.  

Each of the samples was run over a period of three weeks to monitor the stability of 

the NBPT.   

It is known from the literature that n-butylamine is a decomposition product of 

NBPT;9 therefore 1H NMR spectra were recorded of n-butylamine in D2O and in 

D2O with added acid or base.  The spectra are shown in Figure 3.23(a-c).  Figure 

3.23(b) shows a 1H NMR spectrum recorded of n-butylamine in D2O and the four 

signals for the butyl group are clearly visible.  Upon addition of base the spectrum 

recorded (Figure 3.23(a)) showed very little changes, indicating that no chemical 

reaction has taken place.  However, upon addition of the acid (Figure 3.23(c)) the 

signals changed their position and the signal for the CH2 group directly attached to 

the nitrogen broadened.  These changes occurred as the n-butylamine was converted 

to n-butylammonium chloride upon reaction with the HCl.   
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Figure 3.23: 1H NMR spectrum recorded of n-butylamine in (a) D2O with added 

NaOH (b) D2O (c) D2O with added HCl.  

 

 

The 1H and 31P NMR spectra recorded of NBPT in D2O are given in Figure 

3.24(a) and (b) respectively.  As for the 1H NMR spectrum recorded of the n-
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butylamine the signals for the butyl group were clearly visible.  The signal for the 

CH2 group attached directly to the N was a multiplet, whereas for n-butylamine this 

signal was a triplet.  This difference arose due to the extra coupling to the 

phosphorus atom in the NBPT.  This coupling was also observed in the 31P NMR 

spectrum of NBPT as the signal for the phosphorus was split into a triplet. 

 

 
Figure 3.24: (a) 1H NMR and (b) 31P NMR spectra of NBPT in D2O 
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The 1H and 31P NMR spectra of NBPT in D2O with HCl added so that the pH 

meter recorded a pH value of 1 are given in Figure 3.25.  As can be observed from 

the initial 1H NMR spectrum, the NBPT immediately reacted with the acid and 

formed n-butylammonium chloride.  The signal for the CH2 group directly attached 

to the N of the n-butyl group had lost the coupling to phosphorus and the signals for 

the n-butyl group were identical to those for n-butylammonium chloride (Figure 

3.18(b)).  This finding is similar to the result found by Douglas et al, 9 who assigned 

the initial step of NBPT under acid conditions to the reaction given in Scheme 3.1.  

The initial 31P NMR spectrum shows that a number of new phosphorus containing 

products were formed.  It can be observed that the n-butylammonium chloride 

remained in solution over the three weeks of measurement and no new organic 

decomposition products were formed.  Whereas, the initial phosphorus 

decomposition products underwent further reaction as is clearly observed by the 

changes in 31P NMR spectra recorded over that time period.   

 

 

Scheme 3.1: Proposed reaction of NBPT with acid 

 

The experiment outlined above was then repeated whilst added HCl to the D2O 

until the pH meter recorded a pH value of 4.  The 1H and 31P NMR spectra of NBPT 

in this solution are shown in Figure 3.26.  It can be observed from both sets of 

spectra that the NBPT was still present in the solution over the three weeks.  

However, even in the initial 1H NMR spectrum (t = 30 min) there were peaks 

observed which could be assigned as arising from n-butylammonium chloride and 

these peaks increased in relative intensity compared to those of NBPT over the 

course of the experiment, indicating that the NBPT was slowly decomposing.  

Similarly in the initial 31P NMR spectrum along with the triplet signal assigned as a 

rising from the NBPT a singlet peak at 53.5 ppm was observed, which increased in 

intensity compared to the phosphorus signal for NBPT over the period of 3 weeks.   
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When NBPT was added to D2O, which was kept at a pH value of 7, using the 

appropriate buffer, the 1H NMR spectra recorded over the three week time period 

(Figure 3.27) indicated that essentially no decomposition of the NBPT was 

occurring.  This finding was supported from the data obtained from the 31P 

experiments which showed only a small increase in relative intensity of the peak at 

53.5 ppm which is assigned to the primary phosphorus containing decomposition 

product. 

The 1H and 31P NMR spectra recorded for NBPT in a highly basic solution of 

D2O (NaOH solution was added to the D2O until a pH value of 14 was recorded) are 

given in Figure 3.28.  Both set of spectra indicate the NBPT immediately reacted 

with the base and no further reaction took place over the course of the experiment.  

The main set of signals in the 1H NMR spectrum can be assigned as arising from n-

butylamine by comparison with spectrum recorded of n-butylamine recorded under 

analogous conditions given in Figure 3.23.  However, a further two signals at 

2.60(m) and 1.25(m) ppm were observed which most likely were due to minor 

decomposition products.  Two phosphorus containing decomposition products were 

observed in the 31P NMR spectra recorded with a small signal occurring at 54.9(t) 

ppm and a major signal at 53.5(s) ppm. 

From the 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopic study it was concluded that the NBPT 

was relatively stable at neutral pH values and the main features of the NMR spectra 

of the decomposition products were identified.  Using this information a study was 

carried out using NMR spectroscopy to determine the stability of NBPT within the 

four types of bead matrices (Figure 3.29).  The NBPT was loaded into samples of the 

calcium alginate beads, charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads, bentonite-loaded 

calcium alginate and polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads.  The air-dried beads 

( n = 50) were immersed in D2O (2 ml) and the NBPT was allowed to release into 

solution over 24 h.  The D2O solutions were then monitored using 1H and 31P NMR 

spectroscopy (Figure 3.29), to test the stability of  the NBPT in the different beads.  

For each case both the 1H and 31P NMR spectra matched that of NBPT and no 

decompostion products were observed.  Therefore it was concluded that these beads 

could be used to encapsulate and release the urease inhibitor NBPT.  
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Figure 3.25: 1H and 31P NMR spectra recorded as a function of time of NBPT in D2O upon addition of HCl so that a  pH value of 1 was 

indicated. 
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Figure 3.26: 1H and 31P NMR spectra recorded as a function of time of NBPT in D2O upon addition of HCl so that a  pH value of 4 was 

indicated. 
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Figure 3.27: 1H and 31P NMR spectra recorded as a funtion of time.of NBPT in D2O with added buffer so that the pH value of 7 was indicated.  
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Figure 3.28: 1H and 31P NMR spectra recorded as a function of time of NBPT in D2O with added NaOH, so that the pH value of 14 was 

indicated. 
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Figure 3.29: 1H and 31P NMR spectra of NBPT released from (1) alginate beads, (2) bentonite beads, (3) charcoal beads and (4) polypyrrole 

beads (n = 50).  Spectra recorded after beads were immersd in D2O for 24 h.
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3.2.3 NBPT Release Studies from the Alginate Beads 

 

3.2.3.1 UV/Vis Spectrum of NBPT in Water 

The technique that was chosen to monitor the release of NBPT from the beads 

was UV/Vis spectrscopy.  Before the release studies commenced UV/Vis spectra of 

NBPT at different concentrations were recorded.  Figure 3.30 shows a typical 

absorbance spectrum of NBPT in water at a concentration of 1.25 × 10-4 M.  The 

spectrum shows that NBPT has an absorbance band with a λmax value at 212 nm in 

water.   

 

 
Figure 3.30: UV/Vis spectrum of NBPT (1.25 × 10-4 M) in deionised water.   

 

3.2.3.2 Release of NBPT from Calcium Alginate Beads 

Figure 3.31 shows the release of compound(s) from NBPT loaded calcium 

alginate beads crosslinked with different amounts of calcium ions.  Batches of the 

different bead types were soaked in an aqueous solution of NBPT (0.05 M) for 24 h.  

The beads were rinsed and dried at room temperature before the release studies were 

carried out.  As can be observed from the spectra all the beads released NBPT and an 

additional material into the deionised water that absorbed in the same region as 

NBPT.  However, complementary 1H NMR experiments using D2O had shown that 

NBPT release was taking place (Figure 3.29).  For each type of bead the release of 

the NBPT and the additional material was very fast and all release was achieved after 
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30 min of immersion.  Moreover, there was no decrease in the rate of release upon 

increasing the amount of calcium crosslinks in the beads.  The experiment was then 

repeated without stirring the beads to investigate what effect agitation had on the rate 

of release of compounds from the beads and the results are presented in Figure 3.32. 

 

 
Figure 3.31: UV/Vis spectra of material released into deionised water (20 ml) as a 

function of time from NBPT loaded calcium alginate beads (n = 100) crosslinked in 

a solution containing (a) 0.125 M, (b) 0.25 M, (c) 0.50 M and (d) 1.0 M calcium 

chloride.  Solutions were held at 20  1°C with stirring. 

 

The data presented in Figure 3.32 indicates that as for the unstirred experiment 

the degree of crosslinking did not appear to have much effect on slowing the rate of 

release of the NBPT from the beads.  Upon comparison of the spectra given in 

Figure 3.31 to those presented in Figure 3.32 it is clear that the release of compounds 

from the analogus beads was signifcantly slower when the beads were not stirred.  

For example in Figure 3.32(b) the absorbance at 212 nm after 30 min immersion is 

only 0.041 absorbance units, whereas in Figure 3.31(b) it is 0.277 absorbance units.  

Moreover, in Figure 3.31(b) there is no difference between that absorbance at 212 
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nm after 30 min or 5 h immersion, while in Figure 3.32(b) the absorbance at 212 nm 

after 5 h immersion has increased to 0.234 absorbance units.  This indicates that in 

the first experiment all the NBPT was released in the first 30 min of immersion but 

this was not the case in the unstirred experiment.  However, release of NBPT was 

still too fast for the beads to be considered as a controlled release system for NBPT.  

 

 
Figure 3.32: UV/Vis spectra of material released into deionised water (20 ml) as a 

function of time from calcium alginate beads ( n = 100) loaded with NBPT 

crosslinked in a solution containing (a) 0.125 M, (b) 0.25 M, (c) 0.50 M and (d) 1.0 

M calcium chloride.  Solutions were held at 20  1°C with no stirring. 

 

3.2.3.3 Release of NBPT from Charcoal-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

In order to first determine the UV/Vis spectrum of chemicals released from the 

bead matrix, the charcoal-loaded alginate beads were placed into deionised water and 

the absorbance spectrum of the surrounding medium was monitored over time.  

Examples of the UV/Vis spectra recorded are given in Figure 3.33.  Separate 

experiments were carried out in which the beads were agitated (Figure 3.33(a)) or 

not agitated (Figure 3.33(b)) during the course of the experiment.  Material was 

released from these beads which gave an absorbance in the UV region of the 
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spectrum.  If the beads were not agitated all the material was released from the beads 

after 5 h of immersion and there was very little difference between the spectrum 

recorded of the release medium at the 5 h and 24 h time periods.  If the beads were 

agitated all the material was released within 30 min.   

 

 
Figure 3.33: UV/Vis spectra of material released into deionised water (20 ml) as a 

function of time from charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads (n = 100).  Solutions 

were held at 20  1°C (a) with stirring and (b) without stirring. 

 

The urease inhibitor NBPT was loaded into the charcoal-loaded alginate beads 

by immersing the beads into a solution of the inhibitor (0.05 M). The beads were 

then dried before the release studies were carried out.  A 1H NMR study using D2O 

confirmed that NBPT was released from the beads (Figure 3.29).  Figure 3.34(a) 

shows the UV/Vis spectra recorded to investigate the release of NBPT from the 

alginate beads loaded with charcoal while the beads were stirred.  A very broad 

intense band was observed in the UV region of the spectrum of the release solution 

recorded after 30 min immersion.  This band increased slightly in intensity in the 

spectrum recorded after 5 h immersion and then remained unchanged at the 24 h 

time period.  This indicates that all the material (including NBPT) was released from 

the beads within 5 h.  Figure 3.34(b) shows UV/Vis spectra recorded for the release 

of NBPT into deionised water from charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads which 

were not agitated.  As can be observed in Figure 3.32(b) the band in the 200 – 240 

nm region increased in intensty between the spectra recorded after 5 h and 24 h 

immersion.  This indicates that the rate of release of chemicals from the beads was 

significantly reduced in the absence of agitation.  The spectra recorded of the 

material released from the ‘blank’ charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads without 
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stirring, after 5 h immersion looked essentially identical to the spectra recorded at 24 

h of immersion (Figure 3.33(b)).  Whereas, the absorbance bands in the spectrum 

recorded of the material released from the NBPT loaded beads at 24 h had increased 

in intensity compared to those in the spectrum recorded at 5 h.  This indicates that a 

species was being released from the NBPT loaded beads in additional to the material 

released from the blank beads and it is reasonable to assume that this species is 

NBPT.  This would indicate that the NBPT was being released more slowly from the 

charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads compared to the calcium alginate beads and 

by comparison with the data presented in Figure 3.34(b), it would appear that even 

after 24 h of immersion not all of the NBPT had been released from the beads.  

However, the release was still too fast for the beads to be used as an urease inhibitor 

delivery system and the release was completely uncontrolled if the beads were 

agitated.  

 

 
Figure 3.34: UV/Vis spectra of material released into deionised water (20 ml) as a 

function of time from charcoal-loaded calcium alginate beads (n = 100) loaded with 

NBPT. Solutions were held at 20  1°C (a) with stirring and (b).without stirring. 

 

3.2.3.4 Release of NBPT from Bentonite-loaded Calcium Alginate Beads 

Preliminary experiments were carried out to determine the UV/Vis spectrum of 

chemicals released from the bead matrices.  Two sets of the bentonite-loaded 

calcium alginate beads were immersed in deionised water either with or without 

stirring.  The water was sampled as a function of time and a UV/Vis spectrum was 

recorded.  The sample was then returned to the release medium in order to minimise 

differences in release medium volume between samples.  Sample of the spectra 

recorded are given in Figure 3.35(a) and (b).  
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Figure 3.35: UV/Vis spectra of material released into deionised water (20 ml) as a 

function of time from bentonite-loaded calcium alginate beads (n = 100).  Solutions 

were held at 20  1°C (a) with stirring and (b) without stirring. 

 

The release experiment was then repeated with the bentonite-loaded alginate 

beads which contained NBPT.  Preliminary studies uing 1H NMR spectroscopy 

confirmed that NBPT was released from these beads (Figure 3.29).  The release data 

obtained using UV/Vis spectroscopy are presented in Figure 3.36.  As can clearly be 

seen in the spectra given in Figure 3.36(a) an additional band is present compared to 

the spectra given in Figure 3.35(a).  This additional band was assigned as arising 

from NBPT.  When the beads were stirred (Figure 3.36(a)) this band was seen to 

increase in intensity between the 30 min and 5 h time period.  A similar result was 

observed for the experiment carried out with no stirring, although the actual intensity 

of the additional band was lower, suggesting that in this case a significant 

component of the NBPT was still trapped within the beads.  

 

 
Figure 3.36: UV/Vis spectra of alginate beads loaded with bentonite and crosslinked 

with 0.25 M calcium chloride containing NBPT.  Solutions were held at 20  1°C (a) 

with stirring and (b) without stirring. 
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3.2.3.5 Release of NBPT from Polypyrrole-coated Calcium Alginate Beads 

In order to first determine the UV/Vis spectrum of chemicals released from the 

bead matrix the polypyrrole coated alginate beads were placed in deionised water.  

Examples of the UV/Vis spectra recorded of the surrounding water are given in 

Figure 3.37.  Chemicals were released from the bead matrix which exhibited an 

absorbance in the region of 200-240 nm which would interfere with our ability to 

monitor the release of NBPT from these beads.  

 

 
Figure 3.37: UV/Vis spectra of material released in to deionised water (20 ml) as a 

function of time from polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads (n = 100).  

Solutions were held at 20  1°C and were not stirred. 

 

NBPT was loaded into the polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads and 

release experiments into deionised water were carried out.  Studies using 1H NMR 

spectroscopy confirmed that NBPT was released from these beads (Figure 3.29).  

When the beads were stirred the UV/Vis spectrum recorded at 30 min of the 

surrounding solution showed an intense band with a max at 212 nm.  There was only 

a small increase in the intensity of this band when the solution was sampled at 5 h 

and no further increase was recorded after 24 h of immersion (Figure 3.38(a)).  This 

indicates that essentially all the chemicals including NBPT were released within 30 

min of immersion.  When the experiment was repeated without stirring, the UV/Vis 

spectra recorded of the surrounding solution (Figure 3.38(b)) indicated that 
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chemicals were being released from the beads at a much slower rate.  Moreover the 

band which appears as a shoulder between 208 nm to 220 nm was more pronounced 

than in the analogous spectra recorded for the experiment on the ‘blank’ beads 

(Figure 3.37).  This shoulder band was assigned as NBPT.  This band clearly 

increased in intensity in the spectrum recorded after 24 h immersion compared to 

that recorded after 5 h immersion (Figure 3.38(b)).  This indicates that NBPT was 

being released fairly slowly from these beads.  As previously observed for the 

charcoal and bentonite-loaded beads the difference in the spectra recorded for the 

stirred compared to the unstirred beads would suggest that for the latter case a certain 

amount of the NBPT remained trapped within the bead matrix even after 24 h of 

immersion. 

 

 
Figure 3.38: UV/Vis spectra of alginate beads coated with polypyrrole and 

crosslinked with 0.25M calcium chloride.  Solutions were held at 20  1°C (a) with 

stirring and (b) without stirring. 
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3.3 Conclusions 

1. Four types of calcium alginate beads were fabricated for this study.  To the best of 

our knowledge the polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads are novel. 

2. The bead morphology and bead size distribution were determined and in general 

the findings are consistent with those of literature reports.  

3. An in-depth study into the swelling behaviour of the beads was carried out.  

Novel results concerning the swelling of bentonite-loaded, charcoal-loaded and 

polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads showed that these beads are more 

resistant to swelling under basic conditions and to the presence of NaCl in the 

solution than their calcium alginate analogues.   For the bead types studied the 

polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate showed the lowest amount of swelling in all the 

media studied.  It would be very interesting to extend studies to further characterise 

this composite bead. 

4. The decomposition products of NBPT, and its stability within the four beads 

types, were investigated using NMR spectrscopy.  This indicates that NBPT 

decomposes at an acidic pH value of 4 and at higly basic pH values. 

5. The release studies on the four bead types indicated that release of NBPT was 

very uncontrolled if the beads were agitated.  Release was slowed down significantly 

if the beads were not agitated.  The most promising results for developing a 

controlled release system for NBPT were obtained from the betonite-loaded and 

polypyrrole-coated calcium alginate beads as it would appear for the unagitated 

beads that a siginificant proportion of the NBPT remained within the bead matrix 

even after 24 h of immersion in deionised water.  However, further studies would 

need to be carried out to reduce the pore size in these beads, for example by 

increasing the thickness of the polypyrrole coating, in order to prevent the rapid 

release which occurs upon agitation. 
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4.1 Introduction  

The objective of this Chapter was to make polymer supports with antimicrobial 

properties.  These supports could have potential applications in wound dressings or 

in water disinfection systems.  Silver(I) and silver(0) were incorporated into three 

different polymeric bead supports.  All polymer beads were then assessed for their 

ability to slowly release the silver(I) and silver(0) and over time.  The amount of 

silver incorporated into the different polymeric networks varied with both the 

concentration of silver nitrate solution in which the beads were immersed in and the 

nature of the polymer.  The stability and robustness of the different polymeric beads 

were examined.  The beads were assessed for their ability to inhibit the growth 

and/or kill one species of fungus - Candida albicans (ATCC 10231).  The three 

different polymeric bead supports used in this study were (a) sodium alginate beads, 

which were crosslinked with calcium ions, (b) propylene glycol alginate 

(PGA)/alginate composite beads which were ionically crosslinked with calcium ions 

and additionally covalently crosslinked with human serum albumin (HSA) (c) 

quaternary ammonium alginate/alginate composite beads, which were ionically 

crosslinked with calcium ions. 

Silver has been used since ancient times to control infections, and also for the 

treatment of burns and wounds.1-4  Research into the antimicrobial properties of 

silver has continued to grow over the last number of years and due to the 

development of strains of microbes which are resistant to antibiotic therapies.5,6  

There are now many different silver complexes exhibiting a broad spectrum of 

antimicrobial action.2  Metallic silver(0)  which is relatively inert,3 is oxidized in the 

body by wound fluid and bodily fluids to silver(I).3  It is this silver(I) ion that is 

biologically active and that is responsible for the attributed antimicrobial properties 

of silver complexes in the body.1,2,5  The potent antifungal activity of silver(I) ions is 

well established7 although the exact mode of action is still poorly understood.  It is 

thought that the silver(I) ion inhibits the enzyme phosphomonnose isomerase of 

C.albicans by binding to thiol groups on cytosine residues.  This enzyme is essential 

in the synthesis of the cell wall, and any interruption to this enzyme leads to the 

breakdown of the cell wall and eventually to the release of vital nutrients, such as 

phosphates and glutamine.8 
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Fungi are an important cause of human infection and the yeast species of the 

genus Candida are the most pathogenic fungi.  While a large number of Candida 

species are found in the environment, only approximately a dozen or so are 

associated with colonization and infection of humans.9  One of the most common 

fungal species to affect humans is the yeast C. albicans (Figure 4.1).  C. albicans is 

an opportunistic pathogen which is widely recognised as being the most common 

species, inducing a wide range of superficial and systemic infections in patients with 

compromised immune system.9-11  

 

 
Figure 4.1: Image of C.albicans infections in (a) the mouth12 and (b) the toes.13 

 

C. albicans is a dimorphic fungus,11 which is normally present in mouth 

(Figure 4.1(a)), vagina, and rectum; it can take two forms, single yeast cells or the 

hyphal form.9,14  Most of the time it exists as oval, single yeast cells (Figure 4.2(a)), 

which reproduce by budding.  Under normal conditions (body temperature, pH, and 

the presence of serum) it may develop into a hyphal form (Figure 4.2(b)).  The 

ability to switch rapidly from yeast to filamentous growth or vice versa in response 

to certain environmental conditions is considered to be a critical virulence factor for 

C. albicans.14  The yeast form is important for dissemination through the blood 

stream and it adheres to endothelial surfaces.  The filamentous forms are more 

adapted for invasion through the host epithelial tissue and have higher resistance to 

phagocytosis due to their morphology.  Experimental studies support the proposal 

that the morphological transition is an essential virulence factor for C. albicans15,16 

and it is for this reason it is known as a pathogenic yeast species.9 
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Figure 4.2: (a) Single C.albicans cells17 and (b) C.albicans in hyphal form.18  

 

There have been a number of studies looking at the activity of silver containing 

biopolymers in relation to the inhibition of the growth of micro-organisms.1,2,4,19-21  

In the present study we are investigating if the polymers with and without silver can 

inhibit the growth of the fungi C. albicans.  The growth curve (Figure 4.3), provides 

a useful tool to gain insight into the growth characteristic of fungi, and it is important 

to understand this curve fully when trying to inhibit the growth of the micro-

organism.   
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Figure 4.3: Growth curve of microorganisms.22 

 

The growth curve of the yeast C. albicans can be divided into four main 

phases.  The lag phase is where the cells are acclimatising to the new environmental 

conditions to which they have been introduced.  At this stage there is no significant 

increase in cell numbers with time.  The exponential or logarithmic growth phase in 

which the cells are now accustomed to their new surroundings and maximum 

population growth occurs as the cells double in number every twenty minutes.  The 

stationary phase is where the rapid growth ceases due to limited supply of food 

nutrients and space.  There is no further increase or decrease in population size 

(population growth is static) as the available nutrients become limited.  Finally, the 

last phase of the growth curve is the death phase, where the cell population rapidly 

diminishes as the nutrients are completely exhausted.  Toxic waste products build 

up, nutrient supplies are depleted and cells begin to die. 
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

Hydrogels are three dimensional crosslinked polymeric structures that are 

water insoluble, are highly adsorbent and have the ability to swell in an aqueous 

environment.23  Hydrogels possess a degree of flexibility very similar to natural 

tissue due to their significant water content.  For the plate assay, the well assay, the 

colony count assay and the silver leachate measurement the beads were kept in their 

swollen state, i.e., in their hydrogel form.  A xerogel is a solid formed from the 

hydrogel by evaporating the pore liquid at relatively low temperature and at ordinary 

pressure.  Xerogels usually retain high porosity and enormous surface area along 

with small pore size.24  The beads were dried to their xerogel state for the swelling 

studies, to record SEM micrographs and to measure the silver content of the beads 

using AA spectroscopy. 
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4.2.1 Alginate Hydrogel Beads Crosslinked with Calcium Ions 

The formation of the hydrogel beads from alginate (Figure 1.6), takes place 

due to an ionotropic gelation of spherical drops in the presence of calcium ions.25  

The beads were synthesised as outlined in Chapter 2 (Experimental) Section 2.3.  

The beads in this section will be identified according to the codes used in Table 4.1 

below.  

 

Table 4.1: Codes for Calcium Alginate Beads  

Bead code Description of beads 

Alg 1 Crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2 solution. 

Alg 2 
Crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 0.01 M AgNO3 solution 

for 24 h. 

Alg 3 
Crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 0.10 M AgNO3 solution 

for 24 h. 

Alg 4 
Crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 0.01 M AgNO3 for 24 h, 

reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 h. 

Alg 5 
Crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 0.10 M AgNO3 for 24 h, 

reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 h. 

Alg 6 
Crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 0.001 M AgNO3 for 24 h, 

reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 h. 

 

4.2.1.1 Characterisation of Calcium Alginate Beads 

 

4.2.1.1.1 Surface Morphology of Calcium Alginate Beads  

SEM micrographs were recorded of the control beads, Alg 1, which do not 

contain any silver, as well as beads containing silver(I) and silver(0) to examine the 

morphology and surface structure of the beads at the required magnification at room 

temperature.  Alg 1 beads were spherical to begin with and had a smooth surface. 

(Figure 4.4(a)).  This corresponds with research carried out by Hurteaux et al. and by 
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Kondolot Solak et al. both of whom also reported sodium alginate beads crosslinked 

with calcium chloride to have a smooth spherical appearance.26,27  At the lower 

magnifications (Figure 4.4(a) and (c)) the surface morphology of the Alg 1 beads and 

the Alg 3 beads was very similar showing no major cracks or indentations on the 

immediate surface.  However, at the higher magnifications ((Figure 4.4(b) and (d)) 

the Alg 3 beads appeared to have a slightly rougher morphology in comparison to the 

Alg 1 beads. 

Upon comparison of the micrographs recorded of the Alg 1 and Alg 5 beads it 

was clear that the reaction of the beads with sodium borohydride (which was used to 

reduce the silver(I) to silver(0)) was having a major effect on the bead structure.  The 

Alg 5 beads were not spherical in shape (Figure 4.4(e)) and they exhibited a 

substantially different surface morphology compared to the Alg 3 beads (Figure 

4.4(f)).  On the addition of the beads to the sodium borhydride solution a chemical 

reaction took place and hydrogen gas was given off according to Equation 4.1. 

 

 

The release of the hydrogen gas caused the surface of the Alg 5 beads to 

become very uneven and a great number of indentations and protuberances were 

present.  In addition to distorting the shape and morphology of the beads the reaction 

caused the beads to become more brittle.  It is likely that the rapid release of gas 

weakened the ionic crosslinking within the beads, which in turn could be the cause 

of the beads swelling and disintegrating during the colony count assay described 

later in Section 4.2.1.2.3. 
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Figure 4.4: SEM micrographs of Alg 1 beads at different magnifications (a) and (b), 

of Alg 3 beads at different magnifications (c) and (d), and Alg 5 beads at different 

magnifications (e) and (f).  All beads were dried at room temperature.  
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4.2.1.1.2 Swelling of Alg 1 Beads in Water and Sodium Chloride Solution 

The swelling behaviour of the Alg 1 beads was studied by the measurement of 

the equilibrium swelling degree (ESD).  The ESD was calculated from 

(Ws-Wd)/Wd, where Ws is the weight of swollen beads after filtration and Wd is the 

dry weight of the xerogel beads.  ESD values for individual formulations of the 

beads were determined by measuring the extent of swelling of the beads in the 

different swelling medium at 20 ± 1°C as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.  The 

results for the swelling behavior of the Alg 1 beads in both deionised water and NaCl 

solution have already been presented in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1.3.  In summary, 

swelling of the Alg 1 beads occurred over about 10 h, and when the mass of the 

beads was taken after a 24 h time period for both solutions, the mass of the beads had 

decreased indicating that the beads were undergoing disintegration in the swelling 

media.28  Swelling was significantly higher for beads immersed in a NaCl (1% w/v) 

solution than in deionised water.  The beads take in approximately 60 times their 

original weight of water in the NaCl solution at the maximum swelling point, 

compared to only a 1.6 times increase in weight in deionised water.  Similar swelling 

behavior of calcium ion crosslinked alginate beads in water and sodium chloride 

solutions was reported by Sriamornsak and co-workers.29  The swelling observed in 

the NaCl solution is due to the ion exchange mechanism available with NaCl 

solution (Ca2+ exchanged for Na+).25,30,31 

 

4.2.1.1.3 Identification of Silver within the Calcium Alginate Beads 

A typical EDX spectrum of a bead without silver (Alg 1 bead) is shown in 

Figure 4.5(a) and a typical EDX spectrum of a bead containing silver (Alg 3 bead) is 

shown in Figure 4.5(b).  From analysis of the EDX spectra silver was detected in 

each of the sets of beads Alg 2, Alg 3, Alg 4, Alg 5 and Alg 6.  The presence of 

silver was indicated by the occurrence of 3 bands at 2.98, 3.15 and 3.35 keV (Figure 

4.5(b)), which are assigned to the L1, L1 and L2 lines of Ag respectively.32  A 

typical EDX spectrum of an Alg 5 bead is shown in Figure 4.5(c) and a SEM 

micrograph of the surface of beads in the region from which the EDX was recorded 

is given in Figure 4.5(d).  A microcluster of silver can be clearly observed in Figure 
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4.5(d) indicating that at least some of the silver(0) trapped in the Alg 5 beads was 

outside of the nano-domain.  

 
Figure 4.5: EDX analysis of (a) Alg 1 beads, (b) Alg 3 beads (c) Alg 5 beads 

showing the presence of silver in the Alg 3 and Alg 5.  (d) SEM micrograph of the 

surface of an Alg 5 bead showing the region at which the EDX (c) was recorded. 
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EDX is not generally used as a quantitative technique, so in order to quantify the 

amount of silver within the bead further analysis was carried out using AA 

spectroscopy. 

 

4.2.1.1.4 Quantifying the amount of Silver present in the Calcium Alginate 

Beads 

AA spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of silver present in the 

different polymer networks containing the different amounts of silver in the silver(I) 

and silver(0) states.  Atomic absorption standard solutions were prepared by using a 

silver nitrate sample of high purity (99.999%) and calibration plots at the appropriate 

concentrations were recorded.  Three independent measurements were averaged for 

each sample.  In order to quantify the amount of silver present in the beads, the beads 

were destroyed using acid digestion and the amount of the silver in the beads was 

determined as outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2.9.8.  The readings were recorded in 

absorbance and using the calibration curve this was converted to concentration.  

From this the mass of silver in thirty beads for each of the bead type was calculated 

and is plotted in Figure 4.6.   

 

 
Figure 4.6: The mass of silver (mg) present in thirty calcium alginate beads as 

determined using AA spectroscopy.  Each bead type studied is defined in the figure. 
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Surprisingly there was a positive result obtained for the presence of silver for 

the control alginate beads, Alg 1, as shown in Figure 4.6, which had been shown 

using EDX analysis in Section 4.2.1.1.3 to contain no silver.  This shows that there 

was a systematic error in the measurement of the amount of silver present in the 

beads using the AA technique.  In order to get a true representation of the amount of 

silver contained within the polymeric supports the value obtained for the Alg 1 beads 

was subtracted from each of the values obtained for the other beads.  When this 

correction was applied the result for the Alg 2 beads shows that 1.5 mg of the total 

weight of the 30 beads was silver.  As expected the silver content is a lot higher for 

the Alg 3 beads.  The Alg 3 beads contained approximately 70 times more silver than 

the Alg 2 beads.  The reading for silver in the Alg 4 beads was the same, within the 

experimental error, as that obtained for the control Alg 1 beads.  EDX (Section 

4.2.1.1.3) confirmed the presence of silver in these beads, but the amount of silver in 

these beads could not be quantified using AA.  There was a little less silver in these 

beads than the Alg 2 beads from which they are formed, and a reason for the 

decrease could be due to the fact that some of the silver was lost when the beads 

were reacted with the sodium borohydride solution.  The Alg 5 beads contained a 

similar amount of silver to the Alg 3 beads from which they were formed. 

 

4.2.1.1.5 Quantifying the amount of Silver in the Leachate from the Calcium 

Alginate Beads 

One of the aims of the project was to develop polymeric beads which 

potentially could be used in a water disinfection system. Therefore we set out to 

determine the relative amounts of silver released from the different types of beads 

into water.  AA spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of silver released 

from the beads into deionised water over a period of 24 h.  Hydrogel beads (n = 30) 

were taken and placed into a set volume of deionised water (10 ml).  The beads were 

left in this solution for 24 h at a constant temperature of 30 ± 1°C.  The beads were 

filtered and the filtrate was made up to 100 ml.  The readings were recorded in 

absorbance and using the calibration curve (Chapter 2, Section 2.9.8), this was 

converted to concentration.  From this the mass of silver leached from thirty beads, 

for each of the bead type was calculated the results are shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: The amount of silver leached from 30 calcium alginate beads into 

deionised water (10 ml) held at 30 ± 1°C over a period of 24 h.  Each bead type 

studied is defined in the figure. 

 

There was a zero reading obtained for the Alg 1 beads which was expected as 

these beads did not contain any silver.  The Alg 2 beads released forty times less 

silver than the Alg 3 beads.  The Alg 4 beads released very little silver, releasing 

comparable amounts to the Alg 2 beads from which they were formed.  Similarly, 

the Alg 5 beads released approximately the equivalent amount of silver as the Alg 3 

beads.  However we are uncertain of the oxidation state of the silver released from 

the Alg 4 and Alg 5 beads in this experiment.  One limitation with the use of AA 

spectroscopy to determine the concentration of ionic silver or silver(0) released from 

the beads is that AA spectroscopy will measure all silver regardless of its oxidation 

state.1  Silver(0) can be dispersed in water if the silver is in the nanoparticulate form 

and aqueous colloidal solutions of nano-silver have been used as the source of nano-

silver particles for products like (a) medical products for example plasters and 

wound dressing,33,34  (b) disinfectants35 and (c) water disinfectants.36 

 

4.2.1.2 Biological Testing 

Three different assays were used to study the different effects of the polymer 

beads on the growth of the C. albicans.  The plate assay was used to measure the 

inhibitory effect of the polymer on the growth of the C. albicans on agar.  When a 
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sample was placed onto a plate and it inhibits the growth of the fungi, it is known as 

a fungistatic agent.  The well assay was used to measure the inhibitory effect of the 

leachate on the growth of the C. albicans on solid support of agar.  The third assay 

was the colony count assay in which the polymers were incubated with the fungi and 

the number of living cells was counted as a function of time in order to measure the 

fungicidal or killing ability of the polymers.  For this assay to work the fungi must be 

growing at their most active state i.e. exponential, as at the other stages of growth 

there would be other factors hindering the growth of the fungi.  

The experimental details of the biological testing experiments are given in 

Chapter 2, section 2.9.11.  Briefly they are as follows. C. albicans cells were plated 

out on yeast extract peptone dextrose (YEPD) agar plates at a concentration of 1×106 

cells per ml.  The plates were incubated for 1 h at 37 ± 1°C.  For the plate assay, the 

polymer samples were placed on the plates, which were then incubated for 24 h at 37 

± 1°C and the zones of inhibition around the samples were then measured.  For the 

well assay, 30 polymer beads were placed into tubes containing deionised water (10 

ml) at 30 ± 1°C.  After the plates were incubated for 1 h at 37 ± 1°C, wells were 

excavated using a sterilized cork with a diameter of 3 mm.  The test solution (30 µl) 

was added to the wells and the plates were incubated for 24 h at 37 ± 1°C and the 

zones of inhibition around the wells were measured.  For each the colony count test 

10 ml of the medium containing 1×106 cells were placed in a sterilized flask 

containing 10 polymer beads and the flask was held at 30  1°C while continually 

shaken at 200 rpm on a rotary shaker.  The solution was sampled, the number of 

colonies formed on the agar plates was counted and the total number of surviving 

organisms was then calculated.  Photographs of each plate at each time interval were 

also taken.  Each experiment was performed in triplicate and the results are reported 

as the mean ± the standard error. 

 

4.2.1.2.1 Plate Assay using Calcium Alginate Beads 

The activity of the silver containing beads was compared to that of a control 

which consisted of the Alg 1 beads which did not contain silver.  For each plate Alg 

1 beads were put on the plates along with the test samples, so that result could be 

easily compared within a plate.  Ten beads of each sample were placed onto the 
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plates.  A photograph of a typical plate assay experiment is shown in Figure 4.8.  All 

tests were done in triplicate.   

 

 
Figure 4.8: Photograph of a typical plate assay containing ten Alg 3 beads on the left 

hand side of the plate, and ten Alg 1 beads on the right hand side of the plate. 

 

To measure zones of inhibition (ZOI),37 the vertical and horizontal diameters, of the 

sample, in this case the beads were measured in mm.  The vertical and horizontal 

diameters of the sample and the zone itself were then measured.  Then using the 

formula for the area of a circle, 	퐴 = 휋푟  the area covered by the beads and the total 

area of inhibition were calculated.  The area under the beads was subtracted from the 

total area of inhibition to give the area of the zone of inhibition.  Results for the plate 

assay are shown in Table 4.2 below: 
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Table 4.2: Results for the Plate Assay for Calcium Alginate Beads 

Bead Code 
Total area* 

(mm2) 

Zone of 

Inhibition* (mm2) 
Description 

Alg 1 102  5 - 
No zone of 

inhibition 

Alg 2 104  5 - Direct inhibition 

Alg 3 179  25 83  27 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 298  30 184  30 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 364  24 237  24 Zone of inhibition 

* ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held 

at 37  1°C. 

 

The Alg 3 beads caused direct inhibition beneath the beads and gave very clear zones 

of inhibition around the beads, which can be seen in the photograph of the plate 

shown in Figure 4.8.  These zones of inhibition were measured, and on average the 

Alg 3 beads gave zones of inhibition of 83 mm2.  The Alg 2 beads showed that there 

was only direct inhibition beneath the beads.  For the Alg 4 and Alg 5 beads, which 

contained the reduced silver, there was zones of inhibition on average of 184 mm2 

and 237 mm2 measured around the beads respectively.  Both these zones of 

inhibition were very similar in area given that there was an enormous increase in the 

concentration of silver in the Alg 5 beads compared to the Alg 4 beads.  The zones of 

inhibition were so big around the Alg 4 and Alg 5 beads that it was concluded that it 

could not just be the silver alone that was having this effect on the growth of the C. 

albicans and that there must be another component within the silver(0) containing 

beads having a major effect on inhibiting the growth of the C. albicans.  Results 

from this section will be discussed further in Section 4.2.1.2.4. 

 

4.2.1.2.2 Well Assay using Calcium Alginate Beads 

The beads (n = 30) were immersed in deionised water (10 ml) for 24 h held at 

30  1°C and then the amount of silver in the leachate was found using AA 
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spectroscopy.  In addition to this, samples of the leachate were collected and used in 

the well assay so that we could directly correlate any effect of the leachate on the C. 

albicans with the concentration of silver present in the leachate.  Results from the 

well assay showed that the leachate from the beads containing the reduced silver, 

Alg 4 and Alg 5 had no inhibitory effect on C. albicans, as can be seen from Table 

4.3 below.  The leachate from the Alg 3 beads was the only leachate that had an 

effect in this assay.  

 

Table 4.3: Results for the Well Assay for Calcium Alginate Beads 

Bead Code Zone of Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 - No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 - No zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 39  10 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 - No zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 - No zone of inhibition 

* The leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 

30  1°C for 24 h.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 

 

The results for the Alg 2 and Alg 4 beads were as expected, as a very low 

concentration of silver had leached from these beads and their leachate should have 

little ability to inhibit the growth of C. albicans.  However, the results for the Alg 5 

beads were unexpected.  In Section 4.2.1.1.5 it was shown that there was 

approximately the same amount of silver leached from the Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads 

over a 24 h period.  Therefore one would expect that the sizes of the zones of 

inhibition caused by the leachate from the Alg 3 beads would be the same as the 

sizes of the zones caused by the leachate from the Alg 5 beads.  However, this was 

not the case as can be seen from the photograph of a typical result given in Figure 

4.9.  There are small zones present around the leachate from the Alg 3 beads on the 
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left hand side of the plate but there is clearly no zones present around the leachate 

from the Alg 5 beads on the right hand side of the plate.  In order to explain this 

result we would suggest that the silver released from the Alg 5 beads is 

nanoparticulate and in the zero oxidation state.  A number of studies have shown that 

silver nanoparticles aggregate in solution with a consequent decrease in their 

antimicrobial properties.38,39 

 

 
Figure 4.9: Photograph of a typical well assay experiment.  Wells on the left hand 

side of the plate contain leachate from Alg 3 beads and wells on the right hand side 

of the plate contain leachate from Alg 5 beads. 

 

4.2.1.2.3 Colony Count Assay using Calcium Alginate Beads 

The results for the colony count assay for C. albicans when placed in contact 

with the Alg 1, Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads are given in Figure 4.10.  Upon determining 

the number of viable cells at time periods over the first 6 h (Figure 4.10(a)) it can be 

observed that the Alg 1 and Alg 5 beads were having no fungicidal effect on the C. 

albicans and exponential growth continued over the 24 h time period (Figure 

4.10(b)).  A photograph (Figure 4.11(a)) showing the number of cells grown on the 

agar plate for a solution of C. albicans which was in contact with the Alg 1 beads for 

24 h clearly shows that the fungus was still in its exponential phase of growth.  

Therefore the calcium alginate bead support did not have any effect on the growth of 

the colonies.  We would propose that the absence of a fungicidal effect for the Alg 5 
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beads which contained silver in the zero oxidation state was due to the large size of 

the silver particles trapped in the alginate bead.  The beads were a dark brown colour 

which is indicative of large silver nanoparticles40 and the SEM micrographs recorded 

of the beads indicated that at least some of the silver(0) was present as microclusters 

(Figure 4.5(d)).  Studies have shown that there is an inverse relationship between the 

size of silver nanoparticles and their antimicrobial activity.39,41  The Alg 3 beads had 

a significant fungicidal effect on the C. albicans with no viable cells being observed 

in the medium at 24 h (Figure 4.10(b)).  A photograph of a typical agar plate used to 

culture the viable cells after a 24 h time period is shown in Figure 4.11(b) and clearly 

no viable cells are observed. Interestingly there was a lag time to the activity of the 

Alg 3 beads.  The beads behaved similarly to the control beads up to the 1 h time 

period.  This was probably directly related to the time it took for the beads to swell in 

the medium.  Studies in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1.3 showed that the beads swell over a 

number of h at 20  1°C in water and NaCl solutions.  As the pores of the beads open 

silver ions will be delivered from the support more readily.  In addition there will be 

an increased amount of contact kill as the solution of C. albicans cells permeates 

through the pores of the beads more readily.  The Alg 3 performed efficiently in 

bringing down the fungi count to almost zero, showing that Alg 3 could, in principle, 

have the potential to be used as an effective material for water disinfection as they 

are highly active.  However, all the alginate beads used in this study underwent such 

significant swelling that they had disintegrated over the 24 h time period.  Moreover, 

the swelling studies carried out on the calcium ion crossed linked alginate beads and 

reported in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1.3 have shown that even in deionised water at a 

temperature of 20  1°C the beads had begun to disintegrate after approximately 10 

h.  Therefore, alginate beads could only be used in water disinfection applications if 

their properties could be tailored to reduce the amount of disintegration. 
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Figure 4.10: The number of viable C. albicans cells present in YEPD medium upon 

shaking with the Alg 1, Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads. Medium was held at 30 ± 1°C.  (a) 

Results over first 6 h and (b) results after 24 h.  Alg 1 V’s Alg 3 = ***, P<0.0001.  

Alg 1 V’s Alg 5 = ns. 
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Figure 4.11: Photograph of a typical agar plate used to calculate the number of 

viable C. albicans cells growing in the medium after the colonies have been in 24 h 

contact with (a) Alg 1 beads and (b) Alg 3 beads. 

 

4.2.1.2.4 Anti C. albicans Activity Associated with Plate Assays using Alg 4, Alg 

5 and Alg 6 Beads 

The results of the plate assay experiments using Alg 4 and Alg 5 (Section 

4.2.1.2.1) showed that these beads gave very similar zones of inhibition towards the 

growth of C. albicans (Table 4.2), even though they contained different masses of 

silver.  Studies carried out using AA spectroscopy (Section 4.2.1.1.4) determined 

that the Alg 4 beads contained significantly less silver than the Alg 5 beads and the 

amount present in the Alg 6 beads should be even lower.  Table 4.4 shows the size of 

zones of inhibition towards the growth of C.albicans for the Alg 4, Alg 5 and Alg 6 

beads.  Therefore it was clear that there was no direct correlation between size of the 

zone of inhibition and amount of silver present in the bead.  Therefore, it was 

deduced that another compound present in the bead must be active towards C. 

albicans and it was this reagent which was responsible for the observed zones of 

inhibition.  The Alg 4, Alg 5, and Alg 6 beads contained silver in the zero oxidation 

state which was produced by reacting silver(I) encapsulated in the beads with a 

solution of sodium borohydride (0.10 M).  The reaction to reduce Ag(I) to Ag(0) is 

given in Equation 4.1 below. 
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Either the unreacted sodium borohydride and/or the boric acid could have 

caused the observed large zones of inhibition. 

 

Table 4.4: Results for the Plate Assay for Calcium Alginate Beads Containing 

Silver(0) 

Bead Code 

Total Area* 

(mm2) 

 

Zone of Inhibition* 

(mm2) 
Description 

Alg 4 298  30 184  30 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 365  24 237  24 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 6 244  31 123  31 Zone of inhibition 

* ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using 10 beads on each plate and plates were held at 

37  1°C. 

 

To further investigate if the sodium borohydride was having an effect on the 

inhibition of growth of the C. albicans, the Alg 1 beads which did not contain 

silver(I) were immersed in a sodium borohydride (0.10 M) solution.  The sodium 

borohydride underwent an immediate reaction with the Alg 1 beads resulting in the 

evolution of a gas.  This was an unexpected result, sodium borohydride is not 

sufficiently basic to react with hydroxyl moieties, and previously Kristiansen et al. 

have shown that sodium borohydride will selectively reduce only the aldehyde 

groups of the mannuronate or guluronate residues of partially oxidized alginates.42  

Therefore the sodium borohydride must have been reacting with carboxylic acid 

groups on the sugar units.  It was expected at the pH of the solution (6.0) that the 

alginate would be fully deprotonated as the pKa of mannuronic and guluronic acid 

are 3.38 and 3.65 respectively.43  However, obviously this is not the case within the 

hydrogel beads in which there is a high concentration of carboxylate groups and the 

possibility of H-bonding interactions with the hydroxyl and carboxylate groups on 

surrounding residues.  Sodium borohydride is known to react with ethanoic acid 
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according to Equation 4.2,44 and a similar reaction must be taking place with the 

carboxylic acid groups in the alginate hydrogel beads. 

 

 

However, the products of the reaction are actually more complicated as in 

addition to the above reaction it is known that sodium borohydride and salts like 

NaBH(CH3COO)3 will hydrolyse in aqueous solution.  Retnamma et al. have shown 

that sodium borohydride will undergo hydrolysis in aqueous solution at room 

temperature45 according to an idealized reaction given in Equation 4.3.   

 

 

 

There have been extensive studies carried out on the hydrolysis products of 

sodium borohydride and it is known that as well as the B(OH)4
-, that other species 

may be present in the solution including B(OH)3 and B4O7
2- depending on conditions 

such as temperature and pH.45,46  Boric acid and borate salts are well known to have 

antimicrobial activity,47-49 and a number of researchers have reported impregnating 

hydrogels with boric acid in order to make polymeric materials which might be used 

in biomedical applications.50,51  When solid samples of sodium borohydride and 

boric acid were employed in the plate assay experiment all the growth of C. albicans 

was inhibited on the plate. 

The Alg 1 beads were reacted with sodium borohydride and tested towards the 

inhibition of growth of C. albicans using the plate assay.  Similar zones of inhibition 

were recorded to those observed for the Alg 4, Alg 5 and Alg 6 beads (Table 4.4).  

This finding strongly indicated that either unreacted sodium borohydride or the 

boron containing product of reaction of the sodium borohydride with the beads or 

water was having the major effect on the inhibition of the growth of C. albicans on 

the plates.  Following reaction with the sodium borohydride the alginate beads were 

subjected to extensive washing to try and remove the chemical that was causing the 
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zones of inhibition.  When the plate assay was carried out using these beads, the 

zones of inhibition for C. albicans growth decreased but there was still direct 

inhibition visible under the beads together with smaller zones around the beads.  

This proved that there was still some very active material present in small amounts.  

In contrast to the plate assay experiments when the leachate from Alg 4 and 

Alg 5 were tested towards the growth of C. albicans there was no significant 

inhibition of growth (Table 4.3).  In addition, when the fungicidal abilities of the Alg 

5 beads were tested towards C. albicans in the colony count assay there was no 

significant difference in their properties compared to the control beads over a 24 h 

period (Figure 4.10).  From this it was assumed that it must be the unreacted sodium 

borohydride which was having the large influence towards inhibiting the growth of 

C. albicans in the plate assays.  Studies involving the leachate or the colony count 

assays were carried out under conditions which would promote the hydrolysis of 

sodium borohydride.  It would appear that the hydrolysis products of sodium 

borohydride (boric acid, and borates) are less active toward C. albicans than sodium 

borohydride itself.  

The above finding is interesting as sodium borohydride is used regularly in the 

literature as a reducing agent20,52-55 to form silver nanoparticles which are then tested 

for their antimicrobial capabilities.  It has not been generally reported that the 

sodium borohydride or the products of its reaction with silver(I) could be active 

against the growth of microbes.   
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4.2.2 Propylene Glycol Alginate (PGA)/Alginate Composite Hydrogel Beads 

Crosslinked with Calcium Ions and also Covalently Crosslinked with Human 

Serum Albumin (HSA) 

Propylene glycol alginate (Figure 4.12) is a partially esterified derivative 

formed from the reaction between propylene oxide and alginic acid56 (Scheme 4.1), 

in which approximately 70% of the carboxylic groups are esterified with propylene 

glycol.57,58  Callewaert et al. have previously formed microspheres using a mixture 

of both PGA and alginate.59  The beads were initially gelled in a solution containing 

calcium ions and subsequently HSA was covalently linked to the PGA through 

amide bonds forming a membrane over the beads.  These researchers found that 

PGA/alginate microspheres so formed offered better resistance towards freezing, 

lyophilization, sterilisation and also showed increased mechanical strength compared 

to ionically crosslinked alginate beads.56,59,60  In addition, studies showed that this 

polymer composite material is bio-compatible.26,59 

 

 
Figure 4.12: Structure of propylene glycol alginate (PGA) chain, R can represent 

hydrogen or C3H7O as the alginic acid is only partially esterified. 
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Scheme 4.1: Reaction between alginic acid and propylene oxide to form propylene 

glycol alginate where R represents the rest of the alginic acid chain. 

 

The propylene glycol alginate/alginate composite beads are held together by 

both ionic bonds and covalent crosslinkages as opposed to the calcium alginate beads 

which contain only ionic bonds.  Due to the additional covalent component in their 

bonding it was expected that these beads would form a more stable support for the 

silver.  To date, this type of bead has not been studied as a support for silver(I) or 

silver(0) and no investigation on how the beads so formed prevent the growth of C. 

albicans has been previously carried out.  The synthesis of the beads was outlined in 

detail in Chapter 2 (Experimental) Section 2.3.4.  The beads in this section will be 

identified according to the codes given in Table 4.5 below. 
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Table 4.5: Codes for the PGA/Alginate Composite Beads  

Bead code Description of different beads 

PGA 1 
1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, crosslinked in 10% w/v 

CaCl2, and then in 5% w/v HSA, 0.025 M NaOH solution. 

PGA 2 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, crosslinked in 10% w/v 

CaCl2, and then in 5% w/v HSA, 0.025 M NaOH solution, immersed 

in 0.01 M AgNO3 solution for 24 h. 

PGA 3 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, crosslinked in 10% w/v 

CaCl2, and then in 5% w/v HSA, 0.025 M NaOH solution, immersed 

in 0.10 M AgNO3 solution for 24 h. 

PGA 4 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, crosslinked in 10% w/v 

CaCl2, and then in 5% w/v HSA, 0.025 M  NaOH solution, immersed 

in 0.01 M AgNO3 for 24 h, reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 

3 h. 

PGA 5 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, crosslinked in 10% w/v 

CaCl2, and then in 5% w/v HSA, 0.025 M NaOH solution, immersed 

in 0.10 M AgNO3 for 24 h, reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 

3 h. 
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4.2.2.1 Characterisation of PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

 

4.2.2.1.1 Surface Morphology of PGA/Alginate Composite Beads  

SEM micrographs of PGA 1, PGA 3 and PGA 5 were recorded at set 

magnifications for direct comparison at room temperature (Figure 4.13).  The three 

types of PGA beads were not as spherical as their calcium alginate analogues (Figure 

4.4).  This difference arose due to the PGA/alginate mixture being more viscous 

before the beads were made.  The drops of PGA solution suspended from the syringe 

tip for longer causing the beads to become more elongated and which resulted in 

oval shaped beads.  For the PGA 1 beads at the lower magnification (Figure 4.13(a)) 

the surface morphology appeared slightly rough and this rough morphology was 

clearly visible at the high magnifications (Figure 4.13(b)).  In comparison to the 

PGA 1 beads the PGA 3 beads look smoother at both magnifications (Figure 4.13(c) 

and (d)).  The beads have no cracks or indentations on the immediate surface, even 

though there are folds on the surface of the PGA 3 beads at the higher magnification, 

the overall surface appears smoother in comparison to the control (PGA 1) at the 

same magnification.  The PGA 5 beads were very similar in their morphology to the 

Alg 5 beads in that they appear swollen, due to the reaction that took place when the 

beads were placed in the sodium borohydride solution.  The surface of these beads 

appeared to have a large number of indentations and overall a very uneven surface at 

both magnifications (Figure 4.13(e) and (f)). 
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Figure 4.13: SEM micrographs of PGA 1 beads at different magnifications (a) and 

(b), of PGA 3 beads at different magnifications (c) and (d) and PGA 5 beads at 

different magnifications (e) and (f).  All beads were dried at room temperature. 
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4.2.2.1.2 Swelling of PGA 1 Beads in Water and Sodium Chloride Solution 

Swelling studies were performed on the PGA 1 beads and the ESD was 

calculated as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.1.  The ESD values which were 

determined after 8 h of immersion in the medium are given in Table 4.6.  It can be 

clearly seen that there was approximately a tenfold increase in the intake of water in 

the NaCl solution compared to in deionised water, indicating that the ion exchange 

mechanism of swelling is still significant for these beads.  However, it is reduced 

compared to the Alg 1 beads studied previously (Section 4.2.1.1.2) which had an 

ESD value of 6481% after the same immersion time in the same concentration of 

NaCl solution.  This suggests that the amide linkages were reducing the degree of 

swelling of the PGA 1 beads.  The plots for the swelling ratio of the beads as a 

function of time in water and in the saline solution are shown in Figure 4.14(a) and 

(b), respectively.   

 

Table 4.6: Summary of Swelling Ratios (%) of PGA 1 Beads in Deionised Water 

and in 1% w/v NaCl Solution at 20 ± 1°C 

Medium % Swelling after 8 h 

H2O 82 

1% w/v NaCl 666 
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Figure 4.14: ESD ratios (%) as a function of time of PGA 1 beads (n = 20) in (a) 

deionised water and (b) in 1% w/v NaCl solution at 20 ± 1°C. 

 

The PGA 1 beads increased quickly in weight in deionised water and reached 

an overall swelling ratio of approximately 80%.  Most of the swelling was done in 

the first hour, and then the beads increased in weight slowly up to the 10 h time 

period.  From this point onwards the beads stayed at the same swollen state and did 

not decrease or increase in weight even after 24 h.  In contrast to the alginate (Alg 1) 

beads (Section 4.2.1.1.2) there was no evidence that beads disintegrated in the water 

over 24 h of immersion.   
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In the saline medium the PGA 1 beads took in water gradually to reach a swelling 

ratio of 700% after 10 h (Figure 4.14(b)).  The beads continued to increase in weight 

and at the 30 h time point the weight began to level off at a swelling ratio of 900%, 

after this no major increase or decrease in weight was observed.  The beads did not 

become delicate or fragile in the sodium chloride solution, in comparison to the 

alginate beads.  This proved that the covalent crosslink between the PGA and HSA 

maintained the integrity of the beads and thus prevented them from disintegrating 

when they were in their swollen state. 

 

4.2.2.1.3 Identification of Silver within the PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

EDX analysis carried out on PGA 1, PGA 3 and PGA 5 beads showed the 

three characteristic silver L, Lβ and Lβ2 lines between 2.98 and 3.35 keV confirming 

the presence of silver in these beads.32  An EDX spectrum of a PGA 1 bead is given 

in Figure 4.15(a), while EDX spectrum of a PGA 2 bead is given in Figure 4.15(b). 

An EDX spectrum of a PGA 5 bead is given in Figure 4.15(c) with a SEM 

micrograph recorded from the same region of the bead shown in Figure 4.15(d).  The 

silver in the PGA 5 beads had undergone reduction using sodium borohydride and 

the beads were dark brown in colour.  The SEM micrographs show microcrystals 

over the surface of the bead which we would suggest predominantly consist of silver 

in the zero oxidation state.  Similar microcrystals for silver have been observed in 

the literature.61  This indicates that at least some of the silver(0) species present in 

the PGA 5 beads lay outside the nano-domain. 
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Figure 4.15: EDX analysis of (a) PGA 1 beads and (b) PGA 3 beads and (c) PGA 5 

beads showing the presence of silver in the PGA 3 and PGA 5, (d) SEM micrograph 

of the surface of a PGA 5 bead showing the region at which the EDX (c) was 

recorded. 
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4.2.2.1.4 Quantifying the amount of Silver present in the PGA/Alginate 

Composite Beads 

AA spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of silver present in the 

different PGA beads containing the different concentrations of silver in the silver(I) 

and silver(0) states.  The mass (mg) of silver in thirty beads was calculated and is 

plotted in Figure 4.16. 

 

 
Figure 4.16: The mass (mg) of silver present in thirty PGA beads as determined 

using AA spectroscopy.  Each bead type studied is defined in the figure. 

 

Similarly to the alginate beads, a positive result was obtained for the PGA 1 

beads as shown in Figure 4.16.  This shows that there was a systematic error in the 

measurement of silver using this method.  This value was subtracted to get the true 

value of silver contained within the beads.  The PGA 2 contained approximately 60 

times less silver than the PGA 3 beads, showing that there was a correlation between 

the concentration of AgNO3 that the beads were immersed in and the amount 

retained within the beads.  Within the experimental error of this experiment the 

reading for silver in the PGA 4 beads was no different to that of the control PGA 1 

beads, so therefore we cannot quantify the amount of silver in these beads.  The PGA 

5 beads contained approximately the same amount of silver as the PGA 3 beads from 

which they were formed.  The amount of silver contained within the PGA beads was 

quite similar to that determined for the analogous alginate bead which was simply 

crosslinked in calcium chloride solution as determined in Section 4.2.1.1.4.  For 
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example 30 beads of Alg 3 were found to contain 105  15 mg of silver while 30 

beads of PGA 3 were found to contain 160  20 mg of silver.  This indicates that 

under our experimental conditions the amount of silver that was incorporated into the 

bead was mainly dependent on the concentration of silver nitrate solution that the 

beads were immersed in and had little dependence on the nature of the polymer 

support.   

 

4.2.2.1.5. Quantifying the amount of Silver in the Leachate from the 

PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

AA spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of silver that was released 

from the PGA beads into deionised water over a period of 24 h.  The average of the 

three readings was determined and the results are shown in Figure 4.17. 

 

 
Figure 4.17: The amount of silver leached from 30 PGA beads into deionised water 

(10 ml) held at 30 ± 1°C over a period of 24 h.  Each bead type studied is defined in 

the figure. 

 

There was a small reading obtained for the PGA 1 bead which, as these beads 

did not contain any silver, indicated that there was a systematic error in our 
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error of the value determined for the control beads so it cannot be concluded that 

silver was released from the PGA 2 beads using this experimental data.  The 

leaching results indicated that there was approximately 1.5 times more silver leached 

from the PGA 3 beads than the PGA 5 beads.  The amount of silver leached from the 

PGA beads was similar to that released from the simple alginate beads investigated 

in Section 4.2.1.1.5.  Using identical conditions to those outlined here, the analogue 

beads of PGA 3, the Alg 3 beads, released approximately 2 mg of silver compared to 

the 3.7 mg of silver released by the PGA 3 beads. 

 

4.2.2.2 Biological Testing 

The in vitro anti-fungal activity of the silver in the PGA beads was evaluated 

against the fungi C. albicans, using the three different assays described in Section 

4.2.1.2.  (Plate assay, well assay and colony count assay). 

 

4.2.2.2.1 Plate Assay using the PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

Results for the plate assay, which demonstrated the fungistatic ability of the 

PGA beads, are shown in Table 4.7 below.  The PGA 3 beads caused direct 

inhibition beneath the beads and gave very clear zones of inhibition around the 

beads, which can be seen in the photograph of a typical plate shown in Figure 4.18.  

These zones of inhibition were measured, and on average the PGA 3 beads resulted 

in zones of inhibition of 143 mm2.  The PGA 2 beads showed that there was only 

direct inhibition beneath the beads.  The lack of zones of inhibition around the PGA 

2 beads can be explained by the low concentration of silver absorbed and released 

from the beads.  For the PGA 4 and PGA 5 beads which contained the reduced silver 

there was zones of inhibition on average of 276 mm2 and 294 mm2 measured around 

the beads, respectively.  Both zones of inhibition were very similar in area given that 

there was a substantial increase in the concentration of silver in the PGA 5 beads 

compared to the PGA 4 beads (Figure 4.16).  The zones of inhibition were so large 

around the PGA 4 and PGA 5 beads that it was concluded that it was sodium 

borohydride or one of its products of reaction with the beads or with water that was 

caused the effect, as was previously discussed for the alginate beads in Section 

4.2.1.2.4.  
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Table 4.7: Results for the Plate Assay for PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

Bead Code Total Area* 

(mm2) 

Zone of Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

PGA 1 365  15 - 
No zone of 

inhibition 

PGA  2 364  20 - Direct inhibition 

PGA  3 377  27 143  24 Zone of inhibition 

PGA  4 477  29 276  38 Zone of inhibition 

PGA  5 477  28 294  21 Zone of inhibition 

*ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held 

at 37  1°C. 

 

 
Figure 4.18: Photograph of a typical plate assay experiment for the PGA beads. The 

ten beads on the left hand side of the plate are PGA 1 beads and it can be clearly 

seen that there is no inhibition of C. albicans occurring around these beads.  The ten 

beads on the right hand side of the plate are the PGA 5 beads. 

 

4.2.2.2.2 Well Assay using the PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

Results from the well assay showed that only the leachate from the PGA 3 

beads had an effect on the growth of the C. albicans.  A summary of results for this 

assay is shown in Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.8: Results for the Well assay for PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

Bead Code Zone of Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

PGA 1 - No zone of inhibition 

PGA  2 - No zone of inhibition 

PGA  3 37  7 Zone of inhibition 

PGA  4 - No zone of inhibition 

PGA  5 - No zone of inhibition 

*The leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 30 

 1°C for 24 h. ZOI were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 

 

The results for this assay were unexpected as the PGA 5 beads did not show 

any zones of inhibition.  The results obtained using AA spectroscopy (Section 

4.2.2.1.5) clearly showed that there was silver leached from the PGA 5 beads, 

approximately 30% less than that which was released from the PGA 3 beads.  So we 

would have expected the leachate from the PGA 5 beads to have had some inhibitory 

effect on the growth of C. albicans.  However, a similar result occurred for the 

leachate studies for the simple alginate beads (Section 4.2.1.2.2) and it is proposed 

that the lack of activity of the leachate from the PGA 5 beads arose because the 

silver was released as nanoparticles which are known to aggregate in solution with a 

loss in antimicrobial activity.  The zones obtained for the leachate from the PGA 

beads were similar to those obtained on the well assay studies on the simple alginate 

beads analogues (Section 4.2.1.2.2).  This reflects the comparable amounts of silver 

which were released from both sets of beads. A photograph of a typical well assay 

experiment for the PGA beads is shown in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19: A photograph of a typical well assay experiment using PGA beads. 

The wells on the left hand side of the plate contain the leachate from the PGA 1 

beads and it can be clearly seen that there is no inhibition of the growth of C. 

albicans occurring around these beads.  The wells on the right hand side of the plate 

contain the leachate from the PGA 3 beads. 

 

4.2.2.2.3 Colony Count Assay using the PGA/Alginate Composite Beads 

The results obtained from the colony count assay are summarised in Figure 

4.20.  This study was not carried out on the PGA 4 beads as we had deduced that 

these beads would have little activity towards C. albicans.  When the assay was 

carried out using the PGA 1 beads the number of colonies increased gradually over 

time and after 24 h there were an exponential number of cells growing on the plates 

which can be clearly seen from the images in Figure 4.21(b).  This clearly indicated 

that the propylene glycol alginate/alginate support was having no effect on the 

growth of the colonies.  The results obtained using the PGA 2 and PGA 5 beads were 

very similar to those recorded for the control PGA 1 beads.  This indicates that even 

though these beads did contain silver, that they were not having a fungicidal effect 

on the C. albicans cells.  This probably occurred for the PGA 2 beads as the amount 

of silver(I) contained within the beads was too low to produce an effect.  For the 

PGA 5 beads which did contain a large amount of silver it is proposed that the lack 

of ability of these beads to kill the C. albicans arose because the size of silver 

particles was too large.  Similar results were obtained for the simple alginate beads 

(Section 4.2.1.2.3).  The colony assay showed clearly that the PGA 3 beads had the 

greatest effect on killing the cells in the medium.  The effect of the presence of silver 
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within the bead was not seen until after the two hour mark.  Before two hours had 

elapsed this growth of cells within the medium, containing each of the different types 

of beads was very similar (Figure 4.20(a)).  This lag time probably arose as it took 

time for the PGA 3 beads to swell.  When this occurred silver was then released 

more efficiently from the beads and a significant amount of the cells could come into 

direct contact with the silver supported on the polymer by diffusing through the 

pores in the beads.  After 2 h the PGA 3 beads started to kill the C. albicans 

colonies.  The silver continued to destroy the colonies overtime and after 24 h there 

are very few cells growing on the plate as can be seen in Figure 4.21(b) which shows 

a photograph of a typical colony count experiment taken after 24 h of contact of 

PGA 3 beads with the cell culture.  Whereas Figure 4.21(a) shows a photograph of a 

plate for a cell culture which had been in contact with the control beads for 24 h.  

However, when the medium surrounding the PGA 3 beads was sampled at time 

periods of greater than 24 h it was clear that there was renewed growth of the C. 

albicans.  Therefore it would appear under the conditions of this experiment that the 

PGA 3 beads could not completely eradicate the C. albicans.  However, as they had 

better structural integrity than the simple alginate beads, which were ionically 

crosslinked with calcium ions, and they did not disintegrate in the YEPD medium, 

these beads hold promise as support for silver in water disinfection applications. 
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Figure 4.20: The number of viable C. albicans cells present in YEPD medium upon 

shaking with the PGA 1, 2, 3 and 5 beads.  Medium was held at 30 ± 1°C, (a) results 

over first 6 h (b) results after 24 h. PGA 1 V’s PGA 2 = ns, PGA 1 V’s PGA 3 = *** 

P<0.0001, PGA 1 V’s PGA 5 = ns. 
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Figure 4.21: Photograph of a typical agar plate used to culture the number of viable 

C. albicans cells growing in the medium after the colonies have been in 24 h contact 

with (a) PGA 1 and (b) PGA 3 beads. 
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4.2.3 Quaternary Ammonium Alginate/Alginate Composite Beads Crosslinked 

with Calcium Ions 

A previous study had shown that when alginate was functionalised with a 

quaternary ammonium group and beads were then formed through calcium ion 

crosslinkage that the beads have good activity against the growth of a range of 

microbes including E. coli, S. aureus and C. albicans.62  The alginate was derivatised 

by reaction with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)-propyloctadecyldimethylammonium (TSA) 

chloride (Scheme 4.2) in acid solution.  This reaction anchors the TSA group to the 

polymer backbone by a covalent non-hydrolysable bond.  The antimicrobial activity 

of the polymer was deduced to arise due to the TSA group, as the unfunctionalised 

alginate control beads showed no activity and it is well documented that quaternary 

ammonium groups have antimicrobial activity.62-64  The study carried out in this 

section set out to investigate if incorporating silver into this type of bead could have 

an additional effect on their known antimicrobial activity.  The beads were 

synthesised as outlined in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.5.  Before silver ions could be 

incorporated the chloride ions associated with the TSA group were exchanged for 

nitrate ions to reduce the formation of silver chloride and enable silver ions to be 

incorporated into the beads.  When the reaction with sodium borohydride to reduce 

the silver within the beads was attempted an exothermic process took place and a 

substantial amount of hydrogen gas was released which cause the beads to 

disintegrate.  Therefore no studies were carried out on the TSA functionalised beads 

containing silver in the zero oxidation state.  The different beads used in this section 

are identified by the codes given in Table 4.9. 
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Scheme 4.2: The reaction between sodium alginate and 3-(trimethoxysilyl)-

propyloctadecyldimethylammonium chloride to form TSA. 
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Table 4.9: Codes for the TSA and Control Beads 

Bead code Description of different beads 

Alg 7 4% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2. 

TSA 1 
4% w/v sodium alginate, 0.02 M TSA, pH was adjusted to 4.0 with 

acetic acid at room temperature, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2. 

TSA 2 

 

4% w/v sodium alginate, 0.02 M TSA, pH was adjusted to 4.0 with 

acetic acid at room temperature, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2.  Ion 

exchange was performed on the beads with 0.05 M Nitric acid to 

remove the Cl- ions.  Immersed in 0.01 M AgNO3 for 24 h. 

 

TSA 3 

 

4% w/v sodium alginate, 0.02 M TSA, pH was adjusted to 4.0 with 

acetic acid at room temperature, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2.  Ion 

exchange was performed on the beads with 0.05 M Nitric acid to 

remove the Cl- ions. Immersed in 0.10 M AgNO3 for 24 h. 

 

4.2.3.1 Characterisation of the TSA/Alginate Composite Beads 

 

4.2.3.1.1 Surface Morphology of the TSA/Alginate Composite Beads  

SEM micrographs recorded of TSA 3 beads, TSA 1 beads before they were 

washed with nitric acid and after they were washed with nitric acid (0.05 M) in order 

to exchange the chloride for nitrate ions are shown in Figure 4.22.  The TSA 1 beads 

(Figure 4.5(a)) were of a similar spherical shape to the Alg 1 beads, this was due to 

the lower viscosity of the TSA/alginate solution which allowed the droplets of 

solution to fall from the syringe immediately with little distortion in shape.  The 

SEM micrograph recorded of the TSA 1 beads at the higher magnification (Figure 

4.22(b)) shows a surface which appears rough and slightly wrinkled.  A similarly 

folded surface morphology was previously observed for beads formed from chitosan 

functionalised with long hydrophobic groups.65 

After the TSA 1 beads were washed in nitric acid (0.05 M) they appeared less 

symmetrical in shape (Figure 4.22(c)), but they still exhibited the ‘wrinkled’ surface 

morphology (Figure 4.22(d)).  The SEM recorded of the TSA 3 beads showed that 
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they appeared less symmetrical in shape compared to the TSA 1 beads at the lower 

magnification (Figure 4.22(d)).  In addition the TSA 3 beads have a much rougher 

morphology than the TSA 1 beads and, a lot of cracks and major indentations were 

observed in the SEM recorded at a higher magnification (Figure 4.22(f)).  
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Figure 4.22: SEM micrographs of TSA 1 beads at different magnifications (a) and 

(b), of TSA 1 beads after they were washed with nitric acid to exchange the chloride 

ions at different magnifications (c) and (d) and TSA 3 beads at different 

magnifications (e) and (f).  All beads were dried at room temperature.  
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4.2.3.1.2 Swelling of TSA 1 Beads in Water and Sodium Chloride Solution 

The swelling studies were performed on the TSA 1 beads and the EDS values 

were determined as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.7.1.  The % swelling of the 

TSA 1 beads in the two media after 8 h are shown in Table 4.10.  Surprisingly, the % 

swelling of the TSA 1 beads in deionised water is quite similar to that in the NaCl 

solution.  This was in marked contrast to the results observed for the Alg 1 and PGA 

1 beads which exhibited increased swelling in the NaCl solution.  The TSA 1 beads 

showed the least swelling in NaCl solution of the three sets of beads studied, even 

though in contrast to the PGA the alginate chains were only held together by 

electrostatic interactions.  Previous studies on a related polysaccharide polymer, N-

acylated chitosan, have shown when the alkyl chain is long that, in addition to the H-

bonding interactions holding the unfunctionalised chitosan polymer chains together, 

the chains are also held together by hydrophobic interactions.66  These interactions 

increase both the mechanical strength of the polymer matrix and its resistance to 

swelling in water. In addition, the positive charge on the ammonium group on the 

surface of the TSA beads may have caused the sodium ion to be repelled from the 

bead.  In support of this proposal it was observed that it took longer for the TSA 

beads to become impregnated with silver ions compared to the calcium alginate or 

PGA beads.  Figure 4.23 shows the percentage swelling of the TSA 1 beads as a 

function of time.  As can be seen from the Figure, the beads absorbed water rapidly 

over a period of about 10 h after which time they exhibited no substantial increase in 

weight.  Moreover, there was no evidence in this study that the beads were beginning 

to lose weight and disintegrate, even after immersion in either of the media for 32 h.  

This indicates that these beads are more structurally stable in solution than the 

simple calcium alginate beads.   
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Table 4.10:  Summary of swelling ratios (%) of TSA 1 beads in deionised water and 

in 1% w/v NaCl solution at 20 ± 1°C 

Medium % swelling after 8 h 

H2O 82 

1% w/v NaCl 120 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Swelling ratios (%) as a function of time of TSA 1 beads in (a) 

deionised water and (b) 1% w/v NaCl solution at 20 ± 1°C. 
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4.2.3.1.3 Identification of Silver within the TSA/Alginate Composite Beads 

EDX analysis were carried out on all the TSA and control Alg 7 beads.  The 

results for the three sets of TSA beads all showed a line at 1.74 keV which is 

assigned as the L1 line of silicon32 and arises from the TSA group attached to the 

alginate polymer chain (Figure 4.24(a))  .  The EDX spectrum of the TSA 2 and TSA 

3 beads showed the three lines for silver between 2.98 and 3.15 keV.32  An EDX 

spectrum recorded for a TSA 1 bead is shown in Figure 4.24(a) and that for a TSA 3 

bead is given in Figure 4.24(b).  A SEM micrograph recorded of the surface of the 

TSA 3 bead (Figure 4.24(c)), at the point on the surface at which the EDX spectrum 

shown in Figure 4.24(b) was recorded, showed clusters of cubic structures with side 

lengths in the sub-micron region.  It is likely that these structures are crystals of 

AgCl, which are known to grow in cubic form67 and they arose because even after 

the ion exchange took place some chloride ions were still present on the bead. 
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Figure 4.24: EDX spectra of (a) TSA 1 beads and (b) TSA 3 beads showing the 

absence and presence of silver in the beads respectively. (c) SEM micrograph of the 

surface of a TSA 3 bead showing the region at which the EDX (b) was recorded. 

 

4.2.3.1.4 Quantifying the amount of Silver in the TSA/Alginate Composite 

Beads 

AA spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of silver present in the 

different TSA beads prepared with the different concentrations of silver(I) ions.  The 

amount of silver in thirty beads was calculated and a summary of the results is given 

in Figure 4.25.   
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Figure 4.25: The mass (mg) of silver present in thirty TSA beads as determined 

using AA spectroscopy. Each bead type studied is defined in the figure. 

 

As observed previously for the calcium alginate and PGA beads there was a 

positive result obtained for the control, Alg 7, beads as shown in Figure 4.25.  A 

positive result was also obtained for the TSA 1 beads which also contained no silver.  

The value obtained for the TSA 1 beads was subtracted from the values for the TSA 

2 and TSA 3 beads to get the true value of silver contained within these beads.  The 

TSA 2 beads had a small quantity of silver present in them, while the TSA 3 beads 

had approximately six times more, which was expected as they were immersed in a 

solution containing a higher concentration of silver nitrate.   

 

4.2.3.1.5 Quantifying the Amount of Silver in the Leachate from the 

TSA/Alginate Composite beads 

AA Spectroscopy was used to quantify the amount of silver released from the 

TSA beads into deionised water over a period of 24 h.  The average of the three 

readings was determined and the results are shown in Figure 4.26. 
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Figure 4.26: The amount of silver leached from 30 TSA beads and control beads 

into deionised water (10 ml) held at 30 ± 1°C over a period of 24 h.  Each bead type 

studied is defined in the figure. 

 

There was an almost zero reading obtained for the Alg 7 and the TSA 1 beads 

which was expected as the beads did not contain any silver.  The TSA 2 and the TSA 

3 beads did release silver into the water.  The TSA 3 beads released a similar amount 

of approximately 3 mg of silver compared to when this experiment was carried out 

on the analogous Alg 3 and PGA 3 beads.  Interestingly the TSA 2 beads released 

substantially more silver (approximately 1.5 mg) compared to the Alg 2 and PGA 2 

analogues (approximately 0.1 mg).  This may correspond to the SEM micrograph 

recorded of the TSA 2 beads which showed that there were silver salt clusters 

deposited on the bead surface.  

 

4.2.3.2 Biological Testing 

The in vitro anti-fungal activity of the TSA beads was evaluated against the 

fungi C. albicans, using the three different assays described in Section 4.2.1.2. (Plate 

assay, well assay and colony count assay),  
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4.2.3.2.1 Plate Assay using the TSA/Alginate Composite and Control Alginate 

Beads 

Results for the plate assay, which demonstrated the fungistatic ability of the 

TSA beads, are shown in Table 4.11.  As can be seen from Table 4.11 the presence 

of the TSA group on the bead was resulting in the alginate having an inhibitory 

effect towards the growth of C. albicans as the TSA functionalised beads which did 

not contain any silver resulted in a ZOI of 24 mm2.  This is in contrast to the 

analogous unfunctionalised alginate bead, Alg 7, which produced no zones of 

inhibition.  Surprisingly, within experimental error there was no difference in the 

activity of the TSA 1 and TSA 2 beads.  However, the TSA 2 beads were still more 

active than the analogous calcium alginate and PGA beads, Alg 2 and PGA 2, which 

only resulted in direct inhibition when used in the same assay.  When the TSA 3 

beads which contained the higher amount of silver(I) ions were used in this assay a 

very large ZOI was recorded on the plate for the growth of C. albicans.  This zone 

covered an area of 307 mm2 compared to the ZOIs of 83 mm2 and 143 mm2 recorded 

when the experiment was carried out using the Alg 3 and PGA 3, which contained 

approximately the same amount of silver.   

 

Table 4.11: Results for the Plate Assay for TSA/Alginate Composite and Control 

Alginate Beads 

Bead Code Total Area* 

(mm2) 

Zone of Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 7 98  9 - 
No zone of 

inhibition 

TSA 1 102  11 24  11 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 92  3 14  3 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 413  20 306  20 Zone of inhibition 

* ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held 

at 37  1°C. 
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4.2.3.2.2 Well Assay using the TSA/Alginate Composite and Control Alginate 

Beads 

Results from the well assay showed that only the leachate from the TSA 3 

beads was having a significant inhibitory effect on the growth of the C. albicans.  A 

summary of results for this assay is shown in Table 4.12.  The leachate from the 

control Alg 7 beads did not show any inhibition around the wells which was 

expected as these beads contained no silver or TSA.  The TSA 1 beads showed very 

small zones of inhibition around the wells, indicating that a proportion of the 

quaternary ammonium groups were not covalently attached to the alginate and had 

come out of the beads into solution.  The leachate from the TSA 2 beads did not 

result in a zone of inhibition.  These beads had been placed in a column and washed 

in nitric acid to exchange the chloride for a nitrate ion, so it is likely that any TSA 

which were simply adsorbed on the bead were also removed in this step.  The TSA 2 

beads contained similar amounts of silver compared to Alg 2 and PGA 2 which also 

showed no activity towards inhibiting the growth of C. albicans in this assay.  The 

AA spectroscopic studies on the leachate from these beads had indicated that these 

beads released a larger amount of silver than the Alg 2 or PGA 2 beads but even at 

this concentration the presence of silver in solution did not inhibit the growth of C. 

albicans.  The leachate from TSA 3 beads which released a similar amount of silver 

to the Alg 3 and PGA 3 beads as determined using AA spectroscopy resulted in a 

very similar sized zone of inhibition to these beads of 40 mm2.  The leachate from 

the TSA 3 beads that was placed into the well gave clear defined zones of inhibition 

as can be seen from a photograph of a typical plate given in Figure 4.27. 
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Table 4.12: Summary of Results for the Well Assay for TSA/Alginate Composite 

and Control Calcium Alginate beads 

Bead Code Zone of Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 7 - No zone of inhibition 

TSA  1 2  1 Zone of inhibition 

TSA  2 - No Zone of inhibition 

TSA  3 40  7 Zone of inhibition 

 

The leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 

30  1°C for 24 h.  ZOI were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 

 

 
Figure 4.27: A photograph of a typical well assay experiment.  The wells on the left 

hand side of the plate containing the leachate from thirty TSA 2 beads and it can be 

clearly seen that there are no zones of inhibition occurring around these beads.  The 

wells on the right hand side of the plate contain the leachate from the TSA 3 beads. 
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4.2.3.2.3 Colony Count Assay using the TSA/Alginate Composite and Control 

Calcium Alginate Beads 

For the initial measurement (0 h) of the colony count assay each of the cell 

suspensions contained the same number of cells (Figure 4.28).  Thirty beads were 

then added to each of the cultures and the suspensions were shaken.  For the cell 

culture which was shaken with the control Alg 7 beads there was a steady increase in 

the number of cells present in the medium over the 6 h of measurement and by 24 h 

the C. albicans had reached its exponential phase of growth.  For the assay carried 

out using the TSA functionalised alginate beads, TSA 1, there was also an increase 

in the number of cells growing in the medium as a function of time.  Although the 

number of viable cells recorded in the medium was lower than that for the control, 

(Alg 7 beads at the 5 h sample), when the measurement was taken after 6 h there was 

an identical number of C. albicans cells in this medium compared to the control.  

When the measurement was carried out at 24 h the C. albicans was in its exponential 

phase of growth. A photograph of a typical plate sampled at 24 h for the experiment 

using the TSA 1 beads clearly shows the presence of a significant number of viable 

C. albicans present (Figure 4.29(a)).  This indicated that the TSA group only had a 

mild fungicidal effect on C. albicans. More promising results were recorded for the 

TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads.  Clearly from the results obtained at the 6 h and 24 h time 

periods the TSA 2 beads were killing the C. albicans.  This is in contrast to the 

results obtained in Section 4.2.2.2.3 from the colony count assay on the PGA 2 

beads, which contained a similar quantity of silver to the TSA 2 beads, in which the 

growth of the C. albicans was not inhibited at all and matched that of the control 

experiment.  For the study carried out using the TSA 3 beads there were no viable C. 

albicans cells cultured on the plate at the 6 h time period and only a very small 

amount of regrowth of the cell in the sample taken after 24 h.  Figure 4.29 shows a 

photograph of a plate used to grow a sample of cell the culture at this time period 

and only a few cultures can be observed.  Superficially these results appear similar to 

those acquired from the colony count assay on the analogous calcium alginate-silver 

containing beads (Alg 3) which are given in Section 4.2.1.2.3.  However, whereas 

the Alg 3 beads had swollen and disintegrated in the cell culture medium releasing 

all their silver contents, after 6 h the TSA 3 beads had swollen to a much lower 
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extent and had remained intact.  Therefore the TSA 3 polymeric material is a very 

promising material to use in water disinfection systems or surgical dressings. 

 

 
Figure 4.28: The number of viable C. albicans cells present in YEPD medium upon 

shaking with the Alg 7, TSA 1, TSA 3 and TSA 5 beads.  Medium was held at 30  

1°C, (a) results over first 6 h (b) results after 24 h.  Alg 7 V’s TSA 1 = ns.  Alg 7 V’s 

TSA 2 = **, P = 0.0013, Alg 7 V’s TSA 3 = ***, P = 0.0005. 
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Figure: 4.29: Photograph of a typical agar plate used to culture the number of viable 

C. albicans cells growing in the medium after the colonies have been in 24 h contact 

with (a) TSA 1 beads and (b) TSA 3 beads. 

 

 

4.3 Conclusions 

1. The Alg 1, PGA 1 and TSA 1 beads were studied with respect to their swelling 

behavior in deionised water and in sodium chloride solution.  The three beads 

increased in weight by a quite similar % ratio in the deionised water after 8 h of 

immersion.  However, the TSA 1 beads only increased in mass by 120% compared 

to 666% for the PGA 1 beads and 6481% for the Alg 1 beads when the beads were 

immersed in sodium chloride solution for 8 h.  This indicates that the TSA 1 beads 

are resistant to swelling associated with the cation exchange mechanism.  Moreover, 

only the Alg 1 beads showed signs that they were disintegrating in the two solutions 

after 24 h of immersion.  A summary of the swelling behavior of the three types of 

beads studied is given in Table 4.13. 
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Table 4.13: Summary of Swelling Behavior of Three Bead Types 

 
Medium held at 

20  1°C 
Alg 1 PGA 1 TSA 1 

% swelling after 

8 h Immersion 

H2O 60% 86% 82% 

1% w/v NaCl 6481% 636% 120% 

Stability of Bead 

after 24 h 

Immersion 

H2O 
Decrease in 

weight 

Weight 

stayed 

constant 

Weight 

stayed 

constant 

1% w/v NaCl 
Decrease in 

weight 

Weight 

stayed 

constant 

Weight 

stayed 

constant 

 

2. For the three types of polymer supports only the TSA support showed some 

activity against the growth of C. albicans and this effect was quite mild as indicated 

by the colony count assay. 

3. Both sodium borohydride, which was used to reduce the silver in the beads, and 

boric acid were shown to have a good activity against the growth of C. albicans.  We 

propose that it was a boron based compound, and not silver which was responsible 

for the large activity of the Alg 4, Alg 5, Alg 6, PGA 4 and PGA 5 beads in the plate 

assay experiment. 

4. The leachate from the Alg 5 and PGA 5 beads showed no activity in the well assay 

experiment even though they contained similar concentrations of silver to the 

leachate from the Alg 3 and PGA 3 beads which showed a small effect.  It is likely 

that this arose because the silver released from the Alg 5 and PGA 5 beads is in the 

zero oxidation state and the antimicrobial activity of silver(0) particles is known to 

be related to particle size. 

5. Under the experimental conditions used the calcium alginate and PGA/alginate 

composite beads immersed in a solution of 0.1 M AgNO3 showed greater activity 

against the growth of C. albicans than their silver(0) impregnated analogues.  This 

may be because the silver(0) particles were mainly not formed in the nano-domain.  

Silver(0) species were not formed for the TSA support as the beads disintegrated 

upon reaction with sodium borohydride. 
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6. Of all the beads studied the TSA 3 beads showed the highest activity against the 

growth of C. albicans in the plate assay experiment.  Moreover, they showed better 

fungicidal ability towards C. albicans in the colony count assay than the PGA 3 

beads and the beads remained intact, whereas, the Alg 3 beads disintegrated in this 

study.  Therefore, of the three polymer supports studied, it would appear the TSA 

support shows the greatest potential to be used in materials for water disinfection or 

in wound dressings.  A summary of the results for the Alg 3, PGA 3, and TSA 3 in 

relation to the biological assays is given in Table 4.14. 

 

Table 4.14: Summary of Biological Activity of Alg 3, PGA 3 and TSA 3 Beads 

Correlated with their Silver Content and Ability to Leach Silver. 

 Alg 3 PGA 3 TSA 3 

Plate Assay 

ZOI 

10 

beads 
83  27 mm2 143  24mm2 306  20 mm2 

Well Assay 

ZOI 

leachate 

from 30 

beads 

39  10 mm2 37  7 mm2 40  7 mm2 

Colony Count Assay 

% Viability 

6 h 27 10 5 

24 h 4 57 2 

Mass of  silver in 30 beads 105  15 mg 160  20 mg 128  10 mg 

Mass of silver leached out of 30 

beads 
2.2  0.1 mg 3.8  0.1mg 2.9  0.1 mg 
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5.1 Introduction  

Bacteria are simple unicellular organisms which lack a membrane-bound 

nucleus and because of this, bacteria are termed as prokaryotes.1  The major 

component of the bacterial genome is a double stranded circular DNA molecule.    

All prokaryotes possess a cell wall which maintains the shape of the cell,2 and 

prevents the cell from bursting if it comes in contact with a hypotonic medium.  

Bacteria can come in a variety of shapes.  The three most common being round 

(cocci), rod shaped (bacilli) or spiral (spirilla).1  Despite their simplicity, bacteria 

have an enormous range of metabolic capacities, and can be found in some of the 

most extreme environments on earth. 

Bacteria can be divided into two main classes which are based on differences 

in the structure of their cell wall.  These are Gram-positive bacteria which have a cell 

wall which contains a thick layer of peptidoglycan and Gram-negative bacteria 

which have a cell wall which contains a thin layer of peptidoglycan.  Peptidoglycan 

is a biopolymer made up of a carbohydrate backbone which is crosslinked with 

oligopeptides.2  Its presence gives significant structural strength to the bacteria cell 

wall.2,3  Figure 5.1 shows in detail the difference in the cell wall of both Gram-

positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Both Gram-positive and Gram-negative 

bacteria are encased in a cell membrane which can contain membrane proteins. 

Outside of this membrane lies the periplasm space which contains enzymes and 

outside of this is the cell wall.  For Gram-positive bacteria the cell wall can contain 

up to forty layers of peptidoglycan making these bacteria structurally very strong.  

These layers are highly hydrophobic and thus prevent hydrophilic compounds from 

entering the cell, whereas, lipophilic compounds can diffuse through this layer quite 

readily.  The cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria also contains other polymeric 

compounds such as teichoic and teichuronic acids.4  It is these polymers which can 

act as antigens when the bacteria infect another organism.  For Gram-negative 

bacteria the cell wall only contains one or two layers of peptidoglycan making these 

cells structurally much weaker than Gram-positive cells.  Outside of the 

peptidoglycan layers of the Gram-negative cell wall lies an outer membrane.  This 

membrane contains channels (porins) and membrane proteins which allow 

hydrophilic species to pass through the cell wall.  The outside of this membrane is 
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coated with lipopolysaccharides; these hydrophilic groups prevent lipophilic 

compounds from entering the cell wall.  In addition they can act as antigens and 

endotoxins, which are toxins which are released upon destruction of the cell wall.  It 

is this outer membrane, which generally makes Gram-negative bacteria more toxic 

and more resistant to the immune system and treatment than Gram-positive species. 

Many antibiotics are lypophilic and therefore will pass across the cell wall of Gram-

positive bacteria more easily than that of Gram-negative bacteria.  In addition, a 

large number of antibiotics act on bacteria by inhibiting the synthesis of the 

crosslinks in peptidoglycan preventing the formation of a fully functionally bacterial 

cell wall and thus are more effective against Gram-positive bacteria.   

The emergence of multi-drug resistant bacterial strains which can impact 

severely on public health is causing great concern.  Therefore the focus of current 

research is based on developing new cost effective antimicrobial agents, which are 

effective against a broad range of these multi-drug resistant bacteria.  One area of 

this research is to develop antimicrobial polymers as they have shown promise as a 

means to enhance the chemical stability and efficacy of some existing antimicrobial 

agents.5  In addition, if the agent is covalently linked to the solid support the risk of 

the antimicrobial agent being released into the water system is reduced.  Of the metal 

based compounds, silver-based materials have proved the most promising as they 

exhibit a broad-spectrum activity and have been shown to be less likely to induce 

microbial resistance than antibiotics.6,7  Moreover, silver impregnated polymer 

supports, like the biopolymer-metal combinations studied here, are attracting much 

attention because of their long-term biocidal activity, chemical stability, and their 

relative low cost. 
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Figure 5.1: Outline of cell wall of a Gram-positive and Gram-negative Bacterium.8 

 

The antibacterial effects of silver salts7,9,10 and silver metal11,12 are well known 

and silver is currently used to control bacterial growth in a variety of applications, 

including membrane bio fouling,13-15 water purification,3 dental work,16 catheters,10,17 

and burn wounds18,19.  One of the huge advantages of silver is that while it possesses 

anti-bacterial efficacy, which is comparable to or better than other heavy metals, 

silver has almost no reported known toxic effects on mammals,20 including humans.  

Studies have shown that only the silver ions exhibit activity against bacteria, so that 

the biocidal effect of silver metal on bacteria must be based on its oxidation.21,22 

Silver ions work against bacteria in a number of ways.  Firstly, silver ions can bind 

readily to the thiol group of membrane bound proteins causing them to become 

inactive.  This interaction results in the leakage of intracellular substances.  

Secondly, one of the enzymes that silver ions interact with is important for bacterial 

respiration.13,22  The interaction inhibits the action of these respiratory enzymes 

leading to the formation of reactive oxygen species, which are toxic to the bacteria 

cells.  Either of these interactions of silver ions with bacterial enzymes or proteins 

will eventually result in cell death.10  As well as having a microbiocidal effect 

silver(I) can also exert a bacteriostatic effect.23  Silver ions can bind to bacterial 

RNA and DNA preventing them from replicating and inhibiting bacterial cell 
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growth.24,25  When silver ions enter the bacteria cells they have the ability to bind to 

DNA molecules resulting in the DNA being forced into a structure which prevents 

replication. 

Gram-negative bacteria are more sensitive to silver ions than Gram-positive 

bacteria.26  Silver ions are hydrophilic, and therefore they have the ability to enter the 

periplasmic space through the outer membrane porins. Gram-positive bacteria lack 

these pores and have a thick peptidoglycan layer to prevent the entry of any 

hydrophilic molecules.   

In this study we set out to investigate the potential of silver impregnated 

alginate beads as polymer systems which could be used in water disinfection 

systems.  The anti-bacterial performances of three types of alginate beads, (a)  

sodium alginate beads, which were crosslinked with calcium ions, (b) composite 

propylene glycol alginate beads, (PGA-alginate), which were crosslinked with 

calcium ions and additionally covalently crosslinked with human serum albumin 

(HSA) and (c) composite alginate beads which were functionalised using 3-

(trimethoxysilyl)-propyloctadecyldimethylammonium chloride and were crosslinked 

with calcium ions.  All three materials were evaluated against five different strains of 

bacteria.  The bacteria were as follows: (a) Gram-positive bacteria, Staphyloccoccus 

aureus, and methicillin resistant Staphyloccoccus aureus (MRSA), (b) Gram-

negative bacteria, Pseudonomas aeruginosa (27853), Pseudonomas aeruginosa 

(10145) and Escherichia coli (E.coli).  Three types of biological assays were carried 

out on the bacteria, a plate assay using the beads, a well assay using the leachate 

from the beads, and a colony count assay using the beads.  Ionic silver was first 

encapsulated into the different types of alginate beads, and then the silver ions were 

reduced to metallic silver.  
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5.2 Results and Discussion 

The beads used in this Chapter are identical to those studied in Chapter 4 and 

are given identical codes which are outlined in Table 5.1.  The physical properties of 

these beads such as silver content, swelling characteristics and surface morphology 

have previously been described in the appropriate Sections in Chapter 4.  The 

experimental details of the biological assays are given in Chapter 2, Section 2.9.12. 

 

Table 5.1: Summary of Bead Codes 

Bead 

code 
Description of Different Beads 

Alg 1 2% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2 solution. 

Alg 2 
2% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 

0.01 M AgNO3 solution for 24 h. 

Alg 3 
2% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 

0.10 M AgNO3 solution for 24 h. 

Alg 4 
2% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 

0.01 M AgNO3 for 24 h, reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 h. 

Alg 5 
2% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 

0.10 M AgNO3 for 24 h, reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 h. 

Alg 6 

2% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 0.25 M CaCl2, immersed in 

0.001 M AgNO3 for 24 h, reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 

h. 

PGA 1 
1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, 5% w/v HSA, crosslinked in 

10% w/v CaCl2,  0.025 M NaOH solution. 

 PGA 2 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, 5% w/v HSA, crosslinked in 

10% w/v CaCl2,  0.025 M NaOH solution, immersed in 0.01 M AgNO3 

solution for 24 h. 

PGA 3 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, 5% w/v HSA, crosslinked in 

10% w/v CaCl2, 0.025 M  NaOH solution, immersed in 0.1 M AgNO3 

solution for 24 h. 
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Bead 

code 
Description of Different Beads 

PGA 4 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, 5% w/v HSA, crosslinked in 

10% w/v CaCl2, 0.025 M NaOH solution, immersed in 0.01 M AgNO3 

for 24 h, reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 h. 

PGA 5 

1% w/v sodium alginate, 2% w/v PGA, 5% w/v HSA, crosslinked in 

10% w/v CaCl2, 0.025 M NaOH solution, immersed in 0.1 M AgNO3 

for 24 h, reacted with a 0.10 M NaBH4 solution for 3 h. 

Alg 7 4% w/v sodium alginate, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2. 

TSA 1 
4% w/v sodium alginate, 0.02 M TSA, pH was adjusted to 4.0 with 

acetic acid at room temperature, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2. 

TSA 2 

4% w/v sodium alginate, 0.02 M TSA, pH was adjusted to 4.0 with 

acetic acid at room temperature, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2.  Ion 

exchange was performed on the beads with 0.05 M nitric acid to 

remove the Cl- ions.  Immersed in 0.01 M AgNO3 for 24 h. 

TSA 3 

4% w/v sodium alginate, 0.02 M TSA, pH was adjusted to 4.0 with 

acetic acid at room temperature, crosslinked in 5% w/v CaCl2.  Ion 

exchange was performed on the beads with 0.05 M nitric acid to 

remove the Cl- ions. Immersed in 0.10 M AgNO3 for 24 h. 

 

5.2.2 Studies on Staphylococcus aureus 

 

5.2.2.1 Introduction to Staphylococcus aureus  

The name Staphylococcus is derived from the Greek word staphyle which 

means “a bunch of grapes”.  This name arises from the fact that the colonies of this 

bacteria27 grow in a clusters of yellow–white spheres which resemble a bunch of 

grapes (Figure 5.2).  This Gram-positive species is non-motile and non-spore 

forming. It is a facultative anaerobic bacterium which means that it can undergo 

respiration in the presence of air and change to fermentation in its absence. 
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Figure 5.2: Electron micrograph of Staphylococcus aureus28  

 

Many different strains of Staphylococci bacteria can infect humans, and in the 

region of 20% of healthy adults would be expected to be persistent carriers of this 

bacterium, most commonly in the nose or on the skin.29  Staphylococci are spread by 

contact with a surface which is carrying the bacteria.  Most of the time Staphylococci 

infection will not result in disease, but if the skin is damaged the bacteria can break 

through the protective mechanisms of the body, resulting in infection.  

Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) is the most common strain of Staphylococci 

bacteria.  S. aureus can infect a wide range of tissues and can cause diseases in 

humans ranging from insignificant skin infections to serious infections.  Examples of 

serious diseases which are caused by S. aureus infections are bacteremia, 

endocarditis and pneumonia30,31 and it is a significant cause of blood infections in 

people requiring haemodialysis.32  As S. aureus has a number of mechanisms to 

resist attack by the immune system these infections can be difficult to overcome.33  

S. aureus is currently the most common cause of infection in patients in hospital.34  

Another common illness associated with S. aureus infection is food poisoning, which 

occurs by ingesting food which has been contaminated with toxins produced by S. 

aureus.35  Not only can S. aureus infections be serious in terms of the public health 

they also can have a negative economic impact.  One study in the US (over the years 

1996-2001) determined that the average cost of treatment of each haemodialysis-

dependent patient admitted to hospital with a S. aureus blood stream infection was 

approximately $24,000.32  
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5.2.2.2 Plate Assay on S. aureus 

For each plate assay experiment, 10 beads were placed on the agar plate as 

outlined in detail in Chapter 2, Section 2.9.12.  The results for the different beads are 

summarised in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.2.  The control Alg 1 and PGA 1 beads 

showed no sign of inhibition against S. aureus.  In both cases the bacteria grew under 

and around the beads with no visible sign of inhibition.  All the calcium alginate and 

PGA beads which contained the silver(I) ion showed similar zones of inhibition in 

the range of 19-30 mm2.  This finding is consistent with previous studies in which an 

increase in the size of the zone of inhibition towards the growth of S. aureus was 

observed upon addition of silver ions to an organic or inorganic polymer.36,37 

However, it is surprising that there was not a larger difference in the sizes of the 

zones of inhibition of the Alg 2 and PGA 2 beads compared to their Alg 3 and PGA 

3 analogues, as was outlined in Chapter 4, the latter contained a substantially higher 

amount of silver(I) ions.  One study on a chitosan-nylon membrane recorded a 

similar finding, in that the zone of inhibition of growth of S. aureus increased from 

11 to 15 mm in diameter upon immersing the membrane in 0.2 and 0.5 mM solutions 

of AgNO3.36  However, upon repeating the experiment with increased concentrations 

of AgNO3 up to 1.5 mM no further increase in the size of the zone of inhibition was 

observed.  It may be that in order to observe the influence of the amount of silver(I) 

ions in the beads on the plate assay that we would need to study beads which 

contained an even lower amount of silver than the amount contained in the beads 

used in the present study.  For the beads that contained silver in the zero oxidation 

state (Alg 4, Alg 5, PGA 4 and PGA 5) there was only direct inhibition of the growth 

of S. aureus under the beads.  This indicates that the silver in the zero oxidation state 

was not having as much effect as silver in the +1 oxidation state on inhibiting the 

growth of S. aureus in this assay.  Previous studies have shown that when silver 

nanoparticles are trapped in biopolymer matrices that clear zones of inhibition 

towards the growth of S. aureus were formed around the polymer.38,39  However, the 

average nanoparticle size in the first of these studies was determined to be about 6 

nm and to be 100 nm in the second, suggesting that little of the silver(0) particles 

trapped in the beads studied here had diameters of less than 100 nm.  The presence 

of a zone of inhibition around the TSA 1 beads shows that this polymer support did 

have the ability to inhibit the growth of S. aureus.  However, when the TSA beads 
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were impregnated with silver(I) ions the zone of inhibition increased in size, giving 

the biggest zone of inhibition determined in this assay.  Again the zone of inhibition 

for the TSA 3 beads was not significantly different to that of the TSA 2 beads even 

though they contained substantially more silver. 

 

Table 5.2: Results for the Plate Assay on S. aureus using a Range of Bead Types 

Bead Code Silver 

Content in 

30 Beads 

(mg) 

Total Area 

(mm2) 

Zone of 

Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 8  0.5 97  4 19  7 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 110  8.7 104  8 21  8 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 3  0.5 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 5 116  15.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 7.3  0.3 104  6 19  6 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 167  22.0 111  4 28  6 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 6  0.3 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 5 176  23.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 7 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 1  0.05 87  5 18  5 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 28  4.45 112  17 59  20 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 129  6.5 138  8 76  10 Zone of inhibition 

*ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held at 
37  1°C 
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Figure 5.3: Zones of inhibition for the growth of S. aureus measured using a plate 

assay.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using 10 beads on each plate and plates were 

held at 37  1°C.  Each bead type used is defined in the figure. 

 

5.2.2.3 Well Assay on S. aureus 

For each set of beads, silver was leached from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised 

water held at 30  1°C over a period of 24 h.  In each case a sample of the solution 

was then poured into a well, with a diameter of 3 mm, which was bored into the agar 

plates.  The culture of S. aureus was spread on the plates which were held at 37  

1°C for 24 h, at which time the zone of inhibition was measured.  A summary of the 

results of the well assay experiment for the three types of beads are given in Table 

5.3 and Figure 5.4.  As can been seen from Table 5.3 the leachate from all of the 

control beads resulted in no zone of inhibition in this assay, indicating that the 

polymer supports themselves did not leach any species which was active against the 

growth of S. aureus.  All the beads which contained silver in the zero oxidation state 

(Alg 4, Alg 5, PGA 4, and PGA 5) did not produce a zone of inhibition in this assay.  

These beads do release a certain amount of silver, which was determined by AA, and 

is shown in the Table 5.3.  We would propose that this lack of activity occurs 

because the sizes of the silver particles upon release, or due to aggregation in 

solution, are too big to have effective antimicrobial activity against the growth of S. 

aureus.22,24,40  This would be consistent with the plate assay carried out on S. aureus, 
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(Section 5.2.2.2) in which the silver(0) containing beads only showed direct 

inhibition.  The leachate for the beads containing the silver(I) (Alg 2, Alg 3, PGA 2, 

PGA 3, TSA 2, and TSA 3) all showed activity against the growth of S. aureus.   

 

Table 5.3: Results for the Well Assay on S. aureus using a Range of Bead Types 

Bead Code Mass of 

Silver 

Leached 

from 30 

Beadsa 

(mg) 

Zone of 

Inhibition 

(mm2)b 

Description 

Alg 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 0.04  0.001 29  5 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 2.24  0.002 59  4 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 0.01  0.004 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 2.12  0.03 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 0.03  0.005 12  3 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 3.86  0.024 15  3 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 0.10  0.011 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 5 2.50  0.024 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 7 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 0.03  0.009 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 1.58  0.005 6  1 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 2.91 0.002 22  1 Zone of inhibition 
aThe leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 30  
1°C for 24 h.  

bZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.4: Zones of inhibition for the growth of S. aureus from well assays using 

leachate from 30 beads held in 10 ml of deionised water at 30  1°C for 24 h.  ZOI 

were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C.  Each bead type used is 

defined in the figure. 

 

5.2.2.4 Colony Count Assay on S. aureus 

For each colony count experiment, 100 beads were shaken with 10 ml of a 

culture containing S. aureus for 24 h held at 37  1°C.  At different periods of time 

the cells were then sampled and cultured on agar plates held at 37  1°C.  The colony 

count on the plate was carried out after 24 h.  This study was carried out on the 

following beads Alg 1, Alg 3, Alg 5, PGA 1, PGA 3, PGA 5, Alg 7, TSA 1, TSA 2 

and TSA 3.  These bead types were selected as it was thought that they would give a 

good representation of the overall trends displayed by the beads.  There were two 

possible types of action of bactericidal activity in this assay: (i) contact-kill, as these 

beads are hydrogels there was a constant flow of media throughout the beads, and 

bacteria which were passing through the pores would be killed by the presence of 

silver within the beads and (ii) the diffusion of silver out of the beads into the cell 

culture could kill the bacteria in the bulk solution.41 

Figure 5.5(a) shows the results for the colony count assay using the calcium 

alginate beads.  The first trend that can be clearly observed is that there was an initial 

reduction in the growth of the bacteria once the beads were added to the cell culture 
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solutions.  All three samples had the same number of colonies of bacteria growing at 

0 h, once the beads were added there was a reduction in the number of colonies for 

each of the three samples.  However, there was a greater reduction in the number of 

colonies in the media in contact with either the Alg 3 or the Alg 5 beads compared to 

that in contact with the control Alg 1 beads.  In addition at the 4 h time period the 

number of S. aureus colonies which were in contact with the Alg 1 beads had started 

to increase and continued to grow till the last time measurement was taken at 24 h.  

This was not the case for the cultures in contact with the Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads.  

This would indicate that the silver in the Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads was having a 

biocidal effect on S. aureus.  For the Alg 3 beads, after 4 h the number of colonies 

continued to decrease until the 6 h time point was reached.  When the numbers of 

colonies were counted at 24 h a dramatic increase in the cell growth was observed, 

showing that the silver present in the beads had inhibited the growth but did not 

completely kill the bacteria present in the media.  A similar trend was observed for 

the Alg 5 beads, after 4 h there was a gradual decrease in the number of colonies 

growing.  These beads did not result in a substantial decrease in the number of 

colonies as the Alg 3 beads.  Similarly to the study using the Alg 3 beads at the 24 h 

time point the number of colonies had started to increase.  The Alg 3 and Alg 5 

beads have the ability to reduce the number of viable S. aureus cells growing in the 

media for 6 h and after this time the bacteria started to grow successfully again.  This 

shows that the silver in the beads was not completely eradicating the bacteria.  

Moreover, the calcium alginate beads were not stable in the medium used for the 

colony count assay and the beads increased in size substantially during the assay and 

had completely disintegrated at 6 h. 
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Figure 5.5: The % viability of S. aureus cells present in nutrient broth media upon 

shaking with (a) calcium alginate beads (b) PGA beads and (c) TSA beads as a 

function of time.  The tests were done using 100 beads in 10 ml of nutrient broth 
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held at a constant temperature of 37 ± 1°C.  Each bead type used is defined in the 

figure.  

 

The colony count assay on S. aureus was then performed using the PGA beads 

(PGA 1, PGA 3 and PGA 5), which are analogues to the calcium alginate beads 

discussed above.  The results are plotted in Figure 5.5(b).  Initially (t = 0 h) the 

number of colonies for the three sets of beads were the same within experimental 

error and were still similar when they were counted after 1 h of contact with each of 

the three types of beads.  The colonies in contact with the PGA 1 beads started to 

increase slightly from 0 h to 1 h, whereas the numbers of colonies in the media in 

contact with the PGA 3 and PGA 5 beads had started to decrease slightly after 1 h.  

After 2 h the numbers of colonies in the cell culture in contact with the PGA 1 beads 

were still increasing slowly, while those in contact with the PGA 3 or PGA 5 beads 

were decreasing slowly.  The number of colonies for the culture surrounding the 

PGA 1 beads increased more rapidly during the 6 h to 24 h time.  During this time 

period the bacteria had reached their exponential growth phase.  For the medium in 

contact with the PGA 3 or PGA 5 beads the number of colonies continued to 

decrease over the 3 h to 5 h time period.  At the 6 h time period the number of 

colonies started to grow slowly again for both sets of beads.  After 24 h the number 

of colonies was increasing slowly, but in comparison to the results obtained using 

the control PGA 1 beads, the PGA 3 and PGA 5 beads were exhibiting a significant 

bactericidal effect on S. aureus.  Moreover, although the PGA beads became swollen 

in the cell culture medium during the 24 h time period, they remained intact.  

The colony count assay was then carried out on S. aureus using the TSA and 

control alginate beads (TSA 1, TSA 2, TSA 3 and Alg 7) and the results are given in 

Figure 5.5(c).  At the initial reading (t = 0 h) the number of viable cells growing in 

the medium in contact with the four types of beads was similar within experimental 

error.  However, in the time period from 1 h to 5 h the number of viable cells in 

contact with the Alg 7 beads increased dramatically.  This was in sharp contrast to 

the findings for the cell culture in contact with the TSA 1 beads, which did not 

contain silver.  For these samples, the number of viable cells in the media remained 

low only increasing very slightly by the 5 h time period.  This indicates that in 
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contrast to the other two polymer supports the TSA polymer did exhibit antibacterial 

activity against S. aureus.  This finding is consistent with the results obtained for the 

plate assay on S. aureus (Section 5.2.2.2) in which a clear zone of inhibition was 

observed around the TSA 1 beads.  The TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads performed slightly 

better than the TSA 1 beads over this time period.  As the TSA 1 bead support was 

quite active against the growth of S. aureus, this would indicate that the silver was 

only having a small contributing effect.  In the time period, from 5 h to 24 h the 

number of viable cells in the media in contact with the Alg 7 beads remained 

constant, indicating that the cell growth had passed through its exponential stage and 

that growth was limited by the amount of nutrients present in the media and not the 

beads.   

In summary the results show that for all the beads which were active against 

the growth of S. aureus in this study only the bactericidal effect of the TSA 3 beads 

was sufficient to completely kill all the cells after 24 h.   

However, statistical analysis of the difference in the activity of all the silver 

containing beads compared to the control beads (Table 5.4) show that the silver 

containing beads did have a bactericidal effect on S. aureus. 
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Table 5.4: p-values for the Difference in the Bactericidal Activity against S. aureus 

of the Beads Studied compared to that of the Appropriate Control Beads  

Control bead vs.  

Bead 

p-value p-value 

summary 

Bactericidal activity of 

bead is statistically 

significantly different 

compared to that of 

appropriate control bead 

Alg 1 vs. Alg 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

Alg 1 vs. Alg 5 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

PGA 1 vs. PGA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

PGA 1 vs. PGA 5 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

Alg 7 vs. TSA 1 p < 0 .0001 *** Yes 

Alg 7 vs. TSA 2 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

Alg 7 vs. TSA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

 

Interestingly, the TSA 1 beads which contained no silver were nearly as active 

as the TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads.  This would indicate that the contact kill mechanism 

was a substantial contributor to the bactericidal activity of the beads as the 

quaternary ammonium group is covalently attached to the alginate and so would 

remain attached to the bead during this assay.  Moreover, at the 24 h time period the 

TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads were more active against the S. aureus than the Alg 3 which 

had completely disintegrated during the course of the assay releasing all their silver.  

The similar bactericidal effect of the Alg 3 compared to Alg 5 and PGA 3 compared 

to PGA 5 indicates that the oxidation state of the silver was not a significant factor in 

the activity of these beads against S. aureus.  
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5.2.3 Studies on methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) 

 

5.2.3.1 Introduction to methicillin resistant Staphyloccoccus aureus (MRSA) 

MRSA, like S. aureus, is a facultative anaerobic Gram-positive coccal 

bacterium that grows in a pattern resembling a cluster of grapes (Figure.5.6(a)).   

MRSA is any strain of S. aureus that has developed resistance to -lactam 

antibiotics.42,43  -lactam antibiotics act by causing the transpeptidases enzymes 

which are important in bacteria cell-wall formation to become inactive.  MRSA 

contains a gene, mecA,44,45 which stops β-lactam antibiotics deactivating these 

enzymes.46  The development of this resistance means that an MRSA infection is 

more difficult to treat with standard types of antibiotics than normal strains of S. 

aureus.   

MRSA is especially dangerous when it occurs in hospitals or nursing homes, 

where people may have open wounds, be undergoing invasive treatments, and/or 

have weakened immune systems.47  S. aureus infections, including MRSA, generally 

start as a red rash (Figure 5.6(b)) which can turn into abscesses that require surgical 

treatment.  In addition to causing skin infection the bacteria can infect other parts of 

the body including bones, bloodstream and lungs.48  Moreover, studies have shown 

that both the incidence of hospital associated and community associated MRSA is on 

the increase and it is now a global health concern.49  
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Figure 5.6: (a) Electron micrograph of methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus.50 

(b) Photograph of methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus infection.51 

 

5.2.3.2 Plate Assay on MRSA 

A summary of the observed zones of inhibition for the growth of MRSA using 

the calcium alginate based beads is given in Table 5.5 and is plotted in Figure 5.7.  

The control beads, Alg 1, PGA 1 and Alg 7, showed no activity in this assay 

showing that these polymer supports had no activity against the growth of MRSA.  

The results for the TSA 1 beads showed direct inhibition, indicating that when this 

polymer support was in direct contact with the bacteria no growth could occur.  The 

results in the plate assay for the other strain of S. aureus (Table 5.2) showed a zone 

of inhibition for the growth of the bacteria.  This finding would support literature 

reports that certain strains of MRSA are more resistant to the biocidal effect of 

quaternary ammonium compounds than normal strains of S. aureus.52  Direct 

inhibition of the growth of MRSA was observed for each of the beads which 

contained silver in the zero oxidation state (Alg 4, Alg 5, PGA 4 and PGA 5).  This 

effect is similar to that observed with these beads in the plate assay using the other 

strain of Staphylococcus (Table 5.2).  Previous studies on the effect of silver alginate 

dressing against MRSA and a normal strain of S. aureus found that the normal strain 

was slightly more resistant to the silver in the dressing than the MRSA.53  Zones of 

inhibition were only observed for the beads containing silver in the +1 oxidation 

state.  In contrast to the plate assay carried out on the other strain of Staphylococcus 

(Table 5.2), the size of the zone of inhibition was dependent on the amount of 
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silver(I) contained within the beads.  A larger zone of inhibition was observed for the 

bead type containing the higher amount of silver(I). 

 

Table 5.5: Results for the Plate Assay on MRSA using a Range of Bead Types 

Bead Code Silver 

Content in 

30 Beads 

(mg) 

Total area* 

(mm2) 

Zone of 

Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 8  0.5 73  14 23  14 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 110  8.7 188  20 99  20 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 3  0.5 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 5 116  15.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 7.3  0.3 95  1 16  1 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 167  22.0 113  4 31  4 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 6  0.3 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 5 176  23.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 7 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 1  0.05 - 0 Direct inhibition 

TSA 2 28  4.45 74  4 13  3 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 129  6.5 107  14 46  14 Zone of inhibition 

*ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held at 
37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.7: Zones of inhibition for the growth of MRSA measured using a plate 

assay.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using 10 beads on each plate and plates were 

held at 37  1°C.  Bead type used is defined in the figure. 

 

5.2.3.3 Well Assay on MRSA 

Results for the well assay on MRSA are presented in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.8. 

The results for the leachates from the control beads (Alg 1, PGA 1, Alg 7 and TSA 

1) against MRSA showed no inhibition.  In addition, the leachate from the beads 

(Alg 4, Alg 5, PGA 4 and PGA 5) which contained silver in the zero oxidation state 

also showed no inhibitory effect on the growth of MRSA.  Zones of inhibition were 

also not observed from the leachate for two of the sets of beads (PGA 2 and TSA 2 

beads) containing the lower amount of silver(I) ions.  Zones of inhibition were 

observed for the three sets of beads containing the higher amount of silver(I) ions 

(Alg 3, PGA 3 and TSA 3).  The leachate from the Alg 2 beads also produced a zone 

of inhibition.  It was observed for each of the three bead types, increasing the amount 

of silver(I) present in the bead resulted in an increased effect of their leachate.  For 

example,  the leachate from the Alg 2 beads gave zones of inhibition of 26 mm2 

around the wells, while that from the Alg 3 beads gave on average a zone of 

inhibition of 60 mm2 (Figure 5.8).  The higher the concentration of silver(I) ions 

leached from the beads the more effective they were at inhibiting the growth of the 

MRSA.  From the well assay it can be concluded that the silver in the +1 oxidation 
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state is the most effective at inhibiting the growth of MRSA when it is leached out of 

the beads.  In general, for the leachate which did result in a zone of inhibition, the 

sizes of the zones were similar to those observed for the analogous experiment 

carried out using the other strain of Staphylococcus (Table 5.3).  This indicates that 

in solution the activity of silver ions against MRSA and the methicillin-sensitive 

strain of S. aureus were similar. 

 

Table 5.6: Results for the Well Assay on MRSA using a Range of Bead Types 
Bead Code Mass of Silver 

Leached from 30 

Beadsa  

(mg) 

Zone of 

Inhibitionb 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 0.04  0.001 26  5 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 2.24  0.002 60  3 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 0.01  0.004 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 2.12  0.03 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 0.03  0.005 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 3.86  0.024 11  1 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 0.10  0.011 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 5 2.50  0.024 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 7 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 0.03  0.009 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 1.58  0.005 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 2.91 0.002 15  1 Zone of inhibition 
aThe leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 30  
1°C for 24 h.  

bZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.8: Zones of inhibition for the growth of MRSA from well assays using 

leachate from 30 beads held in 10 ml of deionised water at 30  1°C for 24 h.  ZOIs 

were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C.  Each bead type used is 

defined in the figure. 

 

5.2.3.4 Colony Count Assay on MRSA 

The results for the calcium alginate beads (Alg 1, Alg 3 and Alg 5) which were 

tested using this assay are given in Figure 5.9(a).  The alginate beads were added 

after the colonies were counted (0 h, Figure 5.9(a)).  For each of the cultures in 

contact with the three types of beads the number of colonies had decreased when a 

sample was taken after 1 h and again at 2 h.  However, there was a greater reduction 

in the number of colonies observed for the culture in contact with the Alg 3 and Alg 

5 beads than for the control Alg 1 beads.  This proved that the silver in the Alg 3 and 

Alg 5 beads are having a bactericidal effect on the colonies in the solution.  For the 

assay involving the Alg 1 beads the colony count stayed approximately constant 

between 2 h and 6 h, whereas for both the Alg 3 and Alg 5 bead assays a further 

reduction in the number of colonies was observed at this time period.  After 24 h the 

number of cells in contact with the control Alg 1 beads had increased substantially.  

While, after 24 h the number of colonies of MRSA in the media in contact with both 

the Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads had also started to increase (Figure 5.9(a)).  In both cases 

the number of colonies was not as high as for the control experiment but this shows 

that the bactericidal effect of the silver in the beads was starting to decrease.  The 
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bactericidal effect of the Alg 1, Alg 2 and Alg 3 beads was very similar to that 

previously observed when carrying out the colony count assay on the other stain of 

Staphyloccocus (Figure 5.5(a)).  However, it should be noted that these beads had 

disintegrated in the cell culture medium after 6 h. 
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Figure 5.9: The % viability of MRSA cells present in nutrient broth media upon 

shaking with (a) calcium alginate beads (b) PGA beads and (c) TSA beads as a 

function of time.  The tests were done using 100 beads in 10 ml of nutrient broth 

held at a constant temperature of 37 ± 1°C.  Each bead type used is defined in the 

figure. 
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The study was then repeated using three types of PGA beads and the results are 

shown in Figure 5.9(b).  Initially the numbers of colonies were the same for the three 

different sets of beads, PGA 1, PGA 3, and PGA 5, while in each case the number of 

colonies had decreased when samples were taken after 1 h.  For the assays recorded 

after 2 h there was no cell growth observed for the media in contact with the PGA 3 

and PGA 5 beads.  Whereas, a colony count which was similar to that recorded at 1 h 

was determined for the media in contact with the control PGA 1 beads.  After 3 h an 

increase in the colony count was recorded for the MRSA cells in contact with the 

PGA 1 beads and this increase continued over the 24 h of the experiment.  The 

results show that the PGA 3 and the PGA 5 beads were having a bactericidal effect 

after 3 h.  However, over an extended time period the number of colonies of MRSA 

which were in contact with either the PGA 3 or PGA 5 beads began to increase.  The 

PGA 3 beads were still exhibiting a bactericidal effect on the MRSA cells after 24 h, 

as the number of colonies were less than that which was observed for the control 

assay.  However, at 24 h the PGA 5 beads were having no effect on the growth of 

MRSA as the number of colonies recorded at this time period was the same within 

experimental error of that recorded for the control experiment.  This is in stark 

contrast to the colony count assay performed on the other strain of Staphylococcus 

(Figure 5.5(b)) in which the PGA 5 beads were observed to have a reasonable 

bactericidal effect at the 24 h time period.  

The most promising set of results were recorded for the colony count assay 

carried out using the TSA beads.  The results for this assay are given in Figure 

5.9(c).  Two control beads were used in this assay the Alg 7 and TSA 1 beads both 

of which contained no silver.  As can be observed from the plot given in Figure 

5.9(c) the quaternary ammonium group present on the TSA 1 beads did appear to 

have some inhibitory effect on the growth of the MRSA.  The number of colonies of 

MRSA which were in contact with the Alg 7 beads steadily increased over the 24 h 

time period.  Whereas, for the experiment using the TSA 1 beads the number of 

colonies remained fairly constant over the first 4 h, and then there was a small 

increase during the 5 h to 6 h time period, followed by a drop at the 24 h time period.  

When these beads were tested against the other strain of S. aureus a more significant 

bactericidal effect was observed which is consistent with the literature reports that 

MRSA strains can be more resistant to the action of quaternary ammonium 
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compounds than normal S. aureus strains.52  When the experiment was repeated for 

the TSA beads which contained silver(I) ions, (TSA 2 and TSA 3), it would appear 

that the silver(I) was having an additional effect.  A very low colony count reading 

was recorded after 24 h for MRSA which was in contact with the both TSA 3 and 

TSA 2 beads.  The latter contained the lower amount of silver.   

A summary of the p-values for the activity of the different beads compared to 

control beads is given in Table 5.7.  It can be seen that all the silver-containing beads 

and the TSA 1 have a significant increase in their bactericidal effect compared to the 

control beads.  However, by considering all the data presented in Figure 5.9 it would 

appear that the best sets of beads with respect to killing MRSA in the colony count 

assay were the TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads.  In fact, the TSA 2 beads were more active 

than the Alg 3 and PGA 3 beads which contained a substantially higher amount of 

silver.  This indicates that in this assay both the silver and the quaternary ammonium 

groups in the TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads were exhibiting a bactericidal effect towards 

MRSA.  In addition it is likely that the contact kill was having the more significant 

bactericidal effect on the MRSA, as the TSA beads which remained intact 

throughout the course of the assay were having a larger effect than the Alg 3 and Alg 

5 beads which disintegrated releasing all the silver. 

 

Table 5.7: p-values for the Difference in the Bactericidal Activity against MRSA of 

the Beads Studied compared to that of the Appropriate Control Beads 

Control bead vs 

Bead 

p-value p-value 

summary 

Bactericidal activity of 

bead is statistically 

significantly different 

compared to that of 

appropriate control bead 

Alg 1 vs. Alg 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
Alg 1 vs. Alg 5 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

PGA 1 vs. PGA 3 P < 0.0001 *** Yes 
PGA 1 vs. PGA 5 p = 0.0035 ** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 1 p < 0 .0001 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 2 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
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5.2.4 Studies on Escherichia coli  

 

5.2.4.1 Introduction to Escherichia coli 

Escherichia coli are a Gram-negative,54 facultative anaerobic,55 rod-shaped 

bacteria (Figure 5.10) that exist either singly or in pairs.56,57  The cells are typically 

about 2.0 μm long and 0.5 μm in diameter.  Depending on the environmental 

conditions E. coli can form thin hair-like structures, called flagella,58 which allow the 

bacteria to move and to attach to human cells. 

 

 
Figure 5.10: Electron micrograph of Escherichia coli.59  

 

There are many strains of E. coli which are commonly found in the lower 

intestine of warm-blooded organisms.7,55  Most E. coli strains are harmless,60,61 and 

these strains are part of the normal flora of the lower intestine.  Their presence can 

benefit the hosts by producing vitamin K2 and by preventing pathogenic bacteria 

from growing within the intestine.  However, these non-pathogenic E. coli can result 

in disease if they move outside of the intestine,7 for example, if they move into the 

urinary tract, they can result in bladder or kidney infections.62  E. coli is a frequent 

cause of many common bacterial infections, such as  cholecystitis,63 bacteremia,64 

neonatal meningitis65 and pneumonia.66,67  Pathogenic E. coli strains (enterovirulent 

E. coli strains) which can be found in the intestine as a result of eating contaminated 

food can produce toxins,61  which can result in symptoms such as diarrhea, 54,60 and 

intestinal inflammation.60  
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5.2.4.2 Plate Assay on E. coli 

It was expected that the E. coli would be less tolerant of the presence of silver 

than the strains of S. aureus as studies have shown that Gram-negative bacteria are 

generally more susceptible to the effect of silver than Gram-positive bacteria.26  

However, as the results for the plate assays carried out on E. coli summarised in 

Table 5.8 and Figure 5.11 show, in general that the results are very similar to those 

recorded for the previously mentioned Staphylococcus bacteria.  The control beads, 

Alg 1, PGA 1 and Alg 7, had no inhibitory effect on the growth of E. coli, while the 

TSA 1 control beads did show direct inhibition.  It would be expected that the TSA 1 

beads would be less active against E. coli than against S. aureus (Table 5.2), as it is 

known that generally Gram-negative bacteria are more resistant to quaternary 

ammonium groups.68  The beads that contained silver in the zero oxidation state, 

(Alg 4, Alg 5, PGA 4 and PGA 5) all showed direct inhibition.  Zones of inhibition 

against the growth of E. coli were only recorded for beads which contained silver in 

the +1 oxidation state.  The largest zone of inhibition was recorded for the TSA 3 

beads of 84  13 mm2.  This indicates that there was a clear additive effect on the 

inhibition of the growth of E. coli upon the addition of silver(I) to the TSA beads.  

Overall the presence of silver in the polymer beads had a similar inhibitory effect on 

the growth of both S. aureus (Table 5.2) and E. coli.  This is consistent with the 

study carried out by Ma et al. who found no difference in the bacteriostatic effect of 

silver(I) impregnated chitosan–nylon-6 blended membranes against these two 

bacteria.36   
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Table 5.8: Results for the Plate Assay on E. coli using a Range of Bead Types 

Bead Code Silver Content 

in 30 Beads 

(mg) 

 

Total 

area* 

(mm2) 

Zone of 

Inhibition* 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 8  0.5 134  7 31  7 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 110  8.7 107  5 39  5 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 3  0.5 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 5 116  15.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 7.3  0.3 121  3 21 ± 3 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 167  22.0 118  6 23  6 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 6  0.3 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 5 176  23.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 7 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 1  0.05 64  5 0 Direct inhibition 

TSA 2 28  4.45 87  3 23  3 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 129  6.5 146  13 84  13 Zone of inhibition 

*ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held at 

37  1°C 
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Figure 5.11: Zones of inhibition for the growth of E. coli measured using a plate 

assay.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using 10 beads on each plate and plates were 

held at 37  1°C.  Bead type used is defined in the figure. 

 

5.2.4.3 Well Assay on E. coli 

Similar trends were observed in the well assays carried out on E. coli to those 

carried out in the preceding sections on the Staphyloccoccus bacteria.  The results are 

summarised in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.12.  Zones of inhibition were only observed 

for the leachate from the beads which contained silver in the +1 oxidation state.  This 

clearly shows that even though the beads which contain the reduced silver did 

release silver into the leachate, it was not in a form which was active against E. coli. 
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Table 5.9: Results for the Well Assay on E. coli using a Range of Bead Types 

Bead Code Silver leached 

from 30 Beadsa  

(mg) 

Zone of 

Inhibitionb 

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 0.04  0.001 33   5 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 2.24  0.002 117  17 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 0.01  0.004 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 2.12  0.03 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 0.03  0.005 5  2 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 3.86  0.024 19  3 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 0.10  0.011 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 5 2.50  0.024 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 7 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 0.03  0.009 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 1.58  0.005 9  1 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 2.91 0.002 23  3 Zone of inhibition 
aThe leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 30  
1°C for 24 h. 

bZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.12: Zones of inhibition for the growth of E. coli from well assays using 

leachate from 30 beads held in 10 ml of deionised water at 30  1°C for 24 h.  ZOIs 

were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C.  Bead type used is defined 

in the figure. 

 

5.2.4.4 Colony Count Assay for E. coli 

A colony count assay on E. coli was carried out using the different bead types.  

The results of this assay using the calcium alginate beads are given in Figure 5.13(a).  

At the start of the experiment (0 h) the number of colonies in the medium in contact 

with each of the three types of beads was the same within experimental error.  

However, by the 3 h time period it was clear that the Alg 1 beads were having no 

bactericidal effect with a large increase in the number of viable colonies measured.  

Moreover, the number of E. coli colonies in the medium in contact with the Alg 1 

beads continued to increase over the 24 h time period measured.  Over the 1 h to 5 h 

time period it would appear that the Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads were having a similar but 

mild bactericidal effect on the E. coli.  For both cases the number of viable cells was 

increasing but at a slower rate than for the control (Alg 1) experiment.  However, for 

both Alg 3 and Alg 5 at the 6 h time mark the number of colonies had decreased 

significantly and remained low when the cultures were sampled after 24 h.  This 

sharp decrease in the number of viable cells coincided with the time at which the 

calcium alginate beads burst in the medium releasing all their silver. 
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The results for the PGA beads given in Figure 5.13(b) correspond well with 

those previously observed for the colony count assay on the MRSA beads.  For the 

cell culture in contact with the control PGA 1 beads there was a slow increase in the 

number of viable cells over the first 5 h, and then a faster increase in the 6 h to 24 h 

time period.  In contrast for the PGA 3 and PGA 5 beads the colony count remained 

low over the first 5 h of the experiment.  At the 6 h and 24 h time periods the number 

of viable cells for the media in contact with both set of beads had increased but a 

more significant increase was observed for that in contact with the PGA 5 beads.  

This indicates that the silver(0)-containing beads (PGA 5) had a lower bactericidal 

effect on E. coli than the silver(I)-containing beads (PGA 3). 

A summary of the results for the colony count assay on E. coli using the TSA 

and control calcium alginate bead (Alg 7) are given in Figure 5.13(c).  Again the 

results for this assay compare well with those carried out on the Gram-positive 

bacteria, MRSA, (Figure 5.9(c)).  As expected the control Alg 7 beads exhibited no 

bactericidal effect on the E. coli and the number of viable cells increased rapidly and 

had passed through its exponential phase during the 6 h to 24 h time period.  In 

comparison the TSA 1 beads, which did not contain silver, showed a mild 

bactericidal effect which is consistent with the known general higher resistance of 

Gram-negative bacteria towards quaternary ammonium groups.68  The number of 

viable cells in the colony stayed low for the first 5 h of the experiment followed by a 

small increase in the number between the 5 h to 24 h time period.  When silver(I) 

was added to the beads the bactericidal effect was enhanced.  For the culture in 

contact with the TSA 2 beads the number of viable E. coli cells remained very low 

over the 24 h of the experiment.  While for the TSA 3 beads the effect was even 

more pronounced with near complete eradication of E. coli when the culture was 

sampled after 24 h.  As previously observed for MRSA the quaternary ammonium 

groups and the silver(I) ions had a significant additive bactericidal effect with the 

TSA 2 beads having a greater effect than the PGA 3 beads which contained more 

silver.  This again indicates that the contact kill mechanism must be an important 

contribution to observed activity of the TSA beads. 

The p-values for the statistical significance of the activity of different bead 

types in the colony count assay on E. coli compared to that of the control beads are 
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given in Table 5.10.  The values show that all the silver containing beads and the 

TSA 1 beads were significantly more active than the control beads.  
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Figure 5.13: The % viability of E. coli cells present in nutrient broth media upon 

shaking with (a) calcium alginate beads (b) PGA beads and (c) TSA beads as a 

function of time.  The tests were done using 100 beads in 10 ml of nutrient broth 

held at a constant temperature of 37 ± 1°C.  Each bead type used is defined in the 

figure. 
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Table 5.10: p-values for the Difference in the Bactericidal Activity against E. coli of 

the Beads Studied compared to that of the Appropriate Control Beads 

Control bead vs.  

Bead 

p-value p-value 

summary 

Bactericidal activity of 

bead is statistically 

significantly different 

compared to that of 

appropriate control bead 

Alg 1 vs. Alg 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
Alg 1 vs. Alg 5 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

PGA 1 vs. PGA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
PGA 1 vs. PGA 5 p = 0.0009 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 1 p < 0 .0001 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 2 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

 

5.2.5 Studies on Pseudonomas aeruginosa (27853 and 10145) 

 

5.2.5.1 Introduction to Pseudonomas aeruginosa (27853 and 10145) 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a Gram-negative,69-71 rod-shaped bacterium 

measuring 0.5 to 0.8 µm by 1.5 to 3.0 µm (Figure 5.14), belonging to the family 

Pseudomonadaceae.  It is an obligate aerobic microbe meaning that it requires 

oxygen to survive.72   However, it can survive in conditions with little or no 

oxygen.73  Almost all strains are able to move using a single polar flagellum.  The 

typical Pseudomonas bacterium is found in a biofilm attached to a surface,74,75 

alternatively it can take up a planktonic form, in which it is mobile.2  P. aeruginosa 

is a common microbe in both soil and water.69  A number of strains of P. aeruginosa 

can grow under quite harsh conditions as they can survive with little nutrition,41 

some are able to grow at temperatures as high as 42°C,76 while others show 

resistance to heavy metals and a number of antibiotics.77  
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Figure 5.14: Gram-stained Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria (pink-red rods)72 

 

In common with S. aureus and E. coli, P. aeruginosa is classified as an 

opportunistic pathogen75 in that it rarely causes disease in a healthy persons.74  

However, if the barrier to infection is broken, such as by a wound to the skin, or if 

the person is suffering from immune deficiency, infection can occur.  P. aeruginosa 

typically infects the pulmonary tract,69 urinary tract,78 burns,79, 80 and the blood 

system.81  P. aeruginosa causes severe and potentially fatal infections in 

immunocompromised individuals75 and individuals with cystic fibrosis69,79 or 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.82  When P. aeruginosa infects the lungs of 

patients with cystic fibrosis its ability to adapt to microaerobic or anaerobic 

environments comes into play, as thick layers of lung mucus and alginate formed by 

the bacterium will surround the bacterial cells limiting the diffusion of oxygen.  

 

5.2.5.2 Plate Assay on P.aeruginosa (27853 and 10145) 

The results on using P. aeruginosa (27853) in the plate assay experiment are 

summarised in Table 5.11 and Figure 5.15, while those for P. aeruginosa (10145) 

are summarised in Table 5.12 and Figure 5.16.  As had previously been observed in 

the plate assay in the preceding sections on the two strains of S. aureus and E. coli 

bacteria the control polymer support beads Alg 1, PGA 1, and Alg 7 showed no 

inhibitory effect on the either of the two strains of P. aeruginosa.  For both P. 

aeruginosa, (27853) and (10145), the Alg 4 and Alg 5 beads which contained silver 

in the zero oxidation state resulted in direct inhibition of the bacteria beneath the 

beads.  Moreover, the zone of inhibition determined for the Alg 2, Alg 3, PGA 2 and 
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PGA 3 beads, which all contained silver(I), were all in a similar range of 

approximately 20 to 30 mm2 for both bacteria.  Differences in the activity of the 

beads against the growth of the two strains of P. aeruginosa were shown by the PGA 

4 and PGA 5 beads.  These beads showed quite large zones of inhibition in the 

region of 50 to 90 mm2 against the growth of P. aeruginosa (27853), while they only 

resulted in direct inhibition beneath the beads for P. aeruginosa (10145).  The 

former case is the first example we have observed of the silver(0) containing beads 

resulting in a zone of inhibition against the growth of a bacteria in the plate assays 

carried out in this project.  The TSA beads exhibited further differences in their 

activity between the two strains of P. aeruginosa.  Interestingly, the TSA 1 beads 

showed only direct inhibition against the growth of P. aeruginosa (27853), whereas 

a significant zone of inhibition of 35  12 mm2 was determined for the growth of P. 

aeruginosa (10145).  This indicates that the quaternary ammonium group on the 

TSA had a significant bacteriostatic effect on the growth of P. aeruginosa (10145).  

This finding was consistent with that recorded for the TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads.  The 

TSA 2 beads exhibited a similar behavior to the TSA 1 beads for both strains of P. 

aeruginosa indicating that the added silver(I), in the amount present in these beads 

was having little to no added bacteriostatic effect.  For the TSA 3 beads which 

contained a greater amount of silver(I) a zone of inhibition of 20  4 mm2 was 

recorded for the P. aeruginosa (27853), while one of 106  16 mm2 was recorded for 

P. aeruginosa (10145).  This shows that the silver(I) in these beads was having a 

combined effect with the TSA support on inhibiting the growth of the two strains of 

bacteria and that this combined effect was very active against the growth of P. 

aeruginosa (10145). 
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Table 5.11: Results for the Plate Assay on P. aeruginosa (27853) using a Range of 

Bead Types 

Bead code Silver 

Content in 

30 Beads 

(mg) 

 

Total 

area* 

(mm2) 

Zone of 

Inhibition*  

(mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 8  0.5 126  4 23  4 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 110  8.7 121  9 30  9 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 3  0.5 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 5 116  15.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 1 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 7.3  0.3 95  1 16  1 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 167  22.0 100  4 19  4 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 6  0.3 141  12 63  12 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 5 176  23.9 157  24 78  24 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 7 0 - 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 1  0.05 - 0 Direct inhibition 

TSA 2 28  4.45 - 0 Direct inhibition 

TSA 3 129  6.5 82  4 20  4 Zone of inhibition 

*ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held at 
37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.15: Zones of inhibition for the growth of P. aeruginosa (27853) measured 

using a plate assay.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using 10 beads on each plate and 

plates were held at 37  1°C.  Bead type used is defined in the figure. 
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Table 5.12: Results for the Plate Assay on P. aeruginosa (10145) using a Range of 

Bead Types 

Bead Code Silver 

Content in 

30 Beads 

(mg) 

 

Total area* 

(mm2) 

Zone of 

Inhibition

* (mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 8  0.5 100  3 17  3 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 110  8.7 95  3 21  3 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 3  0.5 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 5 116  15.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 1 0 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 7.3  0.3 112  5 24  5 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 167  22.0 104  5.2 26  5 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 6  0.3 - 0 Direct inhibition 

PGA 5 176  23.9 - 0 Direct inhibition 

Alg 7 0 64  9 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 1  0.05 102  12 35  12 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 28  4.45 120  12 56  12 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 129  6.5 152  16 106  16 Zone of inhibition 

*ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using ten beads on each plate and plates were held at 
37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.16: Zones of inhibition for the growth of P. aeruginosa (10145) measured 

using a plate assay.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h using 10 beads on each plate and 

plates were held at 37  1°C.  Bead type used is defined in the figure. 

 

5.2.5.3 Well Assay on P. aeruginosa (27853 and 10145) 

The well assay experiment was then carried out on the two strains of P. 

aeruginosa and the results are given in in Table 5.13 and Figure 5.17 for strain 

27853 and in Table 5.14 and Figure 5.18 for strain 10145.  Surprisingly, given the 

significant effect that the PGA beads containing silver(0) (PGA 4 and PGA 5) had 

against the growth of P. aeruginosa (27853) in the plate assay no effect was 

observed for the well assay using the leachate obtained from these beads.  For strain 

27853 only leachate from beads containing silver in the +1 oxidation state resulted in 

a zone of inhibition, and for each type of bead this zone was small for the bead type 

that contained the lower amount of silver.  For example, the zone of inhibition 

determined for P. aeruginosa (27853) was 43  4 mm2 using the leachate derived 

from the PGA 3 beads, but only 11  2 mm2 for the leachate derived from the PGA 2 

beads.  The results for the well assay using the 10145 strain are also in contrast to the 

plate assay results outlined above.  For the plate assay on the 10145 strain the TSA 

beads were the most active, whereas the leachate from these beads showed little to 

no activity against the strain.  This suggests that most of their activity in the plate 

assay experiment derived from the quaternary ammonium groups on the polymer 
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support as these will not be leached into the water.  From the well assay experiments 

given in Table 5.13 it can be deduced that the leachate from the calcium alginate 

beads was the most active against the growth of P. aeruginosa (10145) and even the 

leachate from the Alg 4 and Alg 5 beads which contained silver in the zero oxidation 

state resulted in a zone of inhibition.  This is the first example of leachate from beads 

containing silver(0) having an inhibitory effect on the growth of bacteria in our 

studies.   

 

Table 5.13: Results for the Well Assay on P. aeruginosa (27853) using a Range of 

Bead Types 

Bead Code Mass of Silver 

leached from 30 

Beadsa  

(mg) 

Zone of 

Inhibition 

 (mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 0.04  0.001 18  4 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 2.24  0.002 73  5 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 0.01  0.004 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 2.12  0.03 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 0.03  0.005 11  2 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 3.86  0.024 43  4 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 0.10  0.011 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 5 2.50  0.024 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 7 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 0.03  0.009 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 1.58  0.005 3  1 Zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 2.91 0.002 28  2 Zone of inhibition 
a The leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 30 
 1°C for 24 h.  

bZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.17: Zones of inhibition for the growth of P. aeruginosa (27853) from well 

assays using leachate from 30 beads held in 10 ml of deionised water at 30  1°C for 

24 h.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C.  Bead types 

used are defined in the figure. 
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Table 5.14: Results for the Well Assay on P. aeruginosa (10145) using a Range of 

Bead Types 

Bead Code Mass of Silver 

leached from 30 

Beadsa 

(mg) 

Zone of 

Inhibitionb (mm2) 

Description 

Alg 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 2 0.04  0.001 32  3 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 3 2.24  0.002 50  4 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 4 0.01  0.004 21  6 Zone of inhibition 

Alg 5 2.12  0.03 25  6 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 1 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 2 0.03  0.005 7.6  1 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 3 3.86  0.024 65  7 Zone of inhibition 

PGA 4 0.10  0.011 0 No zone of inhibition 

PGA 5 2.50  0.024 0 No zone of inhibition 

Alg 7 0 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 1 0.03  0.009 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 2 1.58  0.005 0 No zone of inhibition 

TSA 3 2.91 0.002 15  1 Zone of inhibition 
a The leachate was extracted from 30 beads into 10 ml of deionised water held at 30 
 1°C for 24 h.  

bZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C. 
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Figure 5.18: Zones of inhibition for the growth of P. aeruginosa (10145) from well 

assays using leachate from 30 beads held in 10 ml of deionised water at 30  1°C for 

24 h.  ZOIs were recorded after 24 h and plates were held at 37  1°C.  Bead types 

used are defined in the figure. 

 

5.2.5.4 Colony Count Assay on P. aeruginosa (27853 and 10145) 

Summaries of the results obtained for the colony count assays using P. 

aeruginosa (27853) and (10145) are given in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, 

respectively.  For both strains of bacteria the control beads, Alg 1, PGA 1, and Alg 7, 

showed no bactericidal activity and the bacteria had surpassed the exponential phase 

of growth at the 24 h time period.  The study on P. aeruginosa (27853) using the Alg 

3 and Alg 5 beads showed that, as illustrated in Figure 5.19(a), during the early time 

period (0 h to 2 h) for Alg 3 and (0 h to 1 h) for Alg 5 there was a decrease in the 

number of viable cells growing in the medium.  However, for the time period 3 h to 

5 h (Alg 3) and 2 h to 5 h (Alg 5) the number of viable cells increased before 

significantly decreasing at the 6 h time period and stayed at this number (Alg 3) or 

decreased further (Alg 5) when the cultures were sampled after 24 h.  This sharp 

decrease in cell number coincided with time at which the beads burst releasing all the 

silver into the surrounding medium. 

In contrast to the results for the calcium alginate beads outlined above the 

activity of the PGA 3 and PGA 5 beads were quite different against the two strains of 

P. aeruginosa.  Both the PGA 3 and PGA 5 beads were able to maintain the number 
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of viable cells of P. aeruginosa (27853) at a very low level at each of the sample 

times over the 24 h time period (Figure 5.19(b)).  Whereas, for P. aeruginosa 

(10145), the number of viable cells for the media in contact with the PGA 3 or PGA 

5 beads remained low for the first 5 h.  A significant increase in the number of viable 

cells was then recorded for the assays involving both sets of beads at the 6 h time 

period and this number increased when the culture was sampled after 24 h.  When 

these findings are compared with the results for the plate assay on these bacteria 

using the PGA 3 and PGA 5 beads (Table 5.8) it can be seen that the PGA 5 beads 

also displayed a significant bacteriostatic effect on the growth of P. aeruginosa 

(27853) resulting in a significant ZOI of 78  24 mm2.  In contrast, only direct 

inhibition beneath the beads was observed for P. aeruginosa (10145).  

When the colony count assay was carried out on the two strains of P. 

aeruginosa using the TSA beads it was determined that the TSA 1 beads had a very 

mild bactericidal effect on the P. aeruginosa (10145), but essentially no effect on the 

P. aeruginosa (27853) (Figure 5.20(c) and Figure 5.19(c)) respectively.  This 

corresponds with the reported lower activity of quaternary ammonium groups 

towards Gram-negative bacteria.68  Of the five types of bacteria studied the 

quaternary ammonium groups on the TSA beads showed the least bactericidal effect 

against the two strains of P. aeruginosa.  However, as observed for the other types of 

bacteria studied upon adding silver(I) to the TSA beads a significant bactericidal 

effect occurs.  The TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads both showed very good activity towards 

killing the two strains of P. aeruginosa.  Moreover, for each strain of Pseudomonas 

even though the TSA 2 beads contained less silver than the TSA 3 beads their 

activity was about the same.  

The results for the statistical analysis of the colony count data on the two 

strains of P. aeruginosa are given in Tables 5.15 and 5.16  As can be seen from the 

p-values presented all the silver-containing beads are displaying a significantly 

higher level of bactericidal activity compared to the control beads.  In contrast, the 

beads containing the quaternary ammonium groups did not have a significantly 

different level of activity against the two strains compared to the control bead.  
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Figure 5.19: The % viability of P. aeruginosa (27853) cells present in nutrient broth 

media upon shaking with (a) calcium alginate beads (b) PGA beads and (c) TSA 

beads as a function of time.  The tests were done using 100 beads in 10 ml of 

nutrient broth held at a constant temperature of 37 ± 1°C.  Each bead type used is 

defined in the figure. 
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Figure 5.20: The % viability of P. aeruginosa (10145) cells present in nutrient broth 

media upon shaking with (a) calcium alginate beads (b) PGA beads and (c) TSA 

beads as a function of time.  The tests were done using 100 beads in 10 ml of 

nutrient broth held at a constant temperature of 37 ± 1°C.  Each bead type used is 

defined in the figure. 
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Table 5.15: p-values for the Difference in the Bactericidal Activity against P. 

aeruginosa (27853) of the Beads Studied compared to that of the Appropriate 

Control Beads  

Control bead vs.  

Bead 

p-value p-value 

summary 

Bactericidal activity of 

bead is statistically 

significantly different 

compared to that of 

appropriate control bead 

Alg 1 vs. Alg 3 p = 0.0006 *** Yes 
Alg 1 vs. Alg 5 p = 0.0053 ** Yes 

PGA 1 vs. PGA 3 p = 0.0012 ** Yes 
PGA 1 vs. PGA 5 p = 0.0010 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 1 p = 0.7052  No 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 2 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 

 

Table 5.16: p-values for the Difference in the Bactericidal Activity against P. 

aeruginosa (10145) of the Beads Studied compared to that of the Appropriate 

Control Beads  

Control bead vs.  

Bead 

p-value p-value 

summary 

Bactericidal activity of 

bead is statistically 

significantly different 

compared to that of 

appropriate control bead 

Alg 1 vs. Alg 3 p = 0.0002 *** Yes 
Alg 1 vs. Alg 5 p = 0.0003 *** Yes 

PGA 1 vs. PGA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
PGA 1 vs. PGA 5 p = 0.7459  No 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 1 p = 0.6231  No 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 2 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
Alg 7 vs. TSA 3 p < 0.0001 *** Yes 
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5.3 Conclusions 

 

5.3.1 Comparison of the Plate Assay Data 

(a) Gram-positive bacteria (S. aureus, MRSA) 

For the polymer supports studied only the TSA beads which contained 

quaternary ammonium groups showed a bacteriostatic effect on the growth of the 

two bacteria.  All the beads which contain silver(0) resulted in direct inhibition of the 

growth of the bacteria beneath the surface of the beads.  Zones of inhibition were 

observed for both bacteria, for each of the bead types, which contained silver in the 

+1 oxidation state.  A summary of the zones of inhibition observed for the two 

bacteria using the Alg 3, PGA 3 and TSA 3 beads is given in Table 5.17.  As can be 

observed in Table 5.17, the Alg 3 and the TSA 3 beads showed the higher activity, 

while the PGA 3 beads were the poorest performing beads against the two bacteria.  

An interesting observation from the studies on the beads containing silver in the +1 

oxidation state was that for S. aureus, the calcium alginate and PGA beads often 

displayed no difference in the size of the zone of inhibition formed for beads 

containing different amounts of silver.  In contrast, a bigger zone of inhibition of 

MRSA growth was observed for the beads which contained the larger amount of 

silver.  A summary of these finding is given in Table 5.18.  This finding was 

surprising as generally literature reports have shown that there is little difference in 

resistance of Methicillin-sensitive S. aureus and MRSA strains towards silver.53  In 

contrast, for the TSA beads there was an increase in size of the zone of inhibition for 

both bacteria going from the TSA 2 to the TSA 3 beads. 

 

Table 5.17: Summary of the Zones of Inhibition Produced by the Alg 3, PGA 3 and 

TSA 3 Beads in the Plate Assay on Gram-Positive Bacteria 

 Alg 3 PGA 3 TSA 3 

S. aureus 

ZOI 
21  8 mm2 28  6 mm2 76  10 mm2 

MRSA 

ZOI  
99  20 mm2 31  4 mm2 46  14 mm2 
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Table 5.18: Comparison of the Size of the Zone of Inhibition Produced by Alg 2, 

Alg 3, PGA 2 and PGA 3 Beads towards Gram-Positive Bacteria 

 Alg 2, Alg 3 PGA 2, PGA 3 
S. aureus 

ZOI 
Similar ZOI Similar ZOI 

MRSA 

ZOI 
Bigger for 

Alg 3 
Bigger for 

PGA 3 
 

(b) Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli, P. aeruginosa (27853) and (10145)) 

The polymer support which contained quaternary ammonium groups was the 

only support which exhibited a bacteriostatic effect on the bacteria.  For E. coli and 

the P. aeruginosa (10145) strain, the beads which contained silver in the zero 

oxidation state resulted in direct inhibition of the bacteria growth beneath the beads.  

In contrast, for the P. aeruginosa (27853) strain the PGA beads containing silver(0) 

resulted in large zones of inhibition, while the analogous Alg beads did not.  This 

was a highly surprising result and was probably related to the silver particle size with 

that batch of beads.  As stated in Chapter 4 the method that was employed to reduce 

the silver ions to silver(0) was quite uncontrolled and resulted in a wide range of 

particle sizes, some of which lay outside the nanodomain.  Studies have shown that 

the bactericidal effects of silver(0) nanoparticles are dependent on particle size and 

shape83-85 and it is likely that a higher quantity of smaller particles (in the region of 

10 -100 nm) were present in the batch of PGA beads.  As for the Gram-negative 

bacteria, in general, the beads containing silver(I) showed the broadest range of 

antibacterial activity.  The results for the Alg 3, PGA 3 and TSA 3 beads are given in 

Table 5.19.  For E. coli and P. aeruginosa (27853) a larger zone of inhibition was 

produced by the TSA 3 beads compared to their Alg 3 and PGA 3 analogues.  In 

contrast, the zone of inhibition of P. aeruginosa (10145) was broadly similar across 

the three bead types.  This indicates that the quaternary ammonium group was only 

having a mild bacteriostatic additional effect against strain 10145.  As previously 

observed for S. aureus it would appear that the amount of silver(I) present in the Alg 

and PGA beads does not influence their bacteriostatic effect, but this is not the case 

for the TSA beads.  Table 5.20 gives a summary of these observations. 
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Table 5.19: Summary of the Zones of Inhibition Produced by the Alg 3, PGA 3 and 

TSA 3 Beads in the Plate Assay on Gram-Negative Bacteria 

 Alg 3 PGA 3 TSA 3 

E. coli 

ZOI 
39  5 mm2 23  6 mm2 84  13 mm2 

P. aeruginosa 

(10145) 

ZOI 

21  3 mm2 26  5 mm2 106  16 mm2 

P. aeruginosa 

(27853) 

ZOI 

30  9 mm2 19  4 mm2 20  4 mm2 

 

Table 5.20: Comparison of the Size of the Zone of Inhibition Produced by Alg 2, 

Alg 3, PGA 2, PGA 3, TSA 2, and TSA 3 Beads towards Gram-Negative Bacteria 

 Alg 2, Alg 3 PGA 2, PGA 3 TSA 2, TSA 3 

E. coli Similar ZOI Similar ZOI 
ZOI for TSA 3 is 

bigger 

P. aeruginosa (27853) Similar ZOI Similar ZOI 
ZOI for TSA 3 is 

bigger 

P. aeruginosa(10145) Similar ZOI Similar ZOI 
ZOI for TSA 3 is 

bigger 

 

Taking all the results into consideration the TSA 3 beads would be the best choice 

for a bead which exhibited a bacteriostatic effect against both Gram-positive and 

Gram negative bacteria. 

 

5.3.2 Comparison of the Well Assay Data 

(a) Gram-positive bacteria (S. aureus, MRSA) 

For the Gram-positive bacteria only leachate from beads that contained silver 

in the +1 oxidation state resulted in a zone of inhibition.  For the two bacteria studied 

there is a clear correlation between the amount of silver ions present in the bead and 
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the size of the zone of inhibition formed by its leachate.  MRSA did not form a zone 

of inhibition around the leachate from silver(I) containing beads, PGA 2 and TSA 2.  

This correlates well with the plate assay for these bacteria which showed a smaller 

zone of inhibition when Alg 2 and PGA 2 beads were placed on the plate compared 

to the Alg 3 and PGA 3 analogues.  This indicates that the MRSA was more tolerant 

to silver(I) ions than the other strain of S. aureus.  No zone of inhibition was 

observed for the two bacteria studied when the leachate from beads containing 

silver(0) was used.  Studies reported in Chapter 4 had shown that the beads which 

contained the reduced silver also released silver into the leachate.  However, it is 

known that the particle size of metallic silver is important in relation to its 

antimicrobial activity84 and it would appear that the silver(0) particles released into 

the leachate were too big to have any bacteriostatic effect on the Gram positive 

bacteria studied.  

 

(b) Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli, P. aeruginosa (27853) and (10145)) 

The leachate from all the silver(I) beads caused a zone of inhibition against the 

growth of the three bacteria, the only exception being the leachate from TSA 2 when 

used on P. aeruginosa (10145).  As for the Gram-positive bacteria the zone was 

always bigger for the leachate from the beads containing the higher concentration of 

silver(I).  In general, the leachate from the silver(0) containing beads did not result in 

a zone of inhibition for either of the bacteria.  The only exception to this was the 

leachate from the Alg 4 and Alg 5 beads which did show a zone of inhibition against 

P. aeruginosa (10145).  As the activity of silver(0) is known to be particle size 

dependent83,85,86 and as there was a distribution of particles sizes within the beads it 

may be that in this case smaller particles were released. 

 

Overall for the five strains of bacteria studied the silver(0) particles had a 

lower bacteriostatic effect than the silver ions and that the bacteriostatic effect of the 

silver(0) is dependent on the particle size of silver(0) released from the beads.   
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5.3.3 Comparison of the Colony Count Data 

(a) Gram-positive bacteria (S. aureus, MRSA) 

For each of the two types of Gram-positive bacteria the Alg 3 beads exhibited 

a similar bactericidal effect to their Alg 5 analogues.  This indicates that whether the 

silver was originally in the +1 or 0 oxidation state was not particularly important in 

this assay.  However, the calcium alginate beads were not stable in the cell culture 

medium, and they increased in size significantly during the assay and finally burst 

after about 6 h.  The PGA beads remained intact during the 24 h of this assay; again 

it would appear that both the silver(I) and the silver(0) containing beads exhibited a 

bactericidal effect.  However, it would appear that the beads containing silver(I) 

were generally more active, as they showed increased activity compared to their 

silver(0) analogues against MRSA after 24 h of contact.  While, the activity of the 

two sets of beads was similar against S. aureus over the 24 h of the assay.  The 

polymer support of the TSA beads showed a bactericidal effect against the two 

bacteria, although this effect was less pronounced for MRSA.  For the studies on 

MRSA this effect was clearly enhanced by the addition of silver(I) to the beads.  

Moreover, there was no real difference in activity of the TSA 2 or TSA 3 even 

though they contained different amounts of silver(I) ions.  There was only a very 

small increase in the level of activity against S. aureus for the TSA beads which 

contained silver and those which did not contain silver.  However, this may arise as 

the polymer had such a good bactericidal effect against S. aureus that little 

improvement could be achieved by adding silver(I) to the beads.  

 

(b) Gram negative bacteria (E. coli, P. aeruginosa (27853) and (10145)) 

As for the Gram-positive bacteria the Alg 3 and Alg 5 beads exhibited a 

similar bactericidal effect against all three bacteria.  However, the beads had 

disintegrated after 6 h in the media releasing all their contents.  Both the PGA 3 and 

PGA 5 beads showed a bactericidal effect against P. aeruginosa (27853) over the 24 

h of the assay.  Whereas their effect against E. coli and P. aeruginosa (10145) only 

lasted over 5 h and an increase in the number of viable cells was observed in the 

samples taken at 6 h and 24 h.  Moreover, the increase was more substantial for the 

cell culture in contact with the PGA 5 beads indicating that the silver(0) was having 
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a lower bactericidal effect.  For the TSA beads the polymer support only had a mild 

bactericidal effect against the two strains of Pseudomonas, while it showed a more 

significant effect against E. coli.  Both the TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads had a significant 

bactericidal effect against the two Gram-negative bacteria studied over the 24 h 

assay.  These observations are consistent with a recent study on the action of the 

well-known quaternary ammonium disinfectant benzalkonium chloride which 

showed a similar level of activity against E. coli and S. aureus but a lower level of 

activity against P. aeruginosa.68  
In summary over the five bacteria studied the TSA 2 or TSA 3 beads showed 

the best activity in this assay and as the TSA 2 contained the lower amount of 

silver(I) ions this makes them the most attractive material for using in future 

bactericidal applications.  We would propose that a contact kill mechanism is an 

important contribution to the observed bactericidal activity of these beads for two 

reasons, (1). The calcium alginate beads which disintegrated during the course of this 

assay against some bacteria, showed poorer activity than the TSA 2 and TSA 3 beads 

which remained intact during the course of this assay. (2) The quaternary ammonium 

group which was covalently attached to the bead exhibited a bactericidal effect 

against all the bacteria studied. 
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6.1 Future Work 

One of the main areas of the current research which we would like to develop 

would be the means of impregnating the beads with silver in the zero oxidation state.  

Generally as outlined in the thesis the beads containing silver in the zero oxidation 

state were not as active against the micro-organisms as those containing similar 

amounts of silver in the +1 oxidation state.  Evidence from SEM micrographs 

showed that a significant component of the silver(0) contained within the beads was 

in the micro-domain.  In addition the leachate from the beads in the zero oxidation 

state did not have the same effect on the micro-organisms as the silver in the +1 

oxidation state.  It is known that the particle size of silver(0) is important in relation 

to its antimicrobial activity and that high activity is achieved when the particles are 

between 9 nm to 62 nm.1,2  The method employed in the current research to form 

beads containing silver in the zero oxidation state, was to first impregnate the beads 

with silver(I) ions and then reduce the silver(I) ions by reacting the beads with 

sodium borohydride.  If the concentration of silver ions was low silver nanoparticles 

were formed, but there was not sufficient amount of them present to have an effect 

on the micro-organisms.  However, as was the case for the beads studied in Chapter 

4 and in Chapter 5, when the concentration of ions was high a lot of the silver(0) was 

in microstructures.  Therefore we need to develop alternative methodologies to 

impregnate the composite propylene glycol alginate/alginate (PGA) beads and the 

composite alginate beads functionalised with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)-

propyloctadecyldimethylammonium chloride (TSA) with larger amounts of silver 

nanoparticles which have diameters of approximately 5-20 nm.   

The first study we would be interested in carrying out is to incorporate a 

greater amount of silver nanoparticles into the composite alginate beads, would be 

based on two different methodologies outlined in two studies in the literature which 

incorporate silver nanoparticles into an alginate containing film3 and alginate 

microbeads.4  In both cases the silver nanoparticles were characterised by UV/Vis 

spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and were shown to have 

a narrow size distribution between 10-30 nm.  Moreover, the film or beads so formed 

showed anti-bacterial properties.  In the first methodology silver nanoparticles were 

formed by adding silver nitrate solution to an aqueous alginate solution and stirring 
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for 1 h at 90°C.  The alginate acts as both the reducing agent and the capping agent 

which stabilising the nanoparticles once formed.  Films were then formed by mixing 

the silver nanoparticle-alginate solution with different concentrations of chitosan 

solution and then casting films from the solutions.  It should be possible to substitute 

the chitosan for the functionalised alginates used in the current research and then 

form beads by dropping the solution into a solution containing calcium chloride.  In 

the second methodology silver nanoparticles were incorporated into alginate micro 

beads using an electrochemical approach.  In this work the alginate was dissolved in 

solution containing silver nitrate and potassium nitrate (as the electrolyte).  The 

nanoparticles were formed by electrochemical reduction and beads were then formed 

using electrostatic extrusion into a calcium chloride gelling solution.  Again the 

alginate acted as a capping agent and prevented the silver nanoparticles from 

agglomerating.  We would intend to repeat this methodology to reduce the silver(I) 

and then mix the silver nanoparticle-alginate solution with solutions containing 

either of the functionalised alginates used in the current research.  Beads would then 

be formed using our standing method of dropping the alginate containing solution 

into a calcium chloride solution.   

In the current research polypyrrole/alginate beads were employed as means to 

deliver NBPT.  It would be interesting to investigate if these composite beads could 

be used to support silver nanoparticles to be applied in anti-microbial applications.  

In order to do this we would encapsulate silver ions into the alginate beads using 

similar procedures to those outlined in this thesis.  It would be hoped that the silver 

ions would be able to act as oxidising agents in a similar manner to the FeCl3 used in 

this project.  The silver(I) would oxidise the pyrrole which would form a polymer 

layer over the beads.  At the same time the silver(I) would be reduced to silver(0) 

which we hope would be trapped as nanoparticles within the polypyrrole matrix.  

This method has been used previously to form silver nanoparticles with diameters 

ranging from 2 nm to 50 nm, distributed evenly throughout 

polypyrrole/poly(styrene-co-methacrylic acid) nanocomposite particles.5  The beads 

would then be tested for their anti-fungal and anti-bacterial properties.   

A further study that we would be interested in carrying out would be to 

investigate the anti-microbial properties of silver ion impregnated bentonite-loaded 

calcium alginate beads.  Bentonite is known to have cation exchange properties and 
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bentonite loaded with silver nitrate has been used as an antibacterial agent.  Santos et 

al. have shown that silver ions can be incorporated into bentonite by applying an ion 

exchange process, and they showed that it was possible to incorporate the active 

bactericide properties of silver into bentonite.6  We would try to exchange the mobile 

cations in bentonite for silver(I) ions and then load the bentonite into the alginate 

beads using similar methodologies to those used in the current research project.  The 

beads could be then evaluated for their antibacterial properties against the five strains 

of bacteria and one strain of fungi tested in the current project. 
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